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Abstract

Learning has expanded beyond formal education; yet, students continue to face the challenge of how to effectively direct their learning. Among the processes of learning, the selection and application of learning tactics and strategies are fundamental steps. Learning tactics and strategies have long been considered as key predictors of learning performance. Theoretical models of self-regulated learning (SRL) assert that the choice and use of learning tactics and strategies are influenced by the internal (cognitive) and external (task) conditions. These conditions are consistently updated when students receive internal/external feedback. However, internal feedback generated based on students’ evaluation of their own performance against the expectation and/or learning goal is not accurate. Guiding students to apply appropriate learning strategies i.e. providing external feedback, hence, could enhance the students’ learning. Recent research literature suggests that learning analytics can be leveraged to support students in the selection and use of effective learning tactics and strategies. However, there has been limited literature on the ways this can be achieved. This thesis aims to fill this gap in the literature.

This thesis begins by exploring the state of the art regarding how students receive learning analytics-based support for the selection and application of learning tactics and strategies. The systematic literature review on this topic reveals that students rarely receive feedback on learning tactics and strategies with learning analytics dashboards. One of the barriers to providing feedback on learning tactics and strategies is the difficulty in detecting learning tactics and strategies that students used when interacting with learning activities. Hence, this thesis proposes a novel analytics-based approach to detect learning tactics and strategies based on digital trace data recorded in learning environments. The proposed analytics-based approach is based on process, sequence mining and clustering techniques. To validate the results of the proposed approach and the credibility of the automatically detected learning tactics and strategies, associations with academic performance and different feedback conditions are explored. To further validate the approach, the efficacy of each proposed approach in the detection of learning tactics and strategies is investigated. In addition, the thesis explores the alignment of the automatically detected learning tactics and strategies with relevant models of SRL. This is done by examining the association between the internal conditions and external conditions. Specifically, internal conditions are represented by the disposition
of students based on self-reports of personality traits, whereas external conditions are represented by course instructional designs and delivery modalities. The thesis is concluded with a discussion of the implications of the proposed analytics methodology on research and practice of learning and teaching.
Lay summary

This thesis presents novel approaches for detecting learning tactics and strategies. Relying on the theory of self-regulated learning and approaches to learning, we demonstrate the use of analytics-based approaches, developed based on process mining, sequence mining, and network analytics to capture learning tactics and strategies based on trace data. Drawing on educational theories, we investigate how the detected learning tactics and strategies are associated with learning constructs as defined in the SRL theory. In addition, we demonstrate how the proposed analytics-based approach could be applied across different technology-enhanced learning contexts. This study contributes to the understanding of students’ learning process and it proposes a novel approach to automatically detect learning tactics and strategies. This approach can, therefore, be used to inform instructors and learners of learning processes.
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Introduction

All of life is a constant education.
— Eleanor Roosevelt, The Wisdom Of Eleanor Roosevelt

Technology has reformed the way we approach learning. Conventional face-to-face learning environments are now embedded with the use of technology, which brings forward new pedagogical models such as flipped learning and blended learning. Not only that, but technology has also enabled asynchronous distance education and non-credited, free online courses such as Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs). By the end of 2019, there were more than 13,000 MOOCs offered by over 900 universities worldwide. There were more than 110 million learners in total registered in these MOOCs (Shah, 2019). Various cases have also shown that MOOC contents are utilised to transfer traditional classrooms to blended learning and/or flipped classroom (Ghadiri et al., 2013; Pérez-Sanagustín et al., 2017; Rodríguez et al., 2017). Despite the increasing number of courses and learners, research reports that learners are continually facing challenges in regulating their own learning (Carpenter et al., 2020; Kizilcec et al., 2017). For instance, Reich and Ruipérez-Valiente (2019) found that based on six years of data collected from MITx and HarvardX (MOOC platforms offered by MIT and Harvard University), the dropout rates have not changed. That is, less than 10% of registered learners were able to finish these courses. This low number of completion rates highlights the challenge of studying in online learning environments.

Self-regulated learning (SRL) has been identified as an essential set of skills for successful learning in different learning environments (Bjork et al., 2013; DiFrancesca et al., 2016; Winne, 2013). High SRL skills are particularly needed in online learning environments (Abrami et al., 2011). Winne and Hadwin (1998) state that the SRL process involves four cyclical recursive phases, including, phase 1: task definition, phase 2: goal setting and planning, phase 3: enactment of strategies and tactics, and phase 4: adaptation. They propose a model that illustrates key learning constructs in each learning phase including, Conditions, Operations, Products, Evaluate, and Standards (COPES) as presented in Figure 1. In the early phases of learning, students define tasks and set learning goals by considering internal and external conditions. Examples of internal (cognitive) conditions can be knowledge of tasks, domain topic, learning tactics, and different facets of motivation. Ex-
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Figure 1. Self-Regulated Learning Process (adopted from Winne & Hadwin, 1998)

ternal (task) conditions can be resources available, learning environment, instructional cues, and time constraints to complete a given task. Based on these conditions, students make judgement to set learning goals, plan their schedule, and set some expectation or ‘standards’. Students ‘operate’ their learning by applying the selected learning strategies and tactics. At the end, the ‘products’ of learning are created. Students ‘evaluate’ these products and the choices of learning strategies against the standards that had earlier set. This evaluation can result in the change of learning strategies or updating standards (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Therefore, the substantial skill in the SRL process is realising and utilising tactics and strategies that can assist an individual in the learning process (Zimmerman, 2011).

Learning strategy is denoted as the factors that predict success in learning (Winne, 2006). Learning strategies are used to facilitate knowledge construction which involves the use of specific study tactics or techniques that may help students perform some specific tasks in their learning process to achieve their learning goals (Derry, 1989; Malmberg et al., 2014; Rachal et al., 2007). Learning tactic and strategy are often used interchangeably. However, these two terms are different. Learning tactic refers to a sequence of actions performed by a student to complete a learning task (Hadwin et al., 2007), whereas, learning strategy is defined as “a coordinated set of study tactics that are directed by learning goal, and that are aimed at acquiring a new skill or gaining understanding” (Malmberg et al., 2014, p.116). The literature suggests that not all students apply effective learning methods (Dunlosky et al., 2013; Malmberg et al., 2014; Rachal et al., 2007). Moreover, there are differences in learning strategy application between low and high-performance students (DiFrancesca et al., 2016; Proctor et al., 2006). Students also adopt different learning tactics and strategies when participating in different learning contexts. For instance, a recent study reveals that note-taking is one of the most frequently used learning tactics in the traditional classroom (Dunlosky, 2013). However, current research reports that students rarely use the note-taking tactic when participated in online learning courses (Morehead et al., 2019). Broadbent (2017) found that students reported
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lower levels of peer learning and help-seeking when participated in online learning as compared to blended learning. These simple cases demonstrate that learners adopted different learning tactics when participating in different learning contexts.

Simply leaving students to manage their own learning does not guarantee effective learning (Kirschner et al., 2006). Students require extensive support and guidance to select and adapt effective learning strategies (Dunlosky et al., 2013; Winne, 2013). However, existing research has found that students rarely receive feedback to guide them in the selection of learning strategies (see Chapter two for a systematic literature review). One of the potential barriers to providing feedback on learning tactics and strategies application is the difficulty in accurately detecting the types of learning tactics and strategies used by students (Matcha, Ahmad Uzir, et al., 2020).

Capturing learning strategy is a difficult task because learning strategy is a “latent construct”, which is sometimes invisible and difficult to observe (Jovanovic et al., 2017). Much research into student learning strategies has relied on self-reports that are collected through questionnaires or think-aloud protocols (Pardo et al., 2017; Winne, 2013, 2014). However, students’ memories about the choices of learning strategies are often biased and incomplete (Broadbent, 2017; Winne, 2013), whereas using think-aloud protocols could impede students’ learning due to cognitive overload (Winne, 2014). Data collected from the digital environment, such as log data, can better show actual behaviour with less discrepancy between perception and actual learning behaviours. For instance, by comparing actual learning activities collected in trace data to self-reports, Hadwin et al. (2007) found that self-reports did not reflect students’ actual behaviour. Moreover, self-reports usually fail to capture the development of learning strategies. The use of learning trace data allows for understanding the students’ actual learning behaviour without intervening in their learning or inadvertently increasing their cognitive overload. Zhou and Winne (2012) found that trace data were better correlated to the students’ learning achievement than self-reports. Still, self-reports are successful in capturing students’ perceptions and intentions and can assist in understanding the choices of actions students make.

Extracting learning tactics and strategies used by students from trace data can empower the instructors to provide timely feedback on students’ learning strategies. In this way, students can have a better idea on the effectiveness of their learning tactics and strategies. Finding the right mechanism to capture learning strategies, communicate the discovered strategies, and recommend the use of effective learning strategies are among the most important steps that should be taken to optimise learning. This PhD thesis aims to fulfil this gap by exploring data mining techniques and learning analytics-based approaches that can be used to provide insights into how students learn.

Learning analytics is a growing field of research focusing on utilising the collected data in educational environment to gain insights that may inform and enhance learning practice (Gašević, Kovanović, et al., 2017; Siemens & Baker, 2012). By employing data mining methods, learning tactics and strategies can be identified from trace data (Fincham et al., 2018; Jovanović et al.,
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2019; Maldonado et al., 2018) that are digital footprints about students’ interaction with online resources. However, there is less understanding of what actual learning tactics and strategies are used as captured with the trace data, and how they related to the existing educational theory.

In this PhD thesis, we first explore how learning analytics-based tools are currently used to support learning process. Then, a novel approach for detecting learning tactics and strategies used by learners when they interact with the online learning materials is proposed. The thesis then explores how the learning tactics and strategies discovered with the proposed approach are informed by existing education theories such as approaches to learning and SRL model. In this thesis, the connections of the SRL theory and the adoption of learning tactics and strategies are explored by focusing on the associations of the learning tactics and strategies detected from trace data with the SRL constructs proposed in Winne and Hadwin’s (1998) COPES model, including, products, feedback (external evaluation), cognitive conditions (i.e., personality traits), and task conditions (i.e., course designs and delivery modalities).

1.1 Research goals and questions

The work presented in this thesis was conducted with three main research goals. The first goal was to examine how learning analytics tools have been used to guide students in their learning process, which is under-explored in the literature (Bodily & Verbert, 2017; Corrin & de Barba, 2015; Gašević et al., 2015; Gayane Sedrakyan et al., 2016). To address this gap, the thesis systematically surveyed how existing learning analytics-based tools had been used to support SRL according to Winne and Hadwin’s (1998) COPES model. Moreover, the literature often claims that feedback generated from the learning analytics-based tools supports the SRL process; however, there had been insufficient evidence in the literature to validate this claim (Matcha, Ahmad Uzir, et al., 2020). Hence, to bridge the gap, this thesis presents a systematic literature review of learning analytics-based feedback tools (i.e. learning analytics dashboards–LADs). Thus, the first research question is

**Research Question 1:**

*Based on the SRL perspective, how have learning analytics-based tools been used to support students’ learning process?*

By addressing the first research goal, we found that students rarely received feedback on their choices of learning tactics and strategies. We posited that a possible reason for this could be attributed to the difficulty of detecting learning tactics and strategies from trace data (Jovanovic et al., 2017). Therefore, the second goal of the study was to design and develop a learning analytics-based approach that can automate the detection of theoretically-meaningful learning tactics and strategies from trace data. As such, our second research question is

**Research Question 2:**
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Can we develop a learning analytics-based approach to detect meaningful learning tactics and strategies? To what extent can the proposed approach detect (dis)similar learning tactics and strategies when compared to alternative approaches and across different learning contexts?

The third goal of the presented study was to validate the proposed analytics approach for the detection of learning tactics and strategies. According to Joksimovic et al. (2019), the validation of a learning analytics-based approach can be regarded as “the degree to which theory and evidence support the interpretation of the measurement” (Joksimovic et al., 2019, p. 48). Hence, the validity of the proposed method could be explored in terms of how the detected learning strategies can be explained by well-accepted learning theories (Gašević, Kovanović, et al., 2017). Approaches to learning (Biggs, 1987; Entwistle, 1991; Marton & Säljö, 1976) is among the frequently referred theoretical models used for explaining learning strategies (Kovanović et al., 2019; Trigwell & Prosser, 1991; Zeegers, 2001). Approaches to learning define three types of learning strategies, namely, deep, strategic (achieving), and surface learning approaches. Association with academic performance is usually examined to further explain learning strategies. As such, our third research question is

Research Question 3:

To what extent can we explain learning tactics and strategies detected by using the analytics-based approach with existing educational theories?

In relation to the SRL process, according to Winne and Hadwin (1998) several learning constructs impact the adoption of learning tactics and strategies, especially during phase 3 (enactment of learning tactics and strategies) of the SRL process, which is the central focus of this thesis. Four learning constructs of the COPES model are examined in this thesis, including products, external evaluation, tasks (i.e., external) conditions, and cognitive (internal) conditions.

- Products: Products refer to the outputs of learning in each phase of Winne and Hadwin’s (1998) model of SRL. The most observable proxy of products is the academic performance obtained as a result of how students operate their learning.

- External evaluation (Feedback): Students evaluate their learning products against ‘standards’ or expectations and learning goals. However, existing research shows that internal evaluation or feedback generated by students’ own perception is not accurate (Bjork et al., 2013; Carpenter et al., 2020). Therefore, providing students with external feedback can improve their learning. External feedback can also influence students’ choices of learning strategies.

- Task conditions: Task conditions refer to the resources available, time and the constraints inherent to the learning tasks and learning environment (Greene & Azevedo, 2007; Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Tasks are shaped by instructional designs and the mode of delivery (Elen
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& Clarebout, 2005), both of which are examined in this thesis regarding their effects on the choices of learning tactics and strategies.

- Cognitive conditions: Cognitive conditions refer to the constraints that are internal to students’ cognitive processes such as beliefs, dispositions, and previous knowledge of a learning subject (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). In this study, we explore the effects of internal conditions on the choices of learning strategies through the use of self-reported measures of personality traits.

With this in mind, our fourth research question is

**Research Question 4:**

*How are the SRL constructs associated with the adoption of learning tactics and strategies?*

SRL constructs in this PhD thesis refer to the learning facets that influence the SRL process as conceptualised in the COPES model (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Specifically, this thesis investigates the relationship of products (academic performance), external evaluation (feedback), and two types of conditions (i.e. instructional design and modalities; and dispositions) with learning strategies.

1.2 Methodology

The studies presented in this thesis were conducted by using the quantitative learning analytics-based approaches and empirical data collected from real-world across three different learning modalities, namely, flipped classroom, blended learning, and MOOC.

The research began by exploring the state of the art of learning analytics-based tools and their applications to support SRL process. The systematic literature review was conducted by focusing on the research papers that reported on the used of learning analytics-based tools to provide feedback to students, i.e. LADs (RQ1). The analysis of the collected research studies was done by investigating which of the SRL elements based on the well-known SRL theory developed by Winne and Hadwin (1998) was present in the design and implementation of these LADs. The results of this systematic literature review show that students hardly ever receive any feedback on their selection of learning tactics and strategies.

One of the associated challenges of this problem is the difficulty in detecting learning tactics and strategies used by students (Jovanovic et al., 2017). This research, therefore, aimed to fill in this gap by proposing a learning analytics-based approach that can be used to capture learning tactics and strategies applied by students from trace data (RQ2). We proposed the learning analytics-based approach for the detection of learning tactics based on a combination of (i) a process mining technique that is rooted in first-order Markov models (FOMM), and (ii) the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. The detected tactics were then explored by using both process mining and sequence mining techniques. Learning strategies were detected based on the pattern of how students
applied learning tactics over time by using a clustering technique, i.e. agglomerative hierarchical clustering.

Since the proposed learning analytics-based approach relied on an unsupervised machine learning algorithm, the validity of the analytics-based approach is examined in terms of how the detected learning tactics and strategies are corresponded to the well-established learning theories (Gašević, Kovanović, et al., 2017; Joksimovic et al., 2019; Jovanovic et al., 2017). Therefore, we explored how the detected learning tactics and strategies can be supported by relevant learning theories (RQ3 and RQ4). The results of applying the analytics-based approach, i.e. detected learning tactics and strategies are interpreted according to the theory of approaches to learning (RQ3). We framed our research under the SRL model proposed by Winne and Hadwin (1998). Hence, the association with the learning constructs were explored (RQ4). Inferential statistics were used to investigate the relationship between the detected learning strategies and SRL constructs.

1.3 Thesis structure and overview

In order to address the four research questions, the overall thesis is structured based on the consolidated model of learning analytics as proposed by Gašević, Kovanović, et al. (2017). The model highlights the three core dimensions of learning analytics, including theory, design, and data science. The thesis is made of seven chapters, and the middle five chapters correspond to one or more dimensions of the learning analytics model as shown in Figure 2. Each of the five chapters addresses one or more research questions (Table 1), and includes one peer-reviewed publication which constitutes the core of the chapter. A short preface and summary are included in each chapter to explain how the included publication fits into the overall structure and topic of the thesis. The final chapter provides a summary of the findings, highlights the implications of the research and suggests the direction for future work.

In the remainder of this section, a brief overview of each chapter and how they contribute to the research goals of the thesis as defined in Section 1.1 are described.

Table 1. Overview of the thesis research questions by individual chapters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>RQ 1</th>
<th>RQ 2</th>
<th>RQ 3</th>
<th>RQ 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 2</td>
<td>Support for Learning Strategies by Learning Analytics-based Tools</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 3</td>
<td>Analytics of Learning Strategies: Automatic Detection of Learning Tactics and Strategies</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 4</td>
<td>Analytics of Learning Strategy: Associations with Academic Performance and Feedback</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 5</td>
<td>Analytics of Learning Strategy: Role of Course Design and Delivery Modalities</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chapter 6</td>
<td>Analytics of Learning Strategy: Associations with Personality Traits</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1.3.1 Overview of chapter two: “Support for Learning Strategies by Learning Analytics-based Tools” (RQ 1)

Learning analytics offers insights into the learning process. Research employs learning analytics to enhance learning by offering the results of the analysed data about students’ activities as feedback. Communication of learning analytics-based feedback is typically done by using LADs. Nonetheless, how LADs support SRL is unclear. In order to address this research problem, we examine how LADs have been used to support the self-regulation process.

Research contributions:

- We conducted a systematic literature review of studies that reported on empirical uses of LADs to support SRL. Our investigation was based on the model of SRL developed by Winne and Hadwin (1998).
- The systematic literature review provides a great level of details on the research on LADs. It also reports on the limitations of existing research and identifies future research directions.
- The results of this review highlight the oversight of using LADs to support the selection of learning strategies. Moreover, existing LADs do not support metacognition, and are not grounded in learning theories.

Research output:

1. Matcha, W., Ahmad Uzir, N., Gasevic, D. Pardo, A.: “A Systematic Review of Empirical Studies on Learning Analytics Dashboards: A Self-Regulated Learning Perspective”: A journal article reporting important issues in research, design and development of LADs. This article has been accepted for publication in the IEEE Transaction in Learning Technologies.
1.3.2 Overview of chapter three: “Analytics of Learning Strategies: Automatic Detection of Learning Tactics and Strategies” (RQs 2 and 3)

Feedback is an important process in supporting learners to adjust and select effective learning tactics and strategies (Greene & Azevedo, 2007; Hattie & Timperley, 2007). As such, capturing learning tactics and strategies used during the learning process is an important step to enable such feedback. Traditional research relies on self-report instruments to detect learning tactics and strategies used by students. However, students are not always accurate in reporting on how they learn (Bjork et al., 2013; Broadbent, 2017; Carpenter et al., 2020). Simply relying on self-reports is not sufficient in terms of presenting the “dynamic” application of learning tactics and strategies over time.

Recent research shows that trace data collected from a digital learning environment is more suitable than self-reports to describe learning constructs (Zhou & Winne, 2012). However, research into the detection of learning tactics and strategies from trace data is scarce. Moreover, most of the learning analytics-based approaches are context dependent (Jovanovic et al., 2017; Maldonado-Mahauad et al., 2018), and their validity and generalisability have not been sufficiently studied. It is also understudied how learning tactics and strategies detected with learning analytics-based approaches correspond to educational theories. To fulfil this gap, this chapter reports the findings of the study that explored (dis)similarity in detecting learning tactics and strategies with different learning analytics-based approaches when applied to the same dataset.

Research contributions:

• We proposed and evaluated the use of learning analytics-based approaches for the identification of different learning tactics and strategies by considering students’ learning actions when interacting with online learning environments. Three main approaches, which were based on sequential, network, and process analytics, were explored.

• Using the data collected for a fully-online credited course, we applied the three analytics-based approaches to identify corresponding learning tactics and strategies used by the students and examined their association with academic performance.

• Our results revealed that the three learning analytics-based approaches were able to detect similar learning tactics and strategies to some extent. The choice of data analytics approaches has a direct implication on the analysed learning tactics and consequently impact on the detection of the learning strategies.

Research output:

1.3.3 Overview of chapter four: “Analytics of Learning Strategy: Associations with Academic Performance and Feedback” (RQs 2, 3 and 4)

According to Winne and Hadwin’s (1998) COPES model, external evaluation, i.e. feedback provided by instructors is an important learning construct. However, providing feedback to a large cohort class is a challenging task. Learning analytics has recently been used to provide an approach for the generation of semi-automated and personalised messages that communicate feedback from the instructor to students (Pardo et al., 2017). In this chapter, we explore the role of feedback and its association with learning strategies detected from trace data using the process-based approach explained in Chapter three. The corresponding association between learning strategies and academic performance is also investigated.

Research contributions:

- We evaluated the approach based on the process mining approach for the detection of learning tactics and strategies. We examined the detected tactics and strategies in terms of their temporal and sequential characteristics.
- We also investigated the relationship between the detected learning strategies, academic performance and external evaluation (feedback). The detected strategies were found to correspond to those conceptualised in the theory of approaches to learning.
- We demonstrated that data-driven learning tactics and strategies could provide insights into how students actually learned and the actual learning strategies that they applied.
- We showed that the use of personalised learning analytics-based feedback was associated with the increase in the use of effective learning strategies and academic performance.

Research output:

1. Matcha, W., Gašević, D., Ahmad Uzir, N., Jovanović, J. Pardo, A.: “Analytics of Learning Strategies: Associations with Academic Performance and Feedback”: A full conference paper describing the proposed method used to detect learning tactics and strategies and exploring the association of the detected strategies with academic performance and feedback. The paper was presented at the Ninth International Learning Analytics and Knowledge Conference (LAK’19) and was shortlisted for the best full research paper award.

1.3.4 Overview of chapter five: “Analytics of Learning Strategy: Role of Course Design and Delivery Modalities” (RQs 2, 3 and 4)

In order to validate the proposed process analytics-based approach, we examined how the approach can be applied across different learning contexts (i.e. flipped classroom, blended learning, and MOOC). The learning contexts are shaped by the course instructional designs and delivery modalities, which affect task conditions as theorised in Winne and Hadwin’s (1998) COPES model. Task conditions refer to the external factors that may influence the selection of learning tactics and strategies. Task conditions are shaped by the time constraints, resource available, instructional cues and
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social context. These constructs are driven by the design of a course and course delivery modalities. In this chapter, we examined how the detected learning tactics and strategies reflect the course instructional design and delivery modalities.

Research contributions:

- We replicated the use of the proposed process analytics-based approach across three different learning contexts, in order to examine the role of course design and delivery modality on learning tactics and strategies. The three learning contexts were different in terms of course instructional design (problem-solving and practice-based learning) and delivery modalities (flipped classroom, blended learning, and MOOC).

- The results revealed that the choices of learning tactics were influenced by course instructional designs, and learning strategies were sensitive to delivery modalities.

- This study provided robust evidence that the proposed analytics approach developed based on process mining is applicable across different learning contexts. The analysed learning strategies are corroborated with the findings of learning strategies detected by using traditional methods such as self-report instruments (Byrne et al., 2010; Chonkar et al., 2018; Mattick et al., 2004).

Research output:

1. Matcha, W., Gašević, D., Ahmad Uzir, N., Jovanovic, J., Pardo, A., Lim, L., Maldonado-Mahauad, J., Gentili, S., Perez-Sanagustín, M. Tsai, Y.-S.: “Analytics of Learning Strategies: Role of Course Design and Delivery Modality”: An invited journal article describing the role of course designs and delivery modalities in the detection of learning tactics and strategies with the proposed learning analytics approach. The paper is accepted to be published in the Journal of Learning Analytics.

1.3.5 Overview of chapter six: “Analytics of Learning Strategy: Associations with Personality Traits” (RQs 2, 3 and 4)

According to Winne and Hadwin (1998), cognitive conditions include beliefs, dispositions and styles; motivational factors and orientations; domain knowledge; knowledge of task; and knowledge of study tactics and strategies. Personality is an individual difference that can explain the disposition of one’s learning behaviours (Bidjerano & Dai, 2007). Personality is defined as “relatively enduring patterns of thoughts, feelings, and behaviours that distinguish individuals from one another” (Roberts & Mroczek, 2008, p. 31). Numerous research studies have been carried out to explore personality and its relationships with academic performance, learning strategies, and learning processes (Bidjerano & Dai, 2007; Chamorro-Premuzic & Furnham, 2008; Conard, 2006). Research in psychology (John & Srivastava, 1999) identifies five personality traits, namely, extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional instability (or neuroticism), and openness to experience (or intellect) (Bidjerano & Dai, 2007; John & Srivastava, 1999; Roberts & Mroczek, 2008).
Extraversion is characterised as being a sociable and talkative person. Agreeableness refers to the generosity. Conscientiousness represents a dependable and organised individual. Emotional instability tends to be anxiety. Openness is described as being creative and willing to expose oneself to a new experience. Using self-reported measures of personality and learning strategies, existing research has found that conscientiousness and openness are predictive of academic performance and the choice of learning strategies (Chamorro-Premuzic & Furnham, 2008; Conard, 2006). However, up to now, there has been no research study that explored the association of personality traits and the learning strategies detected by using an analytics-based approach.

**Research contributions:**

- We investigated the relationship between learning strategies detected from trace data and personality traits as reported by students who participated in a MOOC.
- Our results confirmed the association between learning strategies and personality traits as it has previously been observed by studies using self-reported methods. In particular, we observed that conscientiousness and agreeableness were associated with effective learning strategies (i.e., those that promote deep approaches to learning) and were predictive of academic performance. Emotional instability is associated with the adoption of the surface approaches to learning and was predictive of lower academic performance.
- The results of this chapter offer evidence about the reliability and validity of the proposed learning analytics-based approach for the detection of learning strategies by confirming similar findings already reported elsewhere in the literature that used conventional self-reported research methods.

**Research output:**

1. Matcha, W., Gašević, D., Jovanović, J., Ahmad Uzir, N., Oliver, C. W., Murray, A. Gasevic, D.: “Analytics of Learning Strategies: the Association with the Personality Traits”: A full conference paper reporting the association between learning strategies and personality traits variables. The paper was presented at the 10th International Conference on Learning Analytics and Knowledge (LAK’20) and shortlisted for the best paper award.

**Overview of chapter seven: “Conclusions and future directions”**

In the final chapter, the impact of the thesis with respect to the research questions identified in Chapter one is discussed. The implications for research and practice are highlighted as well as potential directions for future research. The thesis is concluded with a summary of key contributions.
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2.1 Introduction

Learning Analytics is a growing field of research that exploits the data collected about learners to optimise the learning process. Learning analytics is defined as “the measurement, collection, analysis and reporting of data about learners and their contexts, for purposes of understanding and optimising learning and the environments in which it occurs” (Siemens & Baker, 2012, p. 252-253). Gašević, Kovanović, et al. (2017) posit that in order for the learning analytics research to achieve its promising goal, research in this area needs to reinforce three core components (referred to as the ‘consolidated model of learning analytics’), including theory, design and data science when conducting the research (Figure 3). Learning analytics research highly emphasises on the application of data science methods to extract insights from data, thereby generating feedback for relevant stakeholders. However, research in data-driven fields such as learning analytics often comes with challenges. The literature reveals that learning analytics research suffers from a lack of educational theories to inform practices (Gašević, Kovanović, et al., 2017; Reimann, 2016; Wise & Shaffer, 2015). The critical absence of theory may have hidden the promising benefits gained by using learning analytics-based methods and tools.

Feedback is recognised as a key mechanism to facilitate learning (Hattie & Timperley, 2007; Van der Kleij et al., 2015). Current research in learning analytics has widely used LADs as a means to communicate feedback to stakeholders (Schwendimann et al., 2016; Sedrakyan et al., 2016). LADs visualise the information obtained from the analysis of digital trace data and present the results to stakeholders based on an identified set of “indicators” (Schwendimann et al., 2016). One of the primary aims of LADs is to support the SRL process (Bodily & Verbert, 2017; Jivet et al., 2017).

SRL is referred to a learning process that involves the use of cognition, metacognition, affect,
and motivation to direct and manage learning to achieve a set of learning goals (Panadero, 2017; Schunk, 2008; Winne & Hadwin, 1998; Zimmerman, 2011). In Winne and Hadwin’s (1998) COPES model, five key learning constructs recursively influence the SRL process, including:

- **Conditions**: refer to the constraints that could restrict how students engage with learning. The conditions could be internal or external to the cognitive process. External (task) conditions include the time available, learning resources provided to students, instructional cues, and social context. The internal (cognitive) conditions involve
  - Beliefs, disposition, and styles: They refer to students’ perceptions of their ability to accomplish the learning tasks. The students’ beliefs, disposition, and styles closely link to the motivation and consequently influence the goals and overall learning process.
  - Motivational factors and orientation: They are the internal factors that drive intentions and goals of students, thus, influencing how students choose to proceed with their learning. For example, a student with intrinsic motivation usually aims to broaden the understanding and mastery of the skills. Therefore, during phase 3: enactment of strategies, the student tends to be highly engaged in learning and applies effective learning tactics such as cognitive elaboration (Greene & Azevedo, 2007).
  - Domain knowledge: This refers to the long-term memory, or knowledge students previously had acquired relevant to the topic at hand.
  - Knowledge of tasks: This refers to the understanding of the steps students need to take in order to accomplish the tasks they are asked to work on.
  - Knowledge of study tactics and strategies: This refers to the understanding and knowledge of how to apply study tactics and strategies. Even though learning tactics and strategies are often used interchangeably, the literature clearly differentiate the mean-
ings of these two constructs. That is, a learning tactic is a sequence of actions operated by students to accomplish a task (Hadwin et al., 2007; Malmberg et al., 2014). A learning strategy is a purposeful use of one or more learning tactics (Derry, 1989; Malmberg et al., 2014; Rachal et al., 2007). In short, a learning tactic is defined at the task level, whereas, the learning strategy is broader (Malmberg et al., 2014), and is defined at the level of an overall learning goal. A learning strategy develops over time and becomes the characteristic of one’s learning (Winne et al., 2002).

- Operations: refer to the actual actions performed by a student to process information. Operations can be defined as
  - Primitive: refer to the primitive actions performed by a student to recall the prior knowledge, searching for information, connect new information and translate it into knowledge (Winne & Hadwin, 1998).
  - Acquired (tactics and strategies): students develop a set of skills when and how to apply learning tactics and strategies. These skills influence the knowledge of learning tactics and strategies, as well as the self-efficacy and beliefs of the students about tactics and strategies.

- Products: refer to the results or artefacts created by students during each phase of the SRL process (Greene & Azevedo, 2007; Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Each phase of the SRL results in different type of products. For instance, the results of applying learning tactics and strategies in phase 3 can produce higher memory recall.

- Evaluation: students evaluate products against learning goals and/or standards (i.e., expectations) (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Evaluation can take place internally within or externally to a cognitive system (Pardo et al., 2017). Internal evaluation refers to the process where a student makes a judgement on their own learning. The external evaluation feedback on student’s learning by external agents such as instructor, teacher, or automatically generated by a learning system (Pardo et al., 2017). Based on the evaluation, students update the conditions and standards, which in turn influences the adoption of specific types of learning tactics and strategies.

- Standards: are beliefs and the criteria of success set by a student in each phase of SRL (Greene & Azevedo, 2007). For example, during phase 3 of Winne and Hadwin’s model (enactment of learning tactics and strategies), the standards could be i) the time that a student expects to be engaged in learning and ii) the knowledge and understanding that the student intends to gain in each learning session.

This theoretical model of SRL highlights the important role of feedback as a driving force that influences cognitive conditions, operations, goals, and standards (refer to Figure 1 in Chapter one) (Winne
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Hadwin, 1998). Effective feedback should, therefore, help students ‘operate’ their learning in effective manners and adopt suitable learning tactics and strategies to maximise the quality of their learning products. However, how LADs facilitate and impact self-regulation is under-explored (Gašević et al., 2015; Jivet et al., 2017). Moreover, it is unclear how existing LADs have been developed and to what extent they are grounded by educational theories (Gašević et al., 2015; Jivet et al., 2017). The insufficiency of theoretical support can lead to ineffective feedback and consequently unsuccessful learning (Wise & Shaffer, 2015).

The main objective of this chapter is to review the state of the art of research in LADs in terms of their use in feedback provision to support the learning process. Principally, based on the consolidated model of learning analytics research (Gašević, Kovanović, et al., 2017), this chapter explores:

- **Theory** – centred around the well-known SRL model by Winne and Hadwin (1998), the chapter investigates how current learning analytics tools have been used to provide support on the learning process based on the COPES model.

- **Design** – several dimensions of the design and development of LADs are explored along with the study designs used for evaluations of the LADs.

- **Data science** – the role of data science is explored in terms of data sources used to generate feedback.

### 2.1.1 Chapter overview

A systematic literature review is a rigorous research method, used to provide an overview of a research topic (Sutherland, 2004). Focusing on clear research questions, a systematic literature review relies on a pre-defined and clear protocol of how to conduct the review (Armstrong et al., 2011; Moher et al., 2016). The following steps of the systematic literature review need to be defined, documented, and planned before carrying out the review, including, systematic search of relevant research studies, selection of the relevant studies, critical evaluation of the studies, and a synthesis of the findings to provide robust evidence to research questions set (Armstrong et al., 2011; Sutherland, 2004).

- **Systematic search strategy**: during this initial step, explicit keywords relevant to the topic of the review need to be clearly stated (Sutherland, 2004). These keywords are then transparently used to search for relevant studies across the pre-defined databases.

- **Selection**: the criteria of inclusion and exclusion of the literature need to be clearly defined. Specifying the inclusion and exclusion criteria allows the researchers to obtain the literature on the same basis (Jahan et al., 2016). It is suggested that the selection of the literature should be done by at least two independent reviewers and discussed to resolve any conflicts if existed (Jahan et al., 2016).
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- Critical evaluation: by considering the research questions, the information obtained from the relevant literature needs to be specified. The information is structured in form of a table to ensure the consistency with respect to the review questions (Kitchenham & Charters, 2007). Moreover, the quality of the literature should also be evaluated.

- Synthesis: the findings should be synthesised by providing the qualitative and/or quantitative evidence to address the research questions.

As such, a systematic literature review was chosen to investigate the research question one (RQ1) in Section 1.1, that is, how learning analytics tools such as LADs have been used to support the SRL process.

The systematic literature review presented in this chapter began with keyword searching to obtain relevant research studies that report the use of LADs in five main academic databases, including ACM Digital library, IEEE, Springerlink, ScienceDirect, and Wiley. The first 100 results from Google scholar were also included as additional sources of information. The second step was the selection of the studies by excluding irrelevant papers, short papers, and those that did not report the results in English. Finally, the coders manually read through the papers. At the end, only those papers that reported on empirical studies of LADs and were presented in English were included in this study. As a result, 29 papers were included in the final analysis. Two independent coders manually coded the papers according to three main research questions, including:

- What is the support of LADs for the elements of SRL as established in learning sciences?

- What type of information is offered as feedback in LADs?

- What is the quality of study designs and reporting that discussed the empirical evaluations of the LADs?

A significant contribution of the present work is that it provides a comprehensive overview of contemporary research on LADs which potentially can be used to inform the design and development of LADs. It provides insights by synthesizing the general practice of the design and development of the LADs including the selection of the indicators to present the results, the reference frames used, the main purposes the LADs were designed for, the types of visualisation used, target users, and the quality of the study designs. The review also i) discusses the oversights and limitations in LADs research that require attention from educators and researchers and ii) suggests future research directions to address the highlighted limitations.


The following section includes the verbatim copy of the following publication:

Wannisa Matcha, Nora’ayu Ahmad Uzir, Dragan Gašević, and Abelardo Pardo

Abstract—This paper presents a systematic literature review of learning analytics dashboards (LADs) research that reports empirical findings to assess the impact on learning and teaching. Several previous literature reviews identified self-regulated learning as a primary focus of LADs. However, there has been much less understanding how learning analytics are grounded in the literature on self-regulated learning and how self-regulated learning is supported. To address this limitation, this review analyzed the existing empirical studies on LADs based on the well-known model of self-regulated learning proposed by Winne and Hadwin. The results show that existing LADs are rarely grounded in learning theory, cannot be suggested to support metacognition, do not offer any information about effective learning tactics and strategies, and have significant limitations in how their evaluation is conducted and reported. Based on the findings of the study and through the synthesis of the literature, the paper proposes that future research and development should not make any a priori design decisions about representation of data and analytic results in learning analytics systems such as LADs. To formalize this proposal, the paper defines the model for user-centered learning analytics systems (MULAS). The MULAS consists of the four dimensions that are cyclically and recursively interconnected including: theory, design, feedback, and evaluation.

Index Terms—Dashboards, empirical research, feedback, information visualization, learning analytics, self-regulated learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over last several years, the role of technology increased significantly in different educational settings from the widespread use of learning management systems to social media, interactive simulations, and serious games to name a few. The growth in the use of technology propelled the development of the capacity for capturing data about various aspects of learning experiences. This is done through the collection of digital footprints learners leave behind whenever they interact with technology. These digital footprints have been recognized as a promising source of data (also known as trace of log data) that can be leveraged to inform and optimize decision making of a wide range of stakeholders such as learners, teachers, and administrators.

To harness the potential of digital footprints, the field of learning analytics focuses on the collection, analysis, and reporting of data about learners and contexts in which learning occurs [1]. Learning analytics make use of data science methods to analyze data and report the results of the analysis with different visual and textual approaches [2]. Within learning analytics, dashboards have received much attention as tools that can provide users with relevant insight, prompt user reflection, and potentially inform interventions that are aimed at optimizing learning and the quality of the student experience [3]. Schwendimann and colleagues [4] define (LAD) as “a single display that aggregate different indicators about learner(s), learning process(es) and/or learning context(s) into one or multiple visualization” (p. 8).

In spite of some promising results, critical limitations in the existing research and design of LADs have been identified [5]. Some studies suggest that learners find it hard to interpret the data presented in dashboards and to make use of feedback presented in dashboards to inform the choices of their learning strategies [6]. The actual impact of learning dashboards and recommendation systems is found to be relatively low [7]. Moreover, some authors question whether feedback presented in LADs could be translated into a meaningful actionable recommendation to guide students in their learning [5], [8], [9].

Given the growing interest in LADs, several systematic literature reviews have recently been published (see Section II A for a summary). These reviews identified key themes that emerge in the literature including the focus on metacognitive, cognitive, affective, and behavioral aspects of learning [10], [11]. The focus on metacognition and self-regulated learning has particularly been emphasized. The conclusions of the existing literature reviews suggest that current LADs should i) have theoretical grounding to overcome some of the limitations in the existing LADs [10], [11], ii) support all phases of self-regulated learning.
[10], iii) significantly improve how evaluation is conducted [4], [10]–[12], and iv) establish closer connections with the literature on open learner modeling [13].

Although the limitations are reported in the current literature reviews, there have been a shortage of systematic analyses of the existing LADs based on an established theoretical model of (self-regulated) learning. This is a significant limitation, as some of the findings in the existing reviews may not be completely aligned with the contemporary understanding of self-regulated learning in the learning sciences. For example, metacognition in the reviews of LADs is only linked to the reflection phase on self-regulated learning [10]. This exclusive link is not consistent with the Winne and Hadwin [14] model of self-regulated learning. The key reason for the misalignment is the fact that metacognition is not a phase of self-regulated learning. Instead, metacognition is exercised by two key processes – monitoring and control. These two processes underlie the engagement with all four phases of the Winne and Hadwin model (see Section II.B for details).

Therefore, to be able to draw conclusions about the extent to which LADs support metacognition and self-regulated learning, there is a need to perform a systematic literature review of LADs against a well-established theoretical model. This motivated our first research question:

1. What is the support of LADs for the elements of self-regulated learning based on a well-established theoretical model?

In this review, the analysis of the LADs reported in the literature was performed based on the Winne and Hadwin [14] model of self-regulated learning. The Winne and Hadwin model is particularly suitable for the analysis of LADs, as the model is derived from the well-known synthesis of the literature on learning feedback [15]. Our results of the literature show that existing LADs i) are rarely grounded in learning theory; ii) cannot be suggested to support metacognition; iii) do not offer any information about effective learning tactics and strategies; and iv) have significant limitations in their evaluation. Note that, in this systematic literature review, the effectiveness of individual SRL element on the learning outcome were not discussed.

In addition to the theoretical analysis of LADs published to date, the current study also aimed to replicate and complement some of the findings published in the previous literature reviews through two additional research questions.

2. What types of information is offered as feedback in LADs?

This research question corroborated the findings of the previous literature reviews [4] about the techniques used for presentation of data and results of analysis in LADs. The findings showed that individual references frames were most prevalent in the existing dashboards followed by comparisons with group average scores. The use of chart bars is the most relevant.

3. What is the quality of study designs and reporting the literature that reports on empirical evaluations of LADs?

The final research question expanded the existing literature reviews by critically appraising the quality of design and reporting of empirical research on LADs. This appraisal was performed by using an instrument adapted from medical research. The findings suggest that no studies discuss generalizability of their findings, while limitations of study results are rarely reported. Causal effects of the use of LADs can hardly be made due to the limited used of experimental designs and mixed-methods.

To guide future work of developers, researchers, and adopters, a model for LADs has been proposed in this paper (Section V). The model integrates the findings of these three research questions.

II. BACKGROUND

This section summarizes the findings of the previous reviews of the literature on LADs. The section also introduces the Winne and Hadwin model of self-regulated learning.

A. Reviews of LAD Literature

The initial review of the 15 LADs was carried out by Verbert et al. with the aim to illustrate the conceptual framework proposed by the authors of that review. The review analyzed target users of dashboards, data that were tracked, and evaluations performed. This review was further extended by Verbert and her colleagues [16] who ranked existing papers based on categories of LADs that had been deployed in face-to-face lectures, face-to-face group work, and blended learning settings. Then, they analyzed the dashboards in terms of the data sources, data tracking, target users, devices used and evaluation to support the four elements of the conceptual model (awareness, reflection, sense making, and behavioral change) originally proposed by Verbert et al. [17]. Although these two reviews provided useful categorizations of the literature, the two reviews did not perform a systematic search of the literature as a guarantee for a comprehensive representation of the state-of-the-art.

The first systematic literature review of learning dashboard research is reported by Schwendimann et al. [4] and included a total number of 55 papers. The review presents the result based on four categories: types of contribution (e.g., theoretical proposal or framework), learning context (e.g., target users and learning scenarios), learning dashboard solution (e.g., purpose and data sources), and evaluation. Although it has some similarities with the review reported by Verbert et al. [16], the Schwendimann et al. review additionally scrutinized the types of indicators presented in individual dashboards into six broad groups and categorized the types of visualization used in LADs. The main finding of the study was that existing papers on LADs rarely reported on results of empirical evaluations, because dashboards were mainly developed as part of exploratory work and built as proof-of-concepts.

The systematic literature review conducted by Bodily & Verbert [12] focuses on student facing learning analytics reporting systems. Such reporting systems include LADs but can also include recommender systems and textual messages with feedback generated based on learning analytics. Building on the previous three literature reviews, 94 papers were included into the review and coded according to five dimensions: functionality, data sources, design analysis, perceived...
effects and actual effects. The review concluded that further research is needed on the process of design of LADs and recommender systems and not only on the final products of design. The review also suggested that more rigorous experimental studies are needed to determine effects of LADs and recommender systems. Although these suggestions are of critical importance, the review did not analyze the relevance of learning theory and the role of learning sciences in the design and evaluation of LADs.

The systematic reviews conducted by Jivet and her colleagues [10], [11] provide important steps towards bridging the gap between the literature on LADs and the learning sciences. Specifically, Jivet et al. analyzed how theories and models that have been integrated at learner-facing LADs. They found six clusters of papers based on their general theoretical tendencies, including, cognitivism, constructivism, humanism, descriptive models, instructional design, and psychology. Of these, the cognitivist cluster had the highest number of papers with the sub-cluster of self-regulated learning being the largest. From the perspective of the types of competences promoted, the reviews found the following categories of papers – metacognitive, cognitive, behavioral, emotional, and self-regulation. Given the growing recognition that LADs can be a helpful tool for providing reference frames [18], the Jivet et al. reviews classified papers into those providing social, achievement, and progress reference frameworks.

Although the existing literature reviews offer valuable contributions toward incorporation of the learning sciences into the design and evaluation of LADs, there is a need for more rigorous examination of the existing dashboards from the perspective of specific theoretical models of learning. Given the overwhelming recognition of the role of LADs to support self-regulated learning, the current study was set out to scrutinize systematically the existing literature based on a well-known model of self-regulated learning.

B. Self-Regulated Learning and Feedback

Self-Regulated Learning (SRL) research aims to optimize learning skills by exploring cognitive and metacognitive processes that encompass several internal and external factors. Zimmerman defines self-regulated learning as “the process whereby students activate and sustain cognitions, behaviors, and affects, which are systematically oriented toward attainment of their goal” as cited by [19] (p. 465.). Several SRL models were proposed. Zimmerman developed several versions of SRL models based on socio-cognitive theory. Boekaerts’ model was developed based on the role of goal and emotion [20], Winne and Hadwin developed SRL model based on the Information Processing Theory [14]. Regardless of the difference foundation that built up the model, the proposed SRL models involve cognitive, metacognitive, motivational factors and goal that drive the learning process. In this study, we based our systematic literature review around Winne and Hadwin model, as the model has been broadly adopted in the computer supported learning [21], [22], the cognitive and metacognitive components were described in more details as compared to other models [21] and the role of external feedback was clearly highlighted in the model [15]. Winne and Hadwin [14] state that a self-regulated learning process involves four cyclical recursive phases including task definition, goal setting and planning, enactment of tactics and strategies, and adaptation. They highlight that within these four phases, five components are running recursively. These five components are conditions, operations, products, evaluation, and standards, to form the COPES model. Figure 1 illustrates the COPES model developed by [14].

Learning tasks are designed to guide the learner to achieve a specific goal. Understanding the task definition is important as it will affect the selected learning strategies [23]. In the early phase of learning, learners define the tasks and set learning goals by considering several constraints. These constraints are referred as conditions in the COPES model. Condition can be internal ones such as knowledge of tasks, domain topics, learning tactics as well as motivational factors. External conditions can be resources available, learning environment, instructional cues and time constraints to complete a given task. Based on these conditions, students make judgements that drive setting goals, planning their learning, and setting expectations or standards. That is, according to Winne and Hadwin, goals can be considered as a vector of different standards learners will use for metacognitive monitoring (e.g., how long they expect to study to recall some information or how they will self-assess the coherence of the argument in their learning activities). Learners operate their learning by the learning strategies and tactics. As they progress with their learning, products of learning will be created (e.g., memory recall or essay). As the learning process unfolds, learners evaluate the learning products and learning processes with the standards they had set earlier. The evaluation can lead to the choice of new learning strategies, maintenance of the current learning strategies, or updating their standards and thus revising existing and setting new goals [14].

Supporting learners to regulate their learning requires understanding and incorporating the self-regulated learning process into the supporting system. Feedback is one of the crucial elements in any SRL processes. In the COPES model developed by [14] feedback occurs internally when learners evaluate their learning against the standards that define their goals. Whereas, external feedback could also be implemented and provided by instructors or other external agents. External feedback can
confirm, add to, or alter the internal feedback perceived by students, which subsequently affects on the learning process [15]. However, [24] states that students are inaccurate in judging their performance. Students with good performance tend to underestimate their learning process whereas students with lower performance tend to overestimate it [24]. Moreover, Winne and Jamieson-Noel [25, 26] found that what students’ self-report about own learning was not in accordance with their action. These misperceptions of the learning progress and performance can lead to selecting an ineffective or inadequate learning strategy [23]. Hence, external feedback, especially from teachers or learning technologies, could enhance the accuracy of judgments made by students regarding their progress and performance.

This systematic literature review is based on the assumption that LADs are a form of feedback that aims to equip learners to take control over their learning and thus better self-regulate their learning [27]. LADs can play a role of feedback for students and teachers. A conceptual model has recently been proposed to show how LADs can be used to “provide cognitive and behavioral process-oriented feedback to learners and teachers to support regulation of learning” [28] (p.1). LADs are also suggested to provide cues to support the evaluation on students’ current state of self-regulated learning and progression towards their goals [29]. Other authors propose that the LADs have a potential to reduce negative affect, motivate students, and assist them to reflect on their self-regulated learning process [30].

Specifically, this review aims to examine the role of learning analytics as a form of feedback by using the COPES model proposed in [14].

III. METHOD

The process of the systematic review followed in this study is summarized in Figure 2. The review focused on the existing literature published between 2010 and 2017 until the time the search was completed (September 1st, 2017). By following guidelines proposed by Kitchenham & Charters [31], three steps were taken in order to conduct the systematic literature review and these steps were repeated twice during 2016 and 2017 to ensure that the relevant papers were included.

The first step in the systematic review was keyword search. Five main academic databases were selected: ACM Digital Library, IEEE, SpringerLink, Science Direct, and Wiley. Google Scholar was included as an additional database to detect other research resources. A total of 488 papers were obtained by running the query: dashboard AND (“learning analytics” OR “educational data mining” OR “educational data mining”) (initial search in 2016 = 382 papers and revised search in 2017 = 488 papers). A total of 488 also includes top 100 papers from Google Scholar.

The second step was carried out to filter insufficient and irrelevant papers by screening paper titles, keywords, and abstracts to identify those that were describing LADs. Only papers related to LADs were included. Papers that were not written in English and papers containing less than 3 pages (e.g., posters) were excluded. As a result, 140 papers were selected (initial search in 2016 = 110 papers; revised search in 2017 = 140 papers).

Finally, papers that solely shared opinions, provided reviews or designs of dashboards, offered proposals or conceptual frameworks and the duplicate papers or preliminary versions of papers (conference papers compared to extended journal papers) were removed (unless they presented new and different aspects). Lastly, a total of 29 papers successfully passed all the inclusion criteria and were included in the final analysis.

In the analysis, we also referred to the screenshots of dashboards presented in the papers to scrutinize the indicators presented in the dashboard. Then, we coded the papers according to several dimensions based on the three research questions as summarized in Table I. The papers were manually coded by two independent coders (the first two authors of the paper) and the coding process is detailed in the remainder of this section. Out of 822 coding items, the percent agreement between two coders was 86.74% and Cohen’s Kappa = 0.64. All initial differences in coding were then discussed and reconciled. The results presented in the paper are based on the reconciled coding.

To answer the first research question, the study focused on whether the papers mentioned the theoretical or relevant models that were used to guide the choices of indicators that should be presented to the users. Furthermore, we also examined if the papers mentioned any educational theory used to guide the design and development of LAD. Then, each indicator described
in the papers and presented in the figures/screenshots of the LADs was mapped to its corresponding elements of the COPES model. Table II presents the description of SRL constructs used in our analysis of the selected papers.

The indicators presented in the dashboards were retrieved from the results of each learning phases. Therefore, these indicators can be considered products of learning in each phase. Hence, products in the COPES model were analyzed according the four phases of self-regulated learning as shown in Table III [14]. LADs aim at providing feedback for different purposes. We identified eight themes of feedback support (Table IV).

The analysis of information presented in LADs as asked in research question 2 looked at two key dimensions. First, it examined the extent to which different reference frames were supported in LADs [18]. Similar to the approach followed by Jivet and her colleagues, reference frames included individual (self) and social (average comparison and course-wide including the provision all information available about other users and environment) as follows: a) individual – students can only see their own individuals’ activities; b) average comparison (social) – students are provided with the average comparison against their peers, classmates or course mates; c) course-wide information (social) – all information is available to all target users.

Quality of study design and reporting was assessed by using the instrument for appraisal of empirical research specifically developed for this study, given that there is no generally accepted instrument for assessment of empirical research in education or educational technology. The instrument used in this study was informed by the MERSQI (Medical Education

### Table I

**Coding Dimension Used for Analysis of LAD Papers**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Elements in Dashboard</th>
<th>Coding Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. What is the support of LADs for the elements of self-regulated learning as established in the learning sciences?</td>
<td>Indicators Selection Methods</td>
<td>Method used in selection of the indicators in dashboards (based on previous work/users centered design)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theory Reference</td>
<td>Mentions of theory on the selection of indicators in dashboards (Yes/No)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Indicators in the dashboards</td>
<td>SRL constructs and items (Conditions, Operations, Products, Evaluations, Standard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learning Phases</td>
<td>4 Learning phases according to COPES model (Refer to Table IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theme of Dashboard</td>
<td>Theme of dashboard (Refer to Table IV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. What type of information is offered as feedback in LADs?</td>
<td>Reference frames</td>
<td>Social Norm (individual viewing and average class comparison)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Types of visualization</td>
<td>Type of chart used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Target users</td>
<td>Stakeholders (student, teacher, administrator, designer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participants demographics</td>
<td>Participants (Expert, Student, and number of participants)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Evaluation method described</td>
<td>Evaluation instruments used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality of study reporting</td>
<td>Assessment based on a 12 questionnaire for research quality appraisal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II

**Description of the SRL Construct and Items Based on the COPES Model**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SLR Construct</th>
<th>Task Condition</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example of the indicator(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resource</td>
<td>Instructional Cues</td>
<td>Indicators that represent the structure of the courses or learning materials</td>
<td>Student’s weekly workload; Structure of learning environment (e-book), Learning Concept</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Time available; ability of student to manage the time</td>
<td>Students' time divided among learning space (face-to-face &amp; online); Time utilization</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Context</td>
<td>Social Context</td>
<td>Indicators that are related to group participation, collaboration, connections, students’ interaction with teacher, or role of students in learning environment</td>
<td>Roles adapted by learner from discussion (using Classification); Collaboration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domain Knowledge</td>
<td>Indicators that represent the knowledge of student in certain topic or learning performance</td>
<td>Quality of post in discussion board; Scores</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs, Dispositions, &amp; Style</td>
<td>Beliefs, Dispositions, &amp; Style</td>
<td>Indicators that represent the student’s beliefs, disposition and learning style</td>
<td>Deep/surface learning; Result of writing habit by a single student</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivational Factors &amp; Orientations</td>
<td>Motivational Factors &amp; Orientations</td>
<td>Indicators that aim to motivate learning; such as by using badges and awards</td>
<td>Achievement badges and details; Total stars earned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of Task</td>
<td>Knowledge of Task</td>
<td>Indicators that represent the task related knowledge</td>
<td>Task Value</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge of Study Tactics &amp; Strategies</td>
<td>Knowledge of Study Tactics &amp; Strategies</td>
<td>Indicators that represent the tactics of study</td>
<td>Remediation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operation</td>
<td>Primitive</td>
<td>Indicators that represent actions of students in learning environment e.g. numbers of video watched</td>
<td>Group progress in their task; Assignment Progress; Total no. of comments; Total no. of tweets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acquired (tactics &amp; Strategies)</td>
<td>Acquired (tactics &amp; Strategies)</td>
<td>Indicators that indicate if students had achieved the specific learning skills</td>
<td>Average skill mastery plotted against average amount of practice</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Product</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The result of the operations; coded based on learning phases</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Indicators that indicate if student had achieved their target outcome</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Indicators that specify the student’s target outcome</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The MERSQI instrument is a 10-item coding instrument often used to evaluate the quality of the research studies in the medical field, focusing primarily on the quality of double-blind clinical trials.

Similarly, the instrument from [33] focuses on assessing the methodological quality of the studies that compared distance education (DE) and face-to-face (F2F) education. The [33] instrument includes 13 items that focus on the quality of reporting of statistical results and equality of comparison groups (e.g., did DE and F2F conditions have the same instructional approach, same instructors, and assessment instruments). The final instrument used in this study included 13 questions, which are shown in Figure 11. The responses to each of the questions were “Yes” indicating some presence of the dimensions of the study design and report in the papers, and “No” indicating the total of the discussion or indicators pertaining to the dimensions analyzed.

Research Study Quality Instrument) instrument [32] and the coding scheme used in [33]. The MERSQI instrument is a 10-item coding instrument often used to evaluate the quality of the research studies in the medical field, focusing primarily on the quality of double-blind clinical trials.

Similarly, the instrument from [33] focuses on assessing the methodological quality of the studies that compared distance education (DE) and face-to-face (F2F) education. The [33] instrument includes 13 items that focus on the quality of reporting of statistical results and equality of comparison groups (e.g., did DE and F2F conditions have the same instructional approach, same instructors, and assessment instruments). The final instrument used in this study included 13 questions, which are shown in Figure 11. The responses to each of the questions were “Yes” indicating some presence of the dimensions of the study design and report in the papers, and “No” indicating the total of the discussion or indicators pertaining to the dimensions analyzed.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Related learning model used in the design and development of dashboard</th>
<th>Number of papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Learner Model (OLM)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Learner Model (OLM)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Learner Model: Activity-based Learner-Model</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Engeström’s Activity Theory and Affect-Indicator Model)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The TEA Model (TEAM)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete and dimensional emotions theories by using Automatic Emotion Recognition process (AER)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal Orientation</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully-Embedded Assessment Model (FEAM)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dickinson and McIntyre’s teamwork model</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

solely selected the indicators based on the previously published works. A total of 20% of the included papers referred to previously published papers and in combination with user-centered design to select which indicators should be presented. A small number of the papers (7%) relied on the users’ input alone in the selection of the indicators. Whereas, 21% did not provide any justification on how the indicators were selected.

2) Theory and Learning Model Application: A main criticism of the literature on LADs is that many of them do not have grounding in a sound theoretical foundation [5], [34]. Thus, this review looked at the theory or related learning model referenced in the papers as sources that informed the design of LADs. Table V provides details of educational or pedagogical models used in each category. Despite the importance of educational theory, most of the LADs were not grounded in any established educational theories (69 percent). Open Learner Models (OLMs) were used by three research papers [31]–[33]. OLMs present to students the information such as knowledge, preferences, and skills which previously were not available to the students. This information is often extracted and computed by an analytic algorithm [35]. OLMs have been used by many systems with the proposition that by unveiling this information through OLMs to students, students can improve their awareness and reflection on their learning [36]. Florian-Gaviria et al. [37] and Mejia et al. [36] incorporated OLMs with activity theory [38] to develop a framework that was used for the design of LADs. Two dashboards were developed to detect the emotion of learners with the assumption that emotion impacts learning. The TEA model was proposed by [39] which was informed by the work of Pekrun, Goetz, Frenzel, Barchfeld, & Perry [40] and Arroyo et al. [41]. The TEA model defines six positive emotions and six negative emotions that affect learning. Based on the TEA model, a self-report instrument was developed to track students’ emotion according to teachers’ defined events [39]. The data collected in this way were then presented to learners in the dashboard. Another study that emphasized emotion tracking was carried out by Ezz-Zaouia & Lavoué [42]. They stated that two most commonly used theoretical viewpoints for consideration of emotions are discrete and dimensional. To capture discrete and dimensional emotions, the Automatic Emotion Recognition process (AER) based on facial expression and voice recognition was used in combination with self-reported data and trace data to automate detection of students’ emotion and shown the results in a LAD.

Theories of achievement goal orientation and motivation are also used in the papers included in this literature review. Beheshtia, Hatala, Gasević, & Joksimović [43] developed three LADs that promoted participation in online discussions by considering achievement goal orientations (AGO) of students. Self-reported measures of AGOs were used to explore the association among three different LADs, individual differences, and learning behavior. Broos, Peeters, Verbort, & Soom [44] employed an extensively and widely used Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI) questionnaire [45] to capture students’ learning skills and motivation in order to present feedback and recommendations to support the development of learning skills. The dashboard was focused on five out of ten scales that were detected from the LASSI instrument including performance anxiety, concentration, motivation, the use of test strategies, and time management.

The fully-embedded assessment model (FEAM) was developed by Capella University to measure students’ competency development [46]. The FEAM identified a set of learning goals and grading criteria. The dashboard was then developed according to FEAM to offer feedback to students. Tarmazdi, Vivian, Szabo, Falkner, & Falkner [47] relied on Dickinson and McIntyre’s [48] teamwork model to capture the role and emotion of students working in a group. Dickinson and McIntyre’s [48] identified seven core components of teamwork based on practical teamwork including team leadership, team orientation, monitoring, coordination, communication, feedback and backup behavior. The measurement of these core components was based on how the team responded to the critical events according to the seven core components.

3) Indicators and SRL Constructs: Since no paper explicitly considered SRL theories in the design of LADs, the current study coded the indicators presented in the papers based on the descriptions of the dashboards provided in the papers (including screenshots) according to the elements of the COPES model (Tables II and III). There was a total of 266 individual indicators from the 29 dashboards presented in the 29 papers. A majority of indicators represented Cognitive Conditions and Operations as shown in Table VI. The indicators related to Operations – Primitive (66 indicators) indicated actions such as a number of log-ins, number of message posts, and number of questions answered. However, there was no indicator representing the skills or tactics acquired by students. A total of 74 indicators represented domain knowledge as part of learners’ cognitive conditions. These indicators were test or exam scores, correctly completed exercises, or quality of message posts. A total of 80 indicators represented motivational factors. Most of these indicators were based on the use of badges to create game-based learning such as a number of badges earned or
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was carried out by Ezz-Zaouia & Lavoué [42]. They stated that two most commonly used theoretical viewpoints for consideration of emotions are discrete and dimensional. To capture discrete and dimensional emotions, the Automatic Emotion Recognition process (AER) based on facial expression and voice recognition was used in combination with self-reported data and trace data to automate detection of students’ emotion and shown the results in a LAD.

Theories of achievement goal orientation and motivation are also used in the papers included in this literature review. Beheshtia, Hatala, Gasević, & Joksimović [43] developed three LADs that promoted participation in online discussions by considering achievement goal orientations (AGO) of students. Self-reported measures of AGOs were used to explore the association among three different LADs, individual differences, and learning behavior. Broos, Peeters, Verbort, & Soom [44] employed an extensively and widely used Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASSI) questionnaire [45] to capture students’ learning skills and motivation in order to present feedback and recommendations to support the development of learning skills. The dashboard was focused on five out of ten scales that were detected from the LASSI instrument including performance anxiety, concentration, motivation, the use of test strategies, and time management.

The fully-embedded assessment model (FEAM) was developed by Capella University to measure students’ competency development [46]. The FEAM identified a set of learning goals and grading criteria. The dashboard was then developed according to FEAM to offer feedback to students. Tarmazdi, Vivian, Szabo, Falkner, & Falkner [47] relied on Dickinson and McIntyre’s [48] teamwork model to capture the role and emotion of students working in a group. Dickinson and McIntyre’s [48] identified seven core components of teamwork based on practical teamwork including team leadership, team orientation, monitoring, coordination, communication, feedback and backup behavior. The measurement of these core components was based on how the team responded to the critical events according to the seven core components.

3) Indicators and SRL Constructs: Since no paper explicitly considered SRL theories in the design of LADs, the current study coded the indicators presented in the papers based on the descriptions of the dashboards provided in the papers (including screenshots) according to the elements of the COPES model (Tables II and III). There was a total of 266 individual indicators from the 29 dashboards presented in the 29 papers. A majority of indicators represented Cognitive Conditions and Operations as shown in Table VI. The indicators related to Operations – Primitive (66 indicators) indicated actions such as a number of log-ins, number of message posts, and number of questions answered. However, there was no indicator representing the skills or tactics acquired by students. A total of 74 indicators represented domain knowledge as part of learners’ cognitive conditions. These indicators were test or exam scores, correctly completed exercises, or quality of message posts. A total of 80 indicators represented motivational factors. Most of these indicators were based on the use of badges to create game-based learning such as a number of badges earned or
level of participants in games. Other types of SRL constructs were relatively low. Six indicators represented beliefs, dispositions, and styles, one indicator represented the knowledge of study tactics, and one displayed the knowledge of tasks.

Task conditions in the Winne and Hadwin model of SRL indicate the constraints in external conditions (e.g., group task or open book exam). Only 16 indicators were about task conditions, of which 10 indicators represented time utilization, five indicators reported about social context, and one indicator addressed the resources available. Based on our review, two elements of the COPES model were completely missing in the papers describing LADs, namely standards and evaluation.

4) Indicators and Self-Regulation Phases: We coded the indicators present in the LADs based on the four phases of self-regulated learning of the Hadwin and Winne model (Table III). Table VI presents the cross-tabulation of the numbers of indicators according to the COPES elements and the phases of self-regulated learning.

Phase 1 – Task identification: In this stage, students develop their perceptions and understanding of what tasks need to be done [14]. The indicators in this phase represent the constraints and conditions of their learning such as grading criteria, previous learning difficulty, previous grades, and successful rate of previous year’s students. Based on this literature review, the indicators at this stage focused on the task conditions and cognitive conditions. Other elements in COPES model were absent. Cognitive condition primarily included domain knowledge along with motivational factors and goal orientations (19 and 24 indicators, respectively). Knowledge of study tactics and strategies [49] and knowledge of task [44] each had only one indicator in the reviewed dashboards. Knowledge of study tactics and strategies was represented by the indicator that was called the ‘level of test strategies usage’ (respective norm scales) of a student’ and knowledge of task was presented by indicator called ‘task value’. Instructional cues were the most represented indicators in task conditions (11 indicators). Task conditions were represented by two indicators of time: i) the level of time management (respective norm scales) of a student and prediction of academic year based on historical data; and ii) resources had one indicator, which offered information about dynamic question text editing and indexing.

Phase 2 – Goal setting and planning: In this stage, students set goals for their learning, select learning strategies, and create a plan to achieve their target. There were only two indicators that represented the COPES elements in phase 2. These two indicators were related to goals which fall under cognitive conditions - motivational factors and goal orientation – in the COPES model [49], [50].

Phase 3 – Enactment of learning strategies: Most of the learning activities occur during this phase where students enact the learning strategies that they have selected in phase 2 [14]. The most frequently presented indicators were operations – primitive (63 indicators); cognitive conditions – domain knowledge (53 indicators) and motivational factors and orientation (54 indicators). Whereas, knowledge of tasks, resources, and tactics and strategies that students acquired were completely absent in the dashboards presented in the papers included in this study.

Phase 4 – Adaptation: Adaptation refers to a large-scale adjustment of students’ learning behavior based on the performance of metacognitive monitoring and control. There are generally two types of adaptation – i) adaptation of learning strategies, and ii) updating standards that constitute goals set in phase 2. The changes of standards can also affect students’ motivation, and self-efficacy, belief, or disposition. The indicators of operations from the COPES model related to phase 4 were focused on primitive operations. Examples of such indicators included the most frequently visited sites and most frequently active documents (three indicators). Cognitive conditions were represented by indicators of domain knowledge including ‘reflection on mastery level’ and ‘competency achieved’. No other elements of the COPES model were present in the dashboards to support phase 4 of the Winne and Hadwin model.

5) Theme and SRL Constructs: We categorized 29 dashboards according to the themes of the dashboards as described earlier in Table IV. As shown in Table VII, a large number of the dashboards tracked students’ learning progress in face-to-face, online and blended learning environments (18 papers). Other themes of dashboards that were captured in this study were competency tracking [35], [46], game-based learning [51], [52], emotion tracking [39], [42], and study planning [44], [53] (two dashboards in each theme) while learning difficulty detection [36], teamwork progress tracking [47] and learning design tracking [54] were supported by a single dashboard in each case.

Competency: Two dashboards were developed to track the competency development of students [35], [46]. The indicators presented in the competency tracking dashboards focused on cognitive conditions – domain knowledge and motivational factors and orientations (five and seven indicators, respectively). For cognitive conditions, domain knowledge related indicators focused on grade and performance. Similarly, as part of cognitive conditions, motivational factors and orientations related indicators represented the ranking (based on the course level of participants in games. Other types of SRL constructs were relatively low. Six indicators represented beliefs, dispositions, and styles, one indicator represented the knowledge of study tactics, and one displayed the knowledge of tasks.

Task conditions in the Winne and Hadwin model of SRL indicate the constraints in external conditions (e.g., group task or open book exam). Only 16 indicators were about task conditions, of which 10 indicators represented time utilization, five indicators reported about social context, and one indicator addressed the resources available. Based on our review, two elements of the COPES model were completely missing in the papers describing LADs, namely standards and evaluation.

4) Indicators and Self-Regulation Phases: We coded the indicators present in the LADs based on the four phases of self-regulated learning of the Hadwin and Winne model (Table III). Table VI presents the cross-tabulation of the numbers of indicators according to the COPES elements and the phases of self-regulated learning.

Phase 1 – Task identification: In this stage, students develop their perceptions and understanding of what tasks need to be done [14]. The indicators in this phase represent the constraints and conditions of their learning such as grading criteria, previous learning difficulty, previous grades, and successful rate of previous year’s students. Based on this literature review, the indicators at this stage focused on the task conditions and cognitive conditions. Other elements in COPES model were absent. Cognitive condition primarily included domain knowledge along with motivational factors and goal orientations (19 and 24 indicators, respectively). Knowledge of study tactics and strategies [49] and knowledge of task [44] each had only one indicator in the reviewed dashboards. Knowledge of study tactics and strategies was represented by the indicator that was called the ‘level of test strategies usage’ (respective norm scales) of a student’ and knowledge of task was presented by indicator called ‘task value’. Instructional cues were the most represented indicators in task conditions (11 indicators). Task conditions were represented by two indicators of time: i) the level of time management (respective norm scales) of a student and prediction of academic year based on historical data; and ii) resources had one indicator, which offered information about dynamic question text editing and indexing.

Phase 2 – Goal setting and planning: In this stage, students set goals for their learning, select learning strategies, and create a plan to achieve their target. There were only two indicators that represented the COPES elements in phase 2. These two indicators were related to goals which fall under cognitive conditions - motivational factors and goal orientation – in the COPES model [49], [50].

Phase 3 – Enactment of learning strategies: Most of the learning activities occur during this phase where students enact the learning strategies that they have selected in phase 2 [14]. The most frequently presented indicators were operations – primitive (63 indicators); cognitive conditions – domain knowledge (53 indicators) and motivational factors and orientation (54 indicators). Whereas, knowledge of tasks, resources, and tactics and strategies that students acquired were completely absent in the dashboards presented in the papers included in this study.

Phase 4 – Adaptation: Adaptation refers to a large-scale adjustment of students’ learning behavior based on the performance of metacognitive monitoring and control. There are generally two types of adaptation – i) adaptation of learning strategies, and ii) updating standards that constitute goals set in phase 2. The changes of standards can also affect students’ motivation, and self-efficacy, belief, or disposition. The indicators of operations from the COPES model related to phase 4 were focused on primitive operations. Examples of such indicators included the most frequently visited sites and most frequently active documents (three indicators). Cognitive conditions were represented by indicators of domain knowledge including ‘reflection on mastery level’ and ‘competency achieved’. No other elements of the COPES model were present in the dashboards to support phase 4 of the Winne and Hadwin model.

5) Theme and SRL Constructs: We categorized 29 dashboards according to the themes of the dashboards as described earlier in Table IV. As shown in Table VII, a large number of the dashboards tracked students’ learning progress in face-to-face, online and blended learning environments (18 papers). Other themes of dashboards that were captured in this study were competency tracking [35], [46], game-based learning [51], [52], emotion tracking [39], [42], and study planning [44], [53] (two dashboards in each theme) while learning difficulty detection [36], teamwork progress tracking [47] and learning design tracking [54] were supported by a single dashboard in each case.

Competency: Two dashboards were developed to track the competency development of students [35], [46]. The indicators presented in the competency tracking dashboards focused on cognitive conditions – domain knowledge and motivational factors and orientations (five and seven indicators, respectively). For cognitive conditions, domain knowledge related indicators focused on grade and performance. Similarly, as part of cognitive conditions, motivational factors and orientations related indicators represented the ranking (based on the course
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completion and performance) of individual students against the peer and course. That is, they were primarily focused on social reference frames [11]. Task conditions highlighted instructional cues by using grading criteria and lists of relevant competencies. Only one primitive operation was tracked in this type of the dashboards and it was about the progress on assignments.

Emotion: The dashboards that tracked emotions [39], [42] mostly used the indicators under the category of cognitive conditions – motivational factors and orientations (23 indicators). Some of the primitive operation were also presented in the dashboards such as learner’s audio record or facial expression during a certain learning period (three indicators). Other types of indicators from the Winne and Hadwin model were not used in the dashboards included in the review.

Game-based learning: Most of the game-based dashboards [51], [52] used badges with the aim to motivate students (14 indicators). Cognitive conditions focused on domain knowledge through the use of indicators like the level of achievement in certain rounds of games (six indicators). Operation were primitive and included indicators such as total number of activities and total number of badges awarded to the class (nine indicators).

Learning Progress: There were 18 dashboards which fell under the learning progress tracking theme. A variety of feedback types were provided to users. The most common indicators represented information about primitive operations such as number of logins, posts, or tweets (53 indicators). The second most frequently provided information to students was about domain knowledge (35 indicators). Cognitive condition was represented by motivational factors and goal orientations through 13 indicators. Task conditions were highlighted by a small number of indicators, including eight indicators about time – time spent on course site, time spent on different kinds of activities, time before the first attempt, and time of submission of before a deadline [57]–[59] whereas three indicators showed social context – collaboration and communication [49] and two indicators represented instructional cues – feedback on overall performance and recent behavior and behavioral activities [30], [58].

Learning Design: A single dashboard that captured the activities of students to inform teachers’ design of courses included the information such as concept connections [54]. Four indicators about instructional cues (i.e., concept count, concept connections, correct answer indication, and question marks assignment) and one about resources (i.e., dynamic question text editing and indexing) were presented in the dashboard.

Learning Difficulty Detection: The learning difficulty detection dashboard [36] only displayed information on domain knowledge (i.e., the previous diagnosis of learning disabilities, the number of associated difficulties with reading) and belief, disposition and styles (the result of writing habit by a single student and the result for a single student with learning style: active, sensory, visual and sequential) with ten and three indicators respectively. Beliefs, dispositions, and styles were represented by using indicators that reflect learning styles and were collected with self-reporting instruments.

Study Plan: This type of dashboard aims to help the study advisers and students to plan learning and course enrolments [44], [53]. Of cognitive conditions, motivational factors and goal orientation as well as domain knowledge were the most frequently presented indicators for this type of dashboard (21 and 18 indicators, respectively). Other types of cognitive conditions were observed such as two indicators of beliefs, dispositions and styles and one indicator represented knowledge of study tactics and strategies [44]. Task conditions were observed through the indicators that represented instructional cues and time condition (eight and two indicators, respectively).

Teamwork Progress: The teamwork dashboard [47] provided information about the role played by a student in a group learning activity (i.e., two indicators represented social context within task conditions) and one emotions of team members (i.e., two indicators represented motivational factors and orientations within cognitive conditions).

B. RQ2: Types of Information Offered as Feedback

1) Types of Reference Frames: Types of reference frames used in LADs are presented in Figure 5. Some dashboards were designed for several target user groups. Therefore, the retrieved indicators were counted independently for each target user group.

Most of the indicators represented the individual-related learning activities (80 indicators from students’ dashboards, 81 indicators from teachers’ dashboards, and seven from others’ type of users’ dashboard). The dashboards that were designed for students provided with the average comparison (so called social reference frames) against their peers and class (31 and 32 indicators, respectively) while there was only one indicator that presented the students against the top performers.

Course-wide information indicators allow users to view all the information available in a learning analytics system. Most of the dashboards in this dashboard type were designed for
teachers who can view a whole class’s related information (33 indicators) [52], [55], [57], [59], [60]. The dashboards that were developed to track team progress also presented all information to all students in a given team as well as some of the indicators that aimed to display levels of achievement to motivate the students and help them plan their learning (17 indicators) [50]–[52]. A dashboard that was developed to track the design of exam questions displayed the structure of each exam questions to teachers (five indicators) [54]. Two study plan tracking dashboards also offered some course-wide information such as the success rate of those who previously took the course (17 indicators from students’ dashboards; 11 from teachers’ dashboards, and 14 from other users’ dashboards) [44], [53].

Data representation is another debated issues in LADs. Based on our research, common graphs used to represent data was bar chart as presented in Figure 6. The use of simple visualizations aims to aid students in interpreting the result. However, some research reports that students face a problem in interpreting graphs available in contemporary dashboards [61], [62]. Similarly, Corrin, Kennedy, & Mulder [63] stress the concern of teachers regarding the ability of students to interpret the feedback presented in dashboard. Yet, there have been few empirical studies to inform on the selection of visual display to represent the identified indicators in the dashboard and the influence of these representation on students’ level of understanding and motivation (if any) of feedback [4].

C. RQ3: Quality of Study Design and Reporting

1) Participants: Figure 7 illustrates the dashboards’ target users. Based on the 29 dashboards described in the papers, the main target users were students (22 dashboards in total) and teachers (18 dashboards in total). Among these, some dashboards were designed to be viewed by both teachers and student (10 dashboards). Other audiences of dashboards were administrators, other faculty members, study advisers, and designers (three dashboards in total).

Based on 29 papers, the number of participants involved in each study varied, range from one to more than 500 participants. Figure 8 presents the number of participants involved during the empirical studies.

Five papers involved between one to ten participants. Nine papers included participants between 11 to 50 persons. Four papers reported the number of participants from 51 to 100 and 11 papers included more than 100 participants. Based on the different numbers of participants, we further explored if the participants referred to students or experts. Experts in this context refer to both teachers and other audiences such as learning/course designers and study advisers.
Figure 9 shows the percentage of students and experts participated in LAD evaluation. Most of the papers included students in their studies (20 studies). There were nine papers that involved experts alone in their studies. Four papers included both experts and students in their studies.

2) Course Demographics: Most of the papers reported that students were from a single course in their studies (12 papers). Another group of papers (11) reported that students were from two to five courses. Four papers reported that their participants were from diverse background courses and two papers did not report the academic context in which their evaluations took place. The courses were diverse and a majority of them were computer science and engineering related courses such as C programming, human-computer interaction, and object-oriented programming. Other courses included Japanese, law, psychology, and Chinese literature.

3) Data Collection Approaches: The approaches used to gather data varied. Figure 10 shows the methodology used by each paper. Most of the papers used more than one instrument to gather the required data. The main approaches that had been used to gather data were questionnaires, trace data, and interviews (19, 12 and 8 papers, respectively). The evaluation of LADs was based on usability studies mostly and self-report instruments. There was a lack of solid evidence in terms of observational data in real class setting on how LADs, as a form of feedback provision, influenced behavioral change, learning strategy, and learning performance.

4) Quality of Study Designs and Reporting: Figure 11 shows the results of the quality of study design and reporting as presented in the papers to evaluate the impact of LADs. The analysis showed that less than half of the studies (11 papers) reported limitations. We also observed that there was no discussion on the generalizability derived from any of the studies. However, slightly more than half of the studies interpreted the results with respect to the current literature (16 papers). Just under a half of the studies (14) studies discussed implications for research and 20 studies addressed some implication for practice. Only five studies reported the use of experimental study designs that involved the use of control and treatment groups. The use of quantitative research based were reported by 17 studies. The main methods of data collection were questionnaires as highlighted earlier in the paper. Most of the research studies (19 studies) provided some description of the courses in which the evaluations were conducted and clearly stated the number of participants involve in the studies. However, the demographics of participants were not stated by many research studies (only 13 studies reported the demographics of participants). Besides quantitative methods, there were four papers that solely employed qualitative methods in their studies which involved collecting data from interview (2 studies), interview and think-aloud protocols (1 studies) and case studies (1 study). In addition, there were only eight research papers conducting and reporting on mixed methods studies (combination of qualitative and quantitative research methods). The most common mixed method research designs were a combination of surveys and interviews (4 studies) followed by survey and think-aloud protocol (1 study), survey and focus group (1 study), survey and log data (1 study) and log data and interview (1 study).

V. DISCUSSION

Based on the insights obtained from this systematic literature review, we highlight four dimensions that should be considered when researching and developing user-centered learning analytics systems. These dimensions include theory, design, feedback, and evaluation. These dimensions are included in the model for user-centered learning analytics systems (MULAS) (Figure 12). The model assumes the cyclical and recursive nature of the four dimensions. Each of the four dimensions is discussed in the remainder of the section.

At the core of MULAS is the recommendation that future research and development should make any a priori design decisions about representation of data and analytics results in learning analytics systems such as LADs. Instead, the focus should be on developing user-centered learning analytics systems with the emphasis to support users with learning analytics to accomplish set tasks in the most effect way. Therefore, the reminder of the discussion section draws recommendations for
user-centered learning analytics systems as a class of systems that subsumes LADs.

A. Theory

The most striking finding of this study is that a great majority of the existing dashboards (68%) are atheoretical in their choices of indicators and content to be shown in Table VI. The arguments for the importance of theory and the use of learning sciences for informing learning analytics have already been made by several researchers [2], [5], [28], [34], [64]. In a nutshell, without building on what is already known about learning and teaching and instead, using design- or data-driven approaches will likely result in ineffective or even deteriorating effects on learning. Unsurprisingly, several authors have already reported negative effects of existing LADs on learning [6], [65], [66]. Possible reasons for this can be derived from the results of this study that analyzed the existing learning dashboards against a well-known theoretical model of self-regulated learning [14]. The analysis against the COPES models revealed that the existing LADs did not support knowledge of learning strategies and tactics, and knowledge of tasks under cognitive conditions, acquisition of learning tactics and strategies under operations, and standards and evaluation. Failing to capture knowledge of and operations associated with learning tactics and strategies makes it hard if not impossible to understand and optimize learning; understanding and optimization of learning are the ultimate purposes of learning analytics [67].

Current educational psychology research indicates that learners use suboptimal learning tactics and strategies and many are even unaware of the effective study tactics (e.g., self-testing and spaced learning significantly enhance memory retention in comparison to reading and rereading) [24], [68]. Just informing learners of the benefits of some of the effective tactics and strategies significantly increases the chances of learners to adopt them in their learning [69], [70]. Therefore, LADs are likely to be less effective if they are ignorant of what learning tactics and strategies learners follow, and if they do not increase their awareness and offer recommendations for more optimal approaches. The recent approaches to mining tactic and strategy from trace data [73]–[75] are highly promising for the future work on user-centered learning analytics systems. The important next step for research is to find the right mechanisms to communicate the learning tactics and strategies discovered with data mining to learners and educators along with some recommendations on how to optimize the learning process. Capturing knowledge of tasks is as important as knowledge of learning strategies and tactics. Awareness of the benefits of a tactic or strategy is not sufficient for the learners to adopt the tactic or strategy for a given task. Winne [74] suggests this stems from the fact that learners need to be aware that the tactic or strategy is beneficial in a context different from the original context in which the learners experienced the use of the tactic or strategy [75]. Therefore, for dashboards to unlock the full potential of learning analytics, they need to incorporate indicators of knowledge of tasks the learners are working on. This clearly indicates a need for building long-term learner profiles that gradually capture knowledge of tasks over time. Ideally, learner profiles that underlie user-centered learning analytics systems will go beyond a single learning context (e.g., course) and capture longitudinal changes in knowledge of tasks and knowledge of learning tactics and strategies. Even if a potential cold start problem may exist (e.g., enrolment into a university), learner profiles can still gradually be built as the students are progressing in their learning. Given the wealth of experience in building and using learning profiles, developers of user-centered learning analytics systems should pay close attention to the research done on open learner modelling [13].
The total absence of support for standards and evaluation from the COPES model in contemporary LADs has several negative consequences. First, standards are used by learners to evaluate the products of their learning and the choices of their study strategies. If standards and evaluation are not supported, it is very unlikely that metacognitive monitoring and control support can effectively be supported too [14], [76]. Therefore, we question whether the choice of terminology used in the previous reviews of LADs [10], [11] can be considered adequate considering the lack of evidence found to support the references to metacognition. Second, standards underlie the definition of goals learners set according to the Winne and Hadwin model of SRL. Unsurprisingly, no support for standards in LADs was also associated with no support for phase 2 (goal setting) of the Winne and Hadwin [14] model of SRL. Likewise, no support for standards and evaluation led to rather limited support for phase 4 (adaptation) of the Winne and Hadwin model of SRL. Phase 4 is where metacognition is fully exercised in terms of the choices of learning tactics and strategies upon evaluating learning progression against standards encoded in learning goals. Given that our findings identified no support for acquisition of learning tactics and strategies, the potential of support for phase 4 is additionally limited. Therefore, future research and practice on user-centered learning analytics systems should prioritize the incorporation of indicators of standards and evaluation from the COPES model if the intention is to inform and enhance decisions of self-regulated learners, especially if the goal is to scaffold and enhance goal setting and adaptation.

It is difficult to capture indicators of standards and evaluation from the COPES models given that learning is driven by many internal and dynamic feedback loops [15]. Providing students with the features in learning environments and/or LADs to set their learning goals is a promising direction that can be used to capture standards of the student. However, goal setting functionality needs to be connected with a data collection mechanism that can track whether learners are working effectively towards their goals and how effectively they evaluate the products of their learning and choices of learning tactics and strategies. For example, Santos, Govaerts, Verbert, & Duval [50] presented a goal-oriented dashboard which allowed students to keep track if the learning goals had been achieved. Yet, their dashboard did not provide any mechanism for detailed collection of data that are related to standards based on which students evaluated their learning products and learning processes. That is, the presence of a goal setting functionality is not sufficient without the presence of a detailed instrumentation of the learning environments to collect data that can be used as feedback for a) enhancing students’ evaluation against standards they set in the goals and b) informing the choices of study tactics and strategies. A promising example how user-centered learning analytics systems can benefit from more granular data that can support metacognitive monitoring and control is proposed by Marzouk et al. [77]. Marzouk et al. discussed the six scenarios in which user-centered learning analytics systems are informed by the learning sciences. One of their scenarios suggested goals should be presented in terms of indicators that promote the use of proven study tactics – note taking, summarization, and highlighting [24], [75]. Moreover, the Marzouk et al. approach suggests the importance of setting so-called SMART (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, and time-bound) goals that can increase student motivation while maintaining their autonomy [28], [78], [79].

The weaknesses identified in theoretical underpinnings have implications for design, feedback, and evaluation dimensions of the MULAS.

B. Design

MULAS posits the importance of theory-informed design of user-centered learning analytics systems to maximize their effects on learning. Theory-informed design has implications on specific themes across which user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs, are implemented, choices of indicators of learning that are incorporated to support the entire learning process, and the ways how information is presented to users.

The thematic analysis of the LADs showed significant limitations in the support of different elements of the learning process as theorized in the COPES model (see Table VI and Table VII). For example, dashboards that aim at informing the learning design cannot provide a complete insight to the stakeholders.
without taking into consideration aspects of task conditions. Currently, task conditions are only minimally presented at the level of instructional cues and resources, but they do not offer any insights into social context and time. For example, time defined for task completion of learning tasks and the order in which learners complete the tasks is essential to be considered if effectiveness of learning designs is to be assessed [80]. Learning difficulty in the current dashboards is considered without accounting for task conditions, knowledge of study tactics and strategies, knowledge of tasks, and motivational factors and orientations. Learning difficulty cannot adequately be assessed if these factors are not considered. Dashboards that considered affective states did so only in consideration of a single dimension of cognitive conditions (motivational elements and orientations) but without any dimension of cognitive conditions. Our entire sample of the dashboards across all the themes showed a complete shortage of attention paid to tactics and strategies. Students have acquired or performed. There was some limited attention paid to primitive operations mostly around the theme of learning progression but with little information across other themes.

Possible reasons for the weaknesses in the current LADs can be found in the design approaches followed in the selection of the indicators and formats for presentation. Most of the designs were based on the references to some of the previous studies, usually in learning analytics, and user-centered design methodologies (Figure 4). Although the references to the previously published papers and user-centered design for the indicator selection are important, there are some potential challenges that need to be considered. Previous research indicates that much of the existing literature on LADs has not been evaluated robustly [4], [7], [11]. Very few of those studies indeed used theory-informed decisions in the choices of their indicators, which triggered questions of validity [2], [5]. Relying on the input of the users only might not be the most robust approach either. The use of learner preferences only for adaptation of learning resources is commonly criticized in the literature given the insufficient evidence to support such approaches [81], [82]. Sometimes, users are not clear on what they can expect from the system, especially if they are not aware of a) possibilities learning analytics can afford or b) mechanisms how data can effectively be collected. Instead, we suggest that the choices of indicators should be theory-driven, while input of the users should be sought to understand the extent to which those indicators are practically useful to optimize learning and teaching. The discussion provided in Section V.A offers a comprehensive overview of the elements that need to be considered if the optimization of self-regulated learning, metacognition, and the overall learning process and outcomes is the target.

The major challenge for the designers of user-centered learning analytics systems is to address some of the potential tensions that may come from a combined use of user-centered approaches and theory. For example, while the use of effective study tactics and strategies has consistently been proven to promote effective learning, research has also shown that learners may not prefer to adopt them due to perceived difficulty in their use. This is the reason why they are commonly referred to as desirable difficulties [83]. Design of user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs, should not only be informed by theories centered on cognition and metacognition but also by those that consider motivation dimensions that are also recognized to play a significant role in adoption of new learning tactics, strategies, and tools [74], [84], [85]. A promising direction is the use of self-determination theory that can inform the creation of conditions to motivate learners to engage with uninteresting tasks [86]. Self-determination is relevant to maintain and grow the sense of agency of learners by moving the decision making power to the learner while offering the reason why something can be beneficial for their learning [77]. This can also be a promising direction for the entire field of learning analytics to mitigate concerns suggesting that learning analytics may increase external control over and suppress the agency of learners.

The design of user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs, should not make assumptions that only one representation of data universally works for all tasks as argued by Gašević et al. [2] by referencing the theory of cognitive fit [87]. Recent studies suggest that strong positive effects on learning outcomes and satisfaction with feedback can be achieved if analytics-based feedback is provided in form of weekly emails [88]. We recommend that future work on the design of user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs, should consider multiple forms of information presentation in order to maximize the value of the insight provided by analytics.

C. Feedback

The results of this study suggest that the existing generation of dashboards is unlikely to meet any recommendations for effective feedback provided in the literature. Feedback can be defined in different ways and we highlight two recent definitions that effectively summarize the present body of research knowledge. According to Boud and Malloy [89] (p. 6), feedback is “a process whereby learners obtain information about their work in order to appreciate the similarities and differences between the appropriate standards for any given work, and the qualities of the work itself, in order to generate improved work”. Carless [90] (p. 190) further extends this definition and suggest that feedback is “a dialogic process in which learners make sense of information from varied sources and use it to enhance the quality of their work or learning strategies”. These two definitions clearly suggest that learners are agents, feedback is dialogical not unidirectional from educators to learners, and the use of standards and learning strategies is essential. As already established in the previous subsections, all these elements are either highly underrepresented or non-existent in the existing dashboards. As long as the design does not incorporate these elements, it is unlikely to expect user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs, to provide potent and actionable feedback. For example, presentation of the number of logins or the number of posts can hardly offer sufficient guidance on the quality and strategy of learning [91]. It should also be stressed that the presence of reference frameworks (social, normative, or individual as shown in Figure 5 and [10]) is
insufficient to consider LADs as feedback if reference frames are not grounded in and comprehensively capture relevant elements of the COPES model. That is, rather than focusing on what information is easily available, the provision of feedback should focus on what information is required in order to provide meaningful feedback to the students.

The recommendation for the designers of user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs, is to use established frameworks for feedback such as the one proposed by Hattie and Timperley [92] who distinguish four levels of feedback: task, process, regulation, and self. While the literature indicates little support for the value of the self-level, the process and regulation levels of feedback are the most effective while the task-level feedback is beneficial when combined with process and regulation levels of feedback. However, effective provision of feedback on the process and regulation levels can only be enabled if information about standards, evaluation, and learning tactics and strategies is considered [15]. As well, the design of particular features of a dashboard should address questions on all four levels of feedback: where am I going, how am I going, and where to next. Future work on user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs, should consider recommendations provided by Pardo and colleagues [93], [94] on provision of feedback in data-rich environments. Finally, for user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs, to exhibit the dialogic nature of feedback, some lessons learned from the literature in open learner modelling should be considered [13] by allowing users to update their user models when they potentially disagree or find discrepancies in data or results of data analysis. Not only will such an approach promote the agentic behavior of learners, promote reflection, and open the dialogue between learners and educators, but it can also increase the validity of learning analytics as an important side effect.

Research and the development of user-centered learning analytics systems can potentially face common issues as reported in the literature on feedback. The key challenge for future research is to study the extent to which learners understand and can act on feedback received through a dashboard or other representation of data/analytics. The literature suggests that good quality feedback reflects students’ performance correctly, provides information about the task, and offers suggestions how to proceed or enhance learning [95], [96]. Feedback can achieve its potential benefits when students understand it and take some actions based on it. Very frequently, students struggle to make a clear interpretation from feedback externally provided [97]. As highlighted by many researchers, students who receive their feedback sometimes do not understand it, are not able to make use of it, or do not recognize benefits steaming from it [96]. The work by Corrin and de Barba [6] precisely highlights this lack of understanding of feedback communicated through dashboards that may affect even top-performing learners.

D. Evaluation

Evaluation of the impact of user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs, is an area that requires immediate attention. The studies on the impact of LADs as feedback are limited [17], [54]. Moreover, the evaluation on how LADs act as a mediator of feedback is under-explored.

Most of existing research evaluates dashboards in terms of perceived usefulness. There were only a few studies that observed the real impact of implementing dashboards in field studies. As observed by Pardo and Khan [98], no significant association between the number of dashboard views and midterm scores of students was found in a large enrolment computer engineering course. Kim et al., [29] found that students who received feedback through a dashboard showed significantly higher final scores than those who did not receive dashboard feedback. However, the frequency of dashboard views had no significant association with performance. Similarly, Brouwer, Bredeweg, Latour, Berg, & Huizien [56] compared a group of students who received a dashboard intervention with another group that did not receive it. They found a significantly higher performance on the group of students who were provided with the dashboard, but there was no statistically significant association between the frequency of usage of the dashboard and performance.

The analysis of the quality of study design and reporting has revealed some significant limitations in the current studies. The most striking limitation is the total absence of discussion about generalizability, which should serve as a key source for informing future studies and inviting other researchers to pay attention in their future research endeavors. Even more importantly, the discussion of the study limitations is essential to inform practitioners who need to understand the extent to which the results reported in the studies are applicable to practice and be translated to policy. When this is coupled with very few studies that reported on their generalizability, the extent to which empirical studies on LADs can inform practice and policy is questionable. Therefore, there should be an expectation made that each study reporting empirical findings on the effects of the use of user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs, provide a detailed discussion about study limitations and the extent to which study results can be generalized. We particularly refer to some technology-related fields such as empirical software engineering from which empirical research on user-centered learning analytics systems can learn and which have guidelines how results should be reported and threats to validity discussed [99], [100].

The analysis of empirical research revealed the shortage of the studies that provide some discussion on the implications for learning analytics research and interpretation of the results with respect to the existing literature and most importantly theory. This finding is consistent with the predominant atheoretical nature of the designs of the LADs. However, if research on user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs, aims to contribute to the body of research knowledge that advances understanding of human learning and learning environments, not only do studies need to discuss its findings against the related literature, but the study objectives and research questions need to be informed by and advance relevant theories and previous research [2].
The shortage of experimental and mixed-method studies suggests that causal inferences cannot be made from the existing literature. Experimental studies or correlational studies complemented with qualitative methods to form mixed-methods afford for opportunities to identify specific effects that the user-centered learning analytics systems may have on particular learning processes or outcomes. Conducting experimental studies with user-centered learning analytics systems can be challenging due to ethical and practical implications. This is the space where we see a need for more attention to be paid to design-based research when developing and evaluating user-centered learning analytics systems [2], [101]. The papers included in this review did not offer any representative examples of design-based research on LADs. Design-based research would involve several iterations of designs where each iteration introduced a new intervention that was tested in practice [102]. Although most of the papers indeed were motivated to address problems in practice, their weak grounding in theory and ambition to advance the body of research on human learning would likely reduce the potential of existing studies to fold under the design-based research umbrella. Therefore, a strong integration of existing theory to inform the work on solving practical problems while conducting several design-evaluation cycles is a key recommendation for future empirical studies on user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs.

The effects of LADs on different learning processes and outcomes have been discussed in previous learning analytics reviews [7], [11]. Our study corroborates their findings in terms of the general focus on quantitative measures of perceived usability and association with learning outcomes. Few studies attempted to assess the relationships between the use of LADs and learning outcomes or relevant cognitive conditions (e.g., motivation and approaches to learning) [43], [98]. However, even the findings of these studies cannot offer sufficient understanding about learning processes. The instrumentation and analysis did not extract indicators or proxies that were theoretically grounded to identify which exact learning processes and how were affected by certain components of LADs. The work presented by Siadaty and colleagues [103] offers a promising direction how technological interventions, including LADs, can be evaluated to assess impact on learning processes. Siadaty et al. proposed a theory-informed pre-analysis of digital traces in order to identify indicators of relevant process. In the case of the work proposed by Siadaty et al., processes based on Zimmerman’s [104] model of self-regulated learning were extracted from trace data. Once extracted from trace data, temporal relationships between such processes and interaction with technological interventions including LADs are studied with techniques from areas such as social network analysis, process mining, or sequence mining to reflect on the temporal nature of learning.

VI. LIMITATION

The primary limitation of this study is related to the searching process in which we restricted our search to papers that only contain term “dashboard”. This could possibly exclude papers that did not explicitly use that particular term although could be considered related to LADs.

Second, we faced several challenges during the coding process because some of the papers provided insufficient information to describe LADs adequately. For example, there is a paper which indicated that the dashboard presented targeted both teachers and learners; however, the paper only provided description for the teacher’s viewpoint. Furthermore, we often relied on the figures or screenshots of the dashboards to extract relevant indicators. Moreover, some papers may have not included complete information about the dashboards under study in the figures or screenshots included in the papers. Thus, we might have missed some important indicators in the review process.

Finally, there is a possible limitation related to the analysis of the reporting of the evaluation results. Some papers did mention the use of mixed method in conducting their study (e.g., survey and interview) but they only presented results of interviews and did not report the results of the survey analysis. Therefore, our information about the quality of study designs and reporting might not include complete information about the papers.

VII. CONCLUSION

The review provided in this paper highlighted significant limitations in the existing literature on LADs. The model of user-centered learning analytics systems (MULAS) is proposed to guide developers, researchers, evaluators, and practitioners in their endeavors that aim to understand and optimize learning and environments in which learning occurs. The model reinforces the need for strong grounding of user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs, in the literature on learning processes, effective study methods, and feedback. Only when those aspects are systematically combined with user-centered design approaches, user-centered learning analytics systems are posited to provide effective support for learning. The review also emphasizes the need to grow rigor in the empirical evaluation of user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs, especially in authentic learning contexts through several iterations where the use of design-based research offers a solid methodological foundation. It should be also acknowledged that the research on learning analytics requires strong interdisciplinary teams that can come with expertise in learning sciences, human-information interaction, design, and research methods. Although forming and coordinating such teams can often be a complex task, the proposed MULAS model offer some guidance for team competencies necessary to develop and evaluate user-centered learning analytics systems, including LADs.
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APPENDIX

Table VIII

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper ID</th>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Target User</th>
<th>Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACM15 [56]</td>
<td>Learning Design</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Blended Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM17 [59]</td>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>TEA Model</td>
<td>Teacher, Student</td>
<td>Traditional Classroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM18 [50]</td>
<td>Learning Progress</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Teacher, Student</td>
<td>Computer Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM20 17-40 [42]</td>
<td>Emotion</td>
<td>Discrete and Dimensional emotion theory (Automatic emotion recognition process)</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Online Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM20 17-6 [57]</td>
<td>Learning Progress</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Online Learning and Blended Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM21 [46]</td>
<td>Competency</td>
<td>Fully-Embedded Assessment Model (FEAM)</td>
<td>Student, Faculty, Study Advisor</td>
<td>Online Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM23 [55]</td>
<td>Learning Progress</td>
<td>Open Student Model (OSM)</td>
<td>Teacher, Student</td>
<td>Blended Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM25 [47]</td>
<td>Framework Progress</td>
<td>Dickinson and McIlvane’s teamwork model</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Blended Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM3 [48]</td>
<td>Learning Progress</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Flipped Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM30 [49]</td>
<td>Learning Progress</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Online Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM31 [50]</td>
<td>Learning Progress</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Blended Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM38 [43]</td>
<td>Learning Progress</td>
<td>Achievement Goal Orientation</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Blended Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSS5 [5]</td>
<td>Learning Progress</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Blended Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSMS [60]</td>
<td>Learning Progress</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Teacher</td>
<td>Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE1 [28]</td>
<td>Competency</td>
<td>Open Student Model (OSM)</td>
<td>Teacher, Student</td>
<td>Online Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE19 [36]</td>
<td>Learning Difficulty Detection</td>
<td>Open Student Model; Activity-based Learner Model (Engeström’s Activity Theory and Activity-Indicator Model)</td>
<td>Teacher, Student</td>
<td>Academic Supporting Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE20 17 – 11 [53]</td>
<td>Study Plan</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Student, Study Advisor</td>
<td>Academic Supporting Tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE22 [37]</td>
<td>Learning Progress</td>
<td>Open Student Model; Activity-based Learner Model (Engeström’s Activity Theory and Activity-Indicator Model)</td>
<td>Teacher, Student</td>
<td>Online Learning and Blended Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE28 [105]</td>
<td>Learning Progress</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Blended Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDI [51]</td>
<td>Game-Based</td>
<td>No - Flow Theory: Algorithmic Reasoning Task</td>
<td>Teacher, Student</td>
<td>Online Game-based Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPL 175 [106]</td>
<td>Learning Progress</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Student, Teacher, Administrators, Faculty</td>
<td>MOOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPL 176 [44]</td>
<td>Study Plan</td>
<td>Learning and Study Strategies Inventory (LASS)</td>
<td>Student</td>
<td>Academic Supporting Tool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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2.3 Summary

In this chapter, the systematic literature review is presented with the main objective of investigating how learning analytics-based tools have been used to support the SRL. To ensure the quality of the analysis of the systematic literature review, the COPES model developed by Winne and Hadwin (1998) is used as a focal point of the analysis. The main findings of this chapter are summarised below, and thus, outlines how research question one (RQ1) of the thesis has been addressed accordingly.

The important contributions of the work presented in this chapter are multifold. First, the analysis of the empirical research studies provides an overview of existing LADs research. The results show that the selection of indicators in these LADs is primarily based on previous works and users centre approaches. The majority of these studies failed to incorporate theories to support the design and development (68% of the included studies did not refer to any theory). In general, LAD feedback aims to provide support during the task identification (phase 1), and enactment of learning tactics and strategies (phase 3) of the SRL process but it fails to provide necessary information regarding choices of learning tactics and strategies and how to improve them. The type of reference frames used include the individual reference frames (i.e. by presenting individual feedback to individual students), and social reference frame (i.e. by offering a comparison with group average and/or peers). Existing LADs focus on employing simple and basic visualisations such as bar charts to ease the interpretation of the results. The main sources of data collection are questionnaires, trace data, and interviews.

Second, this systematic literature review discusses current limitations of LADs that require close attention from researchers and practitioners. In particular, there is a lacuna in the use of theory to support the design and development of LADs. Hence, it is unsurprising that much research reported on ineffective use of LADs. Moreover, several of the learning constructs related to SRL have been neglected. For instance, standards and evaluations from the COPES model have not been considered. This is due to the iteration process of feedback provision and the difficulty of capturing the standards and expectation set by students. The knowledge of tasks is among one of the important cognitive conditions that current LADs fail to provide necessary feedback. Most importantly, based on the results obtained from the systematic literature review, we find that students have not received due guidance on how to select and employ effective learning tactics and strategies. Learning tactics and strategies are central to SRL processes (Zimmerman, 2011). Failing to offer feedback on learning tactics and strategies makes it difficult or impossible to enhance self-regulation. The quality of existing research thus requires improvement. Particularly, the empirical evaluations of LADs were not discussed by considering the current research literature and theory. Moreover, the generalisability and implications of research are generally not explicitly discussed.

Finally, the literature review proposes several directions that can be employed to bridge the highlighted research gaps. For instance, LADs should provide students with functionalities to set
learning goals and track their performance against those goals. Data mining techniques can be used to capture relevant information about learning tactics and strategies. Hence, necessary feedback can be provided to guide the selection of learning tactics and strategies. In terms of the design of LADs, research should incorporate theories to inform choices of indicators. In relation to the use of LADs to deliver feedback, the design of dashboards should ensure that learners understand what insights are provided. Moreover, the indicators should suggest “actionable” feedback. Frameworks of good practice for feedback such as the one proposed by Hattie and Timperley (2007) can be used to guide the design of the dashboards. In terms of the quality of evaluations, current research primarily focuses on perceived usefulness of and satisfaction with LADs. Evaluation of the impact on behavioural change when offered with feedback through LADs is needed. Discussion of generalisability and implications of research on LADs is needed. This is fundamentally important for the maturity of research on LADs (Baker, 2019).

The findings presented in this chapter highlight the gap in feedback provision on the application of learning tactics and strategies which are denoted as essential components of SRL (Winne, 2013; Zimmerman, 2011), especially, during phase 3: enactment of learning tactics and strategies (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). One of the barriers that prevent timely feedback provision on learning tactics and strategies is the difficulty of automatic detection based on data about learners’ actions (Jovanovic et al., 2017). Hence, the next step for this thesis focuses on the data science perspective and address research questions two to four (RQ2-RQ4) of the thesis. Specifically, the remainder of the thesis aims to develop a novel approach to analyse trace data to detect the learning tactics and strategies by using data mining and machine learning algorithms.
3 Analytics of Learning Strategies: Automatic Detection of Learning Tactics and Strategies

The key to success is action
— Brian Tracy, Eat That Frog!: 21 Great Ways to Stop Procrastinating and Get More Done in Less Time

3.1 Introduction

A doption of effective learning tactics and strategies has been identified as a core process of learning (Zimmerman, 2011). However, current research reports that students lack the skills to select and adapt learning strategies that best suit a learning situation (Lust et al., 2013; Rachal et al., 2007). Moreover, students frequently use sub-optimal learning tactics and strategies (Dunlosky et al., 2013; Winne & Jamieson-Noel, 2003). Hence, guiding students to employ learning tactics and strategies identified as effective in the literature (Dunlosky et al., 2013) is crucial for the success of learning. Nonetheless, providing timely feedback to guide the selection of learning tactics and strategies is challenging (Pardo et al., 2017). Rarely do students receive feedback on their application of learning tactics and strategies (Matcha, Ahmad Uzir, et al., 2020). One of the barriers preventing feedback provision on learning tactics and strategies is the detection of learning tactics and strategies used by students in learning activities (Jovanovic et al., 2017).

Traditional research employs self-report instruments to capture learning tactics and strategies. Questionnaires are among the most frequently used instruments. However, the drawbacks of questionnaires are widely acknowledged. That is, learners are not always accurate in reporting and judging how they learn (Bjork et al., 2013; Broadbent, 2017; Carpenter et al., 2020). Self-reports inherently capture learners’ perceptions, reflect intentions of using learning tactics and strategies rather than the actual use during their learning (Zhou & Winne, 2012). Moreover, self-reports are usually applied to specific points in time (e.g., before or after learning), hence, are not effective at capturing the “dynamics” of what happens during a learning process.

Trace data record the actual interaction of learners with learning resources together with timestamps. Using trace data, therefore, enables us to observe the actual behaviour and the dynamic
nature of learning. However, without adequate data analytics approaches, it is hard to uncover potential patterns hidden in trace data.

Learning analytics employs data mining and machine learning techniques to process large amounts of educational data to discover knowledge and patterns (Gašević et al., 2015; Siemens & Baker, 2012). Even though research on the analysis of learning behaviour from trace data is growing, research focused on the detection of learning tactics and strategies from the trace data is scarce. Moreover, recent studies often used learning tactics and strategies interchangeably (Derry, 1989; Malmberg et al., 2014). However, these two terms are different in the literature as discussed in the introduction of the thesis (see Section 1). In this PhD thesis, learning tactic refers to a sequence of actions performed by a learner to complete a learning task (Hadwin et al., 2007). Learning strategy involves the selection and coordination of a set of learning tactics to achieve a learning goal (Derry, 1989; Malmberg et al., 2014; Rachal et al., 2007).

Among the variety of data mining and machine learning techniques, three approaches are frequently used in the current literature that aims to analyse learning patterns, namely, sequence mining, process mining, and network analysis. This chapter examines how the three data analytics approaches can be used to capture learning patterns indicative of tactics used within learning sessions. The chapter also explores how each of the three approaches enables the detection of (dis)similar learning tactics and strategies. In accordance with the consolidated model of learning analytics as identified in Figure 3 presented in Chapter two, the results of the study presented in this chapter are discussed based on a well-known theory related to learning strategies – approaches to learning (Biggs, 1987; Entwistle, 1991; Marton & Säljö, 1976).

3.1.1 Approaches to learning

A closely related learning construct used to explain learning strategies is approaches to learning (Biggs, 1987; Kovanović et al., 2019; Marton & Säljö, 1976; Trigwell & Prosser, 1991). Approaches to learning posit that students may take different approaches to complete learning activities, depending on the learning context, learning tasks, and intention of the students (Entwistle, 2007). This notion is well-aligned with the SRL concept in that tasks and cognitive conditions influence the learning process (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Entwistle (1991) and Biggs (1987) characterised approaches to learning into three types, including, surface, deep, and strategic learning.

- Surface: learners simply intend to complete only the compulsory tasks (Biggs, 1987; Emilia et al., 2012). They employ a shallow learning effort, rely on rote learning (Biggs, 1987), and show a low level of engagement with learning content (Fincham et al., 2018). Students who employ the surface approach to learning often focus on the assessment with little understanding of learning content (Biggs, 1987; Gašević, Jovanović, et al., 2017). Research has found that surface approach to learning is associated with low academic performance (Chonkar et al., 2018; Emilia et al., 2012; Mattick et al., 2004; Trigwell & Prosser, 1991).
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• Deep: opposite to surface approach, learners seek to understand the meaning of the content studied (Biggs, 1987), hence, learners who follow the deep approach to learning apply a variety of learning tactics to complete learning tasks (Fincham et al., 2018; Gašević, Jovanović, et al., 2017). They are highly active learners who put much effort into understanding learning content. Research reports positive relationships of applying the deep approach to learning and high academic performance (Chonkar et al., 2018; Emilia et al., 2012; Gašević, Jovanović, et al., 2017; Trigwell & Prosser, 1991).

• Strategic: It is also referred to as “achievement” learning (Biggs, 1987). Strategic learners apply both surface and deep approaches to learning (Diseth, 2003; Kovanović et al., 2019). Similar to the learners who follow the surface approach to learning, learners who follow the strategic approach to learning focus on achieving high scores with less effort (Emilia et al., 2012). However, they understand that a certain level of effort is required to achieve the learning goal. Hence, strategic learners often show a high positive association with high academic performance.

Although traditional research on approaches to learning relies on self-reports to capture the intended use of learning strategies, the characteristics of each approach can also be observed through the actions of students recorded in trace data. Zhou and Winne (2012) refer to the information observed within the trace data as “realised intention” of students to apply certain types of learning strategies; meanwhile, the information collected with self-report instrument reflects “perceived intention”. When studying the correlation of perceived intention and realised intention and the goal orientation, Zhou and Winne (2012) found that realised intentions observed through trace data were more predictive of learning achievement and reflective of the actual learning behaviours than self-reports. Therefore, trace data offers potentially more accurate accounts about how learners study.

3.1.2 Chapter overview

Relying on the detailed learning activities recorded in the trace data, an approach to extract insightful patterns of the learning actions is required in order to determine what types of learning tactics and strategies students used. With this regard, this chapter aims to address the research question two (RQ2) formulated in Section 1.1, to develop a novel approach to detecting learning tactics and strategies. Precisely, three learning analytics-based approaches are examined including those based on sequence, process and network analytics.

• Sequence – sequence analytics-based approach was proposed by Jovanovic et al. (2017). The sequence approach emphasises discovering the patterns of the chronological ordering of the observed items (i.e., learning actions) (Hassani et al., 2019). This chronological ordering used in the sequence approach is well-aligned with the notion of learning tactic which is considered
a sequence of actions performed to complete a task (Hadwin et al., 2007). In the sequence analytics-based approach, the agglomerative hierarchical clustering (AHC) based on Ward’s method technique was proposed (Jovanovic et al., 2017). AHC is suitable to detect the pattern based on the (dis)similarity of the sequences. The (dis)similarity of the sequence is commonly computed by calculating the minimal cost of insertions, deletions, and substitutions of the sequences (Gabadinho et al., 2011). This approach has successfully used in the detection of learning strategies, as demonstrated by several research studies (Boroujeni & Dillenbourg, 2018; Jovanovic et al., 2017).

• Process – the goal of process analytics-based approach is to uncover a process model that manifest the ‘holistic end-to-end view’ of a learning process (Hassani et al., 2019; van der Aalst, 2011). The process analytics-based approach is an approach suitable for the exploration of the dynamic nature of learning tactics and strategies (Bannert et al., 2014; Sonnenberg & Bannert, 2015). The dynamic behaviour of learning tactics and strategies can be observed through the transitions of learning actions illustrated in the process model. The transition of actions is computed by using the first-order Markov model (FOMM). According to Abbeel and Ng (2005), the first order Markov model has successfully been implemented to model the sequential data. The FOMM estimates the standard maximum likelihood based on the first-step of transition from data, resulted in the probability of transition (Abbeel & Ng, 2005). This is considered as the conditional probability; thus, it can capture the condition and dynamic of actions which are the important characteristics of learning tactics as commonly theorized in the Winne and Hadwin model of SRL (Winne, 2013; Winne & Hadwin, 1998) and proposed for analysis of learning tactics and strategies (Winne et al., 1994). While other process mining techniques (alpha algorithm, Heuristic Miner and Fuzzy Miner) are also investigated in the literature on SRL (e.g., Bannert et al. (2014)), those approaches were application to other theoretical models of SRL from the Winne and Hadwin model used in this thesis. The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm was used in tandem with process mining as it works well on the estimation the maximization of log-likelihood of transitions within FOMMs (Ferreira et al., 2007). Thus, the EM algorithm is used to detect patterns of actions based on process models.

• Network – by considering the connection of learning actions, we also propose a network analytics-based approach. The approach is based on Epistemic Network Analysis (ENA). ENA builds on the notion that the structure of elements is more important than the absence or presence of the elements (Shaffer et al., 2016). As such ENA emphasises the structure of learning actions exhibited by students as they engage in learning activities. ENA generates a frequency of co-occurrence of learning actions. The ENA approach is also well aligned with the previous proposals for the use of graph theory for modelling of learning tactics and strategies from the viewpoint of the Winne and Hadwin model of SRL (Winne, 2013). The clustering technique used in network analytics-based approach is AHC. The distance is computed by us-
ing Euclidean distance measure based on Ward’s method. The application of such clustering technique has been effectively applied in the detection of learning strategies based on the frequency of variables observed in the trace data, e.g. Kovanović et al. (2015), Kovanović et al. (2019), Wise et al. (2013).

The three learning analytics-based approaches are employed to analyse the log data. The sequences of learning actions with corresponding timestamps are used as the input to the computation algorithms. The main difference among the three approaches is the output. The sequence analytics-based approach produces a collection of frequent sequences (Hassani et al., 2019). The process analytics-based approach computes the matrix that represents the probability of the transitions among the learning actions (Gatta et al., 2017). Whereas, the network analytics-based approach computes the co-occurrence of the learning actions, hence, resulted in the collection of the weights (i.e frequency) of co-occurred actions (Shaffer et al., 2016).

The data used in this chapter was collected from the Introduction to the Python course. Table 2 presents the description of learning actions recorded in the trace data. This study aims to explore how the proposed analytics-based approaches enabled the detection of the learning tactics and strategies used by the students. Thus, the data used in this study mainly focused on phase 3 of the Winne and Hadwin model of SRL, where the operations to enact the learning tactics and strategies were carried out. Each learning action was recorded with the corresponding timestamp.

The main contribution of this study is the examination of the (dis)similarity of learning tactics and strategies detected using different analytics-based approaches. To ensure that the detected learning strategies are theoretically meaningful, as inquired in the research question three (RQ3) in Section 1.1, approaches to learning are used to interpret the findings.
Table 2. Description of the learning actions recorded in the trace data and the corresponding SRL phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SRL Phases</th>
<th>Learning actions observed in the trace data</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Goal setting and planning</td>
<td></td>
<td>Start the video lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Tasks Identification</td>
<td>Lecture_start, lecture_complete</td>
<td>Complete the video lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Enactment of learning tactics and strategies</td>
<td>In_video_quiz, in_video_quiz_correct, In_video_quiz_incorrect</td>
<td>Answer a quiz embedded in the video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supplement_complete</td>
<td>Correctly answer a quiz embedded in the video lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quiz_start, Quiz_complete</td>
<td>Incorrectly answer a quiz embedded in the video lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quiz</td>
<td>View the supplementary documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exam_start</td>
<td>Start a practical exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exam_complete</td>
<td>Complete a practical exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>Practical exercise progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exam_correct</td>
<td>Correctly solved a practical exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exam_incorrect</td>
<td>Incorrectly solved a practical exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Code_execute</td>
<td>Command to execute the code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion_question</td>
<td>Post a question to the discussion board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion_answer</td>
<td>Post an answer to a question in a discussion board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion_question_vote</td>
<td>Vote for a question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion_answer_vote</td>
<td>Vote for an answer to a question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion_answer_del_vote</td>
<td>Deleted a vote for an answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion_follow</td>
<td>Flag to follow a discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion_unfollow</td>
<td>Flag to unfollow a discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract. Research in learning analytics proposed different computational techniques to detect learning tactics and strategies adopted by learners in digital environments through the analysis of students’ trace data. While many promising insights have been produced, there has been much less understanding about how and to what extent different data analytic approaches influence results. This paper presents a comparison of three analytic approaches including process, sequence, and network approaches for detection of learning tactics and strategies. The analysis was performed on a dataset collected in a massive open online course on software programming. All three approaches produced four tactics and three strategy groups. The tactics detected by using the sequence analysis approach differed from those identified by the other two methods. The process and network analytic approaches had more than 66% of similarity in the detected tactics. Learning strategies detected by the three approaches proved to be highly similar.
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1 Introduction

The objective of massive open online courses (MOOCs) is to offer learning opportunities to a wide range of learners. However, MOOCs have been associated with high dropout and failure rates [1, 2]. Research identified several factors associated with such
course outcomes including motivation, intention, time management, and learning experiences, to name a few [3, 4]. Learning tactics and strategies adopted by MOOC participants have been identified as key factors of success prediction [5–7]. Much research in traditional learning environments explored students’ learning strategies [6, 8]. However, students’ learning strategies in MOOCs are much less understood. MOOC platforms allow for recording trace data of the actual learners’ behavior. However, such data are large, diverse, and complex to analyze. As a consequence, researchers have proposed a variety of methods that go beyond traditional statistics methods to unveil students’ learning strategies [9, 10]. While the applied data analytic methods led to useful findings, the diversity of the adopted methods hindered the replication and generalization of the results. Little work has been done to compare how the applied approaches differ in terms of the tactics and strategies that they identify. This study explored how three analytic approaches – drawing from sequence, process, and network analytic techniques – could influence the detection of learning tactics and strategies.

2 Background

Research has emphasised the importance of using effective learning strategies as one of the key factors of successful learning. Learning strategy can be defined as “any thoughts, behaviors, beliefs or emotions that facilitate the acquisition, understanding, or later transfer of new knowledge and skills” [12, p. 727]. A closely related construct is the one of learning tactic, which can be defined as a sequence of actions that a student performs in relation to a given task within a learning session [12]. Defined in terms of tactics, learning strategies can be considered the regularity in the application of learning tactics or a pattern of how each student uses certain tactics [13]. Such patterns of tactic application evolve and become the characteristics of one’s learning, which may be considered as aptitudes that could further predict the future behaviors [14].

Thanks to the large dataset of trace data on students’ behavior, contemporary research aims to leverage these datasets to explore learning tactics and strategies by considering how these dynamic constructs unfold. In network analytic approaches, learning tactics and strategies are identified from networks built based on the co-occurrence of learning states or actions. These approaches were originally proposed for studying learning strategies as learning sequences [15]. The application of graph multiplicity measures, as commonly used in network science, has been then suggested to analyze the importance of individual events that contribute to student learning. For example, Siadaty et al. [16] applied this methodology to identify how technological interventions activated different processes of self-regulated learning. More recently, approaches suggest the use of sequence analysis techniques combined with unsupervised learning to detect learning tactics and strategies from trace data [9]. Similarly, learning tactics and strategies can be identified by analyzing the distribution of learning sequences [17].

Process-oriented data analysis approach emphasise the timing of the events. Malmberg et al. explored self-regulated learning strategies in a collaborative learning context by using a process mining technique [18]. Similarly, Matcha et al. [10] detected
learning tactics and strategies from trace data by combining temporal analysis of the trace data (first-order Markov models) and clustering (Expectation-Maximization) [10]. Maldonado-Mahauad et al. [19] used a combination of process mining and clustering techniques to identify self-regulated learning strategies that different group of learners employed when interacting with the course contents (video-lectures and assessments).

Despite the interesting insights produced by these individual approaches, there has been limited research that explored how these three analytic approaches might have influenced the results. Hence, this paper aims to answer the following research question: How do different data analytics techniques proposed in the literature for the detection of learning tactics and strategies apply to the same dataset? That is, the paper compares approaches that emphasize sequence, network and process dimensions.

3 Methods

3.1 Data

The data used in this study was collected from the Introduction to Python course offered by the Pontificia Universidad católica de Chile on the Coursera MOOC platform in its two different editions. A total of 4,217 students registered their interest in the course. The course was in Spanish and was offered on demand (i.e. self-pace). In 8 weeks, the course covered six programming topics with 2–3 subtopics each. For each topic, the course offered a set of short video lectures with embedded questions (to provoke a simple recall of the concepts) and a set of reading materials. The students also had several theoretical exercises (11 quizzes) and practical exercises (13 exams). Among the quizzes and exams, 22 items were graded and accumulated to calculate students final mark. At least 80% of these items had to be answered correctly to pass the course. The students were also offered the discussion board to discuss course topics. In this study, we considered only the trace data of those students who completed at least one assignment during the official course schedule between September 17th and November 4th 2018. As a result, 368 students were considered for the study. We coded the different learning actions captured in the trace data as described in Table 1.

The resulting dataset for the analysis study contained the following items for each learning actions: the anonymous user ID, timestamp, type of learning action, and reference to course items. Each two consecutive learning sessions were separated by at least 30 min of inactive time [20]. Due to the requirements of analytic methods to be applied, the outliers were excluded: extremely short sessions (one action in a session) and extremely long sessions (>95th percentile of actions per session).

3.2 Methods

Figure 1 illustrates the pipeline of the analytic methods used to extract learning tactics and strategies from the trace data following the three analytic approaches discussed in Sect. 2. The data were pre-processed based on the requirement of each analytic approach.
Table 1. Coding of learning actions from the data trace

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Coded events</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Video lecture</td>
<td>lecture_start</td>
<td>Start the video lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lecture_complete</td>
<td>Complete the video lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in_video_quiz</td>
<td>Answer a quiz embedded in the video lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In_video_quiz_correct</td>
<td>Correctly answer a quiz embedded in the video lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In_video_quiz_incorrect</td>
<td>Incorrectly answer a quiz embedded in the video lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>Supplement_complete</td>
<td>View the supplementary documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theoretical exercises</td>
<td>Quiz_start</td>
<td>Start a theoretical exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quiz_complete</td>
<td>Complete a theoretical exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quiz</td>
<td>Theoretical exercise progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical exercise</td>
<td>Exam_start</td>
<td>Start a practical exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exam_complete</td>
<td>Complete a theoretical exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>Practical exercise progress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exam_correct</td>
<td>Correctly solved a practical exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exam_incorrect</td>
<td>Incorrectly solved a practical exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Code_execute</td>
<td>Command to execute the code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>Discussion_question</td>
<td>Post a question to the discussion board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion_answer</td>
<td>Post an answer to a question in a discussion board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion_question_vote</td>
<td>Vote for a question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion_answer_vote</td>
<td>Vote for an answer for an answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion_answer_del_vote</td>
<td>Deleted a vote for an answer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion_follow</td>
<td>Flag to follow a discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion_unfollow</td>
<td>Flag to unfollow a discussion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Fig. 1. The pipeline of the analytic methods used in the study
**Sequential Dimension.** Following the work in [9], the TraMineR R package [21] was used to explore the sequential data. Learning actions were arranged chronologically and split into learning sessions. Sessions were encoded as learning sequences using a TraMineR’s sequence representation format [21]. The optimal matching technique, with substitution costs based on transition rates, was used to compute the (dis)similarity of the sequences. Agglomerative hierarchical clustering based on Ward’s algorithm was used to group learning sequences based on shared patterns of learning actions.

**Process Dimension.** The process dimension was explored by replicating the steps proposed in [10]. The pMineR R package was used to generate a process model of learning and compute the probability of state transitions by using the first-order Markov model (FOMM) [22]. The process model was formulated using timestamped learning events in each learning session. The Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm was used for clustering of learning sequences as it works well with the FOMM.

**Network Dimension.** The rENA R package for Epistemic Network Analysis (ENA) was used to compute the co-occurrence of learning actions in each learning session [23]. By generating a network using ENA, a matrix of co-occurrences of learning actions was created. The co-occurrence values in the matrix were normalized and subsequently used as an input to the agglomerative hierarchical clustering, based on Ward’s algorithm. The Euclidean method was used to calculate the (dis)similarity.

The clusters of sequences (i.e., tactics) detected by each of the three data analytic approaches were then explored in terms of sequence length and event distributions. The similarities between the three approaches were also calculated as proportions of learning sessions shared across the tactics detected by the three approaches.

To compute learning strategies, we used the results of cluster assignments of each of the three above approaches. Specifically, for each student, we computed the counts of each of the detected tactics and the total count of tactics. These counts were then normalized (i.e., reduced to the range of 0 to 1) and used as input to the agglomerative hierarchical clustering method. The computation of the (dis)similarity of students’ tactic use was based on the Euclidean metric. The identified clusters were considered manifestations of the students’ learning strategies (i.e., patterns of learning tactics). This was done for each of the three examined approaches. The identified learning strategies were explored based on how students applied the tactics according to the course topics. Furthermore, the association of the identified strategies and the final course marks was examined using Kruskal Wallis tests followed by pairwise Mann Whitney U tests.

### 4 Results

#### 4.1 Learning Tactics

The results revealed that the three detection approaches identified four similar learning tactics. Figure 2 presents the counts of learning actions in each tactic as identified with
the three analytics approaches. Further details of the tactic characteristics are provided in the supplementary document (Tables 1, 2 and 3)\textsuperscript{1}.

**Sequence Approach.** The dendrogram suggested four clusters as the best result. The *Practice and Lecture-oriented* cluster (N = 3134 sessions, 59.34%) was the largest and contained the shortest sequences (Mdn = 10 actions). The most dominant actions included those related to the exam activities, interaction with the video lecture, and quizzes embedded in the video. The *Diverse Assessment-oriented* (N = 208 sessions, 3.94%) cluster was very small and contained long sessions ranging from 54 to 355 actions. This tactic often began by interacting with the video lectures, followed by doing the exam and ended by interacting with the quiz items. The *Short Practice-oriented* (N = 1292 sessions, 24.47%) cluster included practical exams and code as the most dominant actions. Access to the video lectures was also prominent. The length of the sequences was moderate as compared to the other three tactics (Mdn = 93 actions).

The *Long Practice-oriented* cluster (N = 647 sessions, 12.25%) was relatively small exhibiting a pattern similar to the previous one (Short Practice-oriented). However, learning sequences were longer, ranging from 103 to 359 events (Mdn = 214).

**Process Approach.** Four tactics were identified with the process analytic approach as optimal. The *Diverse* cluster (N = 2000 sessions, 37.87%) varied in the number of actions in each session in the [3–359] range (Mdn = 105). The main learning actions were related to exam activities, followed by quizzes, code execution, and interaction with lecture videos. The *Lecture-oriented* cluster (N = 1391 sessions, 26.34%) contained short sessions (Mdn = 7 actions). The most dominant actions included interaction with the video lectures and the quizzes embedded in the videos, followed by interaction with the quizzes that were part of the theoretical questionnaires. The *Short Practice-oriented* cluster (N = 772 sessions, 14.62%) consisted mostly of short

\textsuperscript{1} Supplementary Document can be found at: https://bit.ly/2E4pFCu
sessions (Mdn = 8 actions) that were generally of two types: (i) short sessions of code executions and (ii) longer sessions of completing an exam. The *Long Practice-oriented* cluster (N = 1118 sessions, 21.17%) mostly included actions related to the exam or code execution. Unlike the *Short-practice-oriented* tactic, completed exams were rarely observed in this tactic.

**Network Approach.** The dendrogram inspection suggested four clusters as optimal. *Diverse-oriented* (N = 1892 sessions, 35.83%) was similar to the Diverse tactic detected by the other two approaches; this tactic included a variety of actions, dominated by those related to exam and quiz related activities. However, the number of actions within a session was much higher compared to the Diverse tactic detected by the other two methods (Mdn = 93 actions). *Lecture and Practice-oriented* (N = 929 sessions, 17.59%) was the most dominant with exam-related actions and a small proportion of actions related to the lecture videos. However, when inspecting all the sequences, this cluster contained multiple short sessions of video lecture related actions often followed by long sequences of exam related actions. Unlike the Lecture and Exam-oriented tactic detected by the process analytic approach, the frequency of interactions with exam items outnumbered lecture-related actions, while quizzes-related actions were almost invisible. *Short Practice-oriented* (N = 1776 sessions, 33.63%) was similar to the Short Practice-oriented tactic detected with the process approach. This tactic consisted of short learning sessions (Mdn = 7 actions). It was dominated by two types of sequences: (i) short session of code executes, and (ii) longer sessions of initiating and completing an exam. *Long Practice-oriented* (N = 684 sessions, 12.95%) contained longer sequences of action (Mdn = 126 actions). The most dominant learning actions were related to the exam or code execution. The proportion of initiated but not necessarily completed exams and continuing doing the exam was relatively high.

### 4.2 Comparison of Detected Tactics

The *Diverse* tactic detected by the process and network approaches showed similar patterns; that is, it was composed of several different learning actions and diverse length of sequences. The most frequent action was interaction with the exam, followed by the interaction with quizzes. *Diverse-assessment-oriented*, as detected by the sequence approach, showed that the interactions with the quizzes were more frequent than the exams. *Lecture and practice-oriented* included events about actions related to video lectures and exams as the most dominant. Opposite to the other two approaches, the lecture related events outnumbered the exam focused events in the case of the process approach. *Short Practice-oriented* was defined by intense interaction with the exam items and code implementation. The median length of sequences of this tactic was smaller than that of the *Long Practice-oriented* tactic. This tactic, as identified by the sequence approach, had the highest mean length of sequences and higher frequency of video lecture interactions than the same tactic detected by the other two approaches.

The sequence approach proved to be the best in distinguishing *Long Practice-oriented* as the one characterized by long sessions of exam interaction and code
execution. The process and network approaches showed inconsistency in categorising based on the length of the sequences.

Table 2. The similarity of tactics detection based on three analytic approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity: 1861 Sessions (35.24%)</th>
<th>Process Analytic Approach (100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diverse - Practice</td>
<td>Lecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence Analytic Approach</td>
<td>9.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture and Exam</td>
<td>22.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-Practice</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-Practice</td>
<td>46.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity: 1500 Sessions (28.40 %)</th>
<th>Network Analytic Approach (100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diverse - Practice</td>
<td>Lecture and Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence Analytic Approach</td>
<td>10.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture and Exam</td>
<td>29.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-Practice</td>
<td>14.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-Practice</td>
<td>45.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Similarity: 3526 Sessions (66.77%)</th>
<th>Network Analytic Approach (100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diverse - Practice</td>
<td>Lecture and Practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Analytic Approach</td>
<td>85.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture</td>
<td>10.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-Practice</td>
<td>2.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short-Practice</td>
<td>1.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 compares the results of the three analytic approaches based on cluster assignments of study sessions. The similarity was computed by calculating the proportion of learning sequences that were categorized as the same tactic. The sequence approach had 35% of overlap in session assignment with that of the process analytic approach, and 28% with that of the network approach. Almost 67% of sessions were categorized as representing the same tactics by the process and network analytic approaches. The Lecture-oriented tactic showed a high consistency among the three methods. About 98% of sessions labelled as the lecture-oriented tactic detected with the process analytic approach were also categorized as the same tactic in the sequence analytic approach. This high consistency might be a result of the high number of short learning sessions that coincide with interaction with lecture videos. The highest inconsistency among the approaches was for the Short Practice-oriented tactic.

The process and network analytic approaches categorised 3,526 (out of 5,281) sessions as the same tactics. We further explored the sequences that were grouped differently to examine how the approaches differ in grouping the sequences. One of the examples is SequenceID13745 that consisted of actions shifting between practical exam_start and exam_progress. Execution of code was also observed during the exam progress, as shown in Fig. 3. This session consisted of 29 actions, which were inferred as representative of the Long Practice-oriented tactic by the process analytic approach. However, in case of the network analytic approach, the Long-practice oriented tactic had a higher median session length (Mdn = 126), so that the considered sequence (SequenceID13745) was not qualified as an instance of the Long Practice-oriented tactic, but rather fitted in the Short-Practice-oriented tactic.
Another example of differences in the tactic detection is SequenceID21601 which contained 256 events. The sequence began by interacting with a quiz in a lecture video, followed by transitions between exam_start, exam progress, a correct/incorrect exam answer, and exam complete; the command to execute the code was observed towards the end of the session, as presented in Fig. 4. The sequence and network analytic approaches associated this session with the Long Practice-oriented tactic. This is reasonable, since this sequence was relatively long, and the events showed dynamic transitions between the exam related actions. Meanwhile, the process analytic considered this sequence as an instance of the Diverse tactic. This is presumably because the sequence began by interacting with the video lecture. The Diverse tactic exhibited events about a variety of learning activities in a session.

4.3 Learning Strategy Groups

Learning strategies were identified as patterns of how students regulated the tactics according to the study topic. Detail characteristics of each strategy group are provided in the supplementary document (see footnote 1).

**Sequence Approach.** Three strategy groups were extracted based on how the students employed the tactics identified with the Sequence approach. Figure 5 presents the mean number of tactics employed according to the studied topic. **Strategy Group 1** \( (N = 151 \text{ students, } 41.03\%) \) exhibited a low level of engagement. The dominant tactic was Lecture-oriented with short sessions. The mean number of sessions declined as the
course topic progressed for all tactics except for the Short Practice-oriented tactic. The students who employed this strategy pattern had a high rate of failing the course (77.48%); their median course grade was 36.14 over 100, and the median number of passed graded items was 9 (out of 22). **Strategy Group 2** (N = 151 students, 41.03%) exhibited a high level of engagement when interacting with the first two topics by utilising the Lecture-oriented tactic. The Short and Long practice-oriented tactics increased when the course reached the second topic. However, the level of engagement dropped remarkably after completing the third topic. This strategy group had the highest failure rate (88.74%). The median of the completed graded items was four, and the median course grade was 18.04. **Strategy Group 3** (N = 66 students, 17.94%) had the highest course grade (Mdn = 82.86/100), highest number of passed graded items (Mdn = 20 items), and the smallest failure rate (54.55%). Similar to the other strategy groups, the students frequently used the Lecture-oriented and Short practice-oriented tactics. Unlike the first two strategy groups, the mean number of sessions increased as the students moved to more difficult topics.

**Fig. 5.** Frequency of tactics used for each topic and for each strategy group as detected by the three analytic approaches

**Process Approach.** The mean number of employed tactics detected based on the process analytics approach according to the studied topic is presented in Fig. 5. **Strategy Group 1** (N = 215 students, 58.42%) exhibited a low engagement level. The mean number of sessions was consistently below one per study topic. The students who adopted this strategy had a high failing rate (82.79%); their median course grade was 29.33 over 100, and the number of passed graded item was 7 out of 22 items. **Strategy Group 2** (N = 89 students, 24.18%) included the students who were quite selective. The Lecture-oriented and Diverse tactics were dominant at the beginning of the course. The level of engagement dropped constantly from Topic 3 onwards. Despite putting a higher level of effort than strategy group 1, the students in this group passed less graded items (Mdn = 5), and had lower course grade (Mdn = 20.41). **Strategy Group 3** (N = 64 students; 17.39%) showed the highest passing rate (43.75%) and grades (Mdn = 82.71/100). Unlike the other strategy groups, the students in this group were
consistently increasing their engagement with the course topics. As the MOOC progressed and the topics became more challenging, this group put more effort and used diverse learning tactics, as shown by the high use of the Practice-oriented and Diverse tactics.

**Network Approach.** Figure 5 shows three strategy groups with similar tactic enactment patterns. **Strategy Group 1** (N = 188 students, 51.09%) used multiple tactics but with a low frequency, and the frequency decreased as the course progressed. The group had a high failure rate (83.51%) with the median score of 27.29 (over 100), and passed, on average, 7 (out of 22) graded items. **Strategy Group 2** (N = 94 students, 25.54%) included the students who were the most active. They employed a variety of tactics to study each topic. The use of the Diverse and Lecture-oriented tactics slightly declined as the course progressed. There was some fluctuation in the use of the Short Practice-oriented tactic, especially during the fourth topic. The students with this strategy had the highest course score (Mdn = 56.95), and passed more graded items (Mdn = 15 items) than those following the other two strategies. **Strategy Group 3** (N = 86 students, 23.37%) had a similar pattern as the first one. Yet, the rate of students who failed was lower (74.42%), and the median grade was higher (Mdn = 37.04) than for strategy 1.

**Association with Performance.** The strategy groups detected by using the sequence approach showed no significant association with the course grade, nor with the number of item passed (Table 3). However, we detected a significant association of the strategy and the potential of failing/passing the course. The pairwise comparison (Table 3) showed statistically significant associations among all the strategy groups and the potential of failing/passing the course. The effect sizes ranged from small to medium.

### Table 3. Kruskal-Wallis (above) and pairwise comparison (below) of strategy groups with respect to performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sequence</th>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Network</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Course Grade</strong></td>
<td>p = 0.125</td>
<td>p = 0.067</td>
<td>p = 0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Passed</strong></td>
<td>p = 0.082</td>
<td>p = 0.0004*</td>
<td>p = 0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Graded Items</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>p = 0.025*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sequence</strong></td>
<td>Passed Course</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>2.607</td>
<td>0.014*</td>
<td>0.350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-3.401</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
<td>0.231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-5.613</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
<td>0.381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Process</strong></td>
<td>Passed Course</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-4.401</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
<td>0.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-3.463</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Network</strong></td>
<td>Passed Course</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>-2.440</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-1.765</td>
<td>&lt;0.001*</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>0.516</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: * marks statistically significant differences
The strategy groups detected with the process analytic approach had no significant differences in course grades. A significant association was present between the strategy groups and the number of passed graded items and the potential of failing/passing the course. Pairwise comparisons of strategy groups with respect to the completed performance items showed significant differences between strategy group 1 and 3 and groups 2 and 3. The effect sizes were medium except for the passed graded items between strategy groups 2 and 3 where the effect size was large ($r = 0.514$).

The strategy groups identified with the network analytic approach had no significant difference on course grades. The strategy groups proved to differ significantly with respect to the number of items passed and the potential of failing/passing the course. Pairwise comparisons showed significant differences between strategy groups 1 and 2 on the number of passed graded items with the small effect sizes.

### 4.4 Comparison of Detected Strategy Groups

Table 4 summarises the detected strategy groups along several dimensions related to the students’ pattern of course engagement and academic achievement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Comparison of the strategy groups as detected by the three analytic approaches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly active and multiple tactics used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly active at the beginning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface engagement</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Highly Active and Multiple Tactics Used.** These strategy groups reflect the deep learning approach as defined by Biggs (1987). The deep approach is characterised by high efforts, a variety of learning tactics used [7, 10], and associated with the high academic performance [4]. The students employed a variety of tactics when interacting with each topic. Based on the sequence approach, the most dominant tactic used was Lecture-oriented. Based on the process and network approaches, the dominant tactics were Diverse and Practice-oriented. Regardless of the tactic detection method, a similar pattern of interaction with the fourth course topic was observed – high enactment of the Short Practice-oriented tactic. This suggested that students might have been facing some challenges with the fourth topic that the instructor should consider when designing the next course iteration.

**Highly Active at the Beginning.** The sequence and process analytic approaches detected this similar pattern of tactic use, but not the network approach. The students were actively engaged during the first two topics, and then the effort significantly declined. The tactics employed during the first three topics showed that students were strategic in choosing tactics. The dominant tactics were Lecture-oriented and Diverse. This reflects the Strategic approach to learning [24], characterized by the aim of achieving high performance with the strategic choice of tactics [8, 24]. As the students faced more difficulty, their learning strategy shifted from strategic to the surface...
approach to learning. This suggested that some interventions are needed to maintain the level of students’ engagement with the third topic. This group showed high engagement as compared to the Surface group, but the group missed to complete a few graded items.

*Surface Engagement.* This group represented the surface approach to learning. As defined by Biggs (1987), students who follow this approach to learning employ surface effort and have low academic performance [8, 24]. In our study, the students who followed this strategy group exhibited a low level of engagement and high failure rate.

None of the analytic approaches identified strategy groups that were predictive of performance. A significant association was found between the strategy group and the passed graded items for all cases. The process analytic approach proved the best in detecting strategy groups predictive of the passed graded items.

5 Conclusions

**Summary.** The findings in this study showed that sequence, process, and network analytic approaches can be used to detect meaningful learning tactics from MOOC trace data. The three approaches resulted in tactics that were similar to some extent (Table 2). The highest similarity (67% of detected tactics) was found between the process and network approaches. As for strategy detection, the results of the network analytic approach differed from the other two approaches. The sequence and process analytic approaches resulted in similar strategy groups.

In general, we observed that sequences with similar learning actions were grouped in the same cluster. The length of the sequences affected the clustering in the sequence analytic approach. For example, short learning sessions were grouped into a single cluster (i.e. short diverse oriented) and this was the key distinguishing characteristic of this tactic group. In contrast, the process and network analytics were less based on the length of the sequences. Therefore, in the tactics detected using these two approaches the number of actions per learning sessions varied, ranging from two to hundred or more.

The proportion of learning sessions that belonged to each of the detected tactics impacted the learning strategy detection. The sequence approach detected one large tactic, i.e. *Short Practice-Lecture oriented*, showed that all strategy groups were dominated by this tactic. Furthermore, we found that all of the strategy groups exhibited a high frequency of using the *Short Practice and Lecture-oriented* tactics. This is unsurprising considering the course design that emphasized the use of video lectures and practice exercises.

**Implications.** The key finding of the study is that the choice of the data analytic approach for detection of learning tactics and strategies affects the results. Specifically, the three approaches emphasize different dimensions of learning tactics – sequential, process, and network. The differences in the underlying modelling of the three analytic approaches produced different data representations that are then fed to an unsupervised (i.e., clustering) machine learning algorithm. The properties of these underlying
representations – sequence, process, and network – had direct implications on the computation of the similarities between individual sessions, and thus, the way how clusters were formed to detect learning tactics. Moreover, the choice of the underlying modelling approaches for tactics had a direct impact on the choice of clustering algorithm. For example, the process approach produced the data structure (i.e., adjacency matrix) that was not suitable for analysis with AHC; EM was used instead as also used in the literature [10]. AHC was more suited for the other two approaches, as commonly applied in the literature on similar tasks [9].

Based on the results of our findings, we cannot indicate which of the approaches is ‘best’. Instead, the (dis)similarities in the results the three approaches produced and interpretations of the (dis)similarities in this study can inform decisions of researchers and practitioners who work on the detection of learning tactics and strategies. Given that each of the three approaches used unsupervised machine learning at its core, it is also important that the interpretation of results should be done by considering a well-grounded educational learning theory and the learning context the data originate from. In our case, we offered examples that grounded in the theory of approaches to learning and the design of the MOOC used in the study. The use of these two sources demonstrated that all three approaches produced practically and theoretically meaningful learning tactics and strategies.

The differences in the learning strategies detected by the three approaches can directly be attributed to the differences in the modelling approaches used for the detection of learning tactics. This is due to the use of the identical methodology applied in the second step of the three detection approaches (see Fig. 1). Future research should investigate the extent to which changes in the modeling approaches in the second step will influence the results in the detection of learning strategies.

Limitations. Some limitations of this research must be highlighted. First, the detection of learning tactics and strategies relied primarily on trace data. Although limitations of self-reports are well documented [12, 25], self-reports could add to the understanding of students’ conditions, intention and motivation. Moreover, using multimodal techniques to capture the data could offer a fine-grained dataset. Second, some degree of subjectivity was evident in the selection of the number of clusters identified, even though the selection was informed by the information generated with the clustering technique (e.g., dendrogram in agglomerative hierarchical clustering) and further informed by the interpretability of the cluster solutions. Future research should explore approaches that can be used to produce a ‘stable’ number of clusters across different contexts.
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1. Tactics Detection
   Method 1: Sequence Analytics Approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactic</th>
<th>Sessions</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tactic 1: Short Practical Oriented (short session of Exam and code execute Oriented)</td>
<td>N = 1292 Sessions (24.47% of all learning sessions)</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Session Distribution" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactic 2: Practice- Lecture Oriented (short session of Exam, code execute and lecture Oriented)</td>
<td>N = 3134 Sessions (59.34% of all learning sessions)</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Session Distribution" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactic 3: Long Practical Oriented (long sequences of exam and code execute)</td>
<td>N = 647 Sessions (12.25% of all learning sessions)</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Session Distribution" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactic 4: Diverse-Assessment Oriented (Quiz, Lecture and Exam Oriented)</td>
<td>N = 208 Sessions (3.94% of all learning sessions)</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Session Distribution" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. ANALYTICS OF LEARNING STRATEGIES: AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF LEARNING TACTICS AND STRATEGIES

Most Frequent Sequences

Frequency of Actions

All Actions in each Learning Session

Sequences Length

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>1st Qu.</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>3rd Qu.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>33.0</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>100.1</td>
<td>119.0</td>
<td>315.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Qu.</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>17.47</td>
<td>25.00</td>
<td>228.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>103.0</td>
<td>164.0</td>
<td>214.0</td>
<td>221.9</td>
<td>278.5</td>
<td>359.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>100.8</td>
<td>100.8</td>
<td>139.0</td>
<td>155.7</td>
<td>197.8</td>
<td>355.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Method2: Process Analytic Approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactic1: Diverse Oriented</th>
<th>Tactic2: Lecture Oriented (Lecture and Quizzes Oriented)</th>
<th>Tactic3: Short Practice Oriented (Exam and Coding Oriented)</th>
<th>Tactic4: Long - Practice Oriented (Code Executing and Exam Oriented)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>N= 2000 Sessions (37.87 % of all learning sessions)</td>
<td>N = 1391 Sessions (26.34 % of all learning sessions)</td>
<td>N= 1118 Sessions (21.17 % of all learning sessions)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stat Distribution</th>
<th>![Chart 1]</th>
<th>![Chart 2]</th>
<th>![Chart 3]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most Frequent Sequences</th>
<th>![Chart 4]</th>
<th>![Chart 5]</th>
<th>![Chart 6]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency of Actions</th>
<th>![Chart 7]</th>
<th>![Chart 8]</th>
<th>![Chart 9]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
### 3. ANALYTICS OF LEARNING STRATEGIES: AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF LEARNING TACTICS AND STRATEGIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Actions in each Learning Session</th>
<th>Sequences Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min. : 3.0</td>
<td>Min. : 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Qu.: 63.0</td>
<td>1st Qu.: 4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median : 105.0</td>
<td>Median : 7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean : 126.8</td>
<td>Mean : 12.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Qu.: 172.0</td>
<td>3rd Qu.: 14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. : 359.0</td>
<td>Max. : 156.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Min. : 2.0                         | 1st Qu.: 2.0     |
| 1st Qu.: 9.0                       | Median : 8.00    |
| Median : 26.48                     | Mean : 26.48     |
| 3rd Qu.: 35.0                      | 3rd Qu.: 35.00   |
| Max. : 310.0                       | Max. : 310.00    |

| Min. : 2.0                         | 1st Qu.: 9.0     |
| Median : 31.0                      | Mean : 61.9      |
| 3rd Qu.: 91.0                      | 3rd Qu.: 91.0    |
| Max. : 357.0                       | Max. : 357.0     |
### Method3: Network Analytics

![Tactic Cluster based on network analysis](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactic1: Diverse Oriented</th>
<th>Tactic2: Lecture and Practice Oriented</th>
<th>Tactic3: Short Practice Oriented</th>
<th>Tactic4: Long - Practice Oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name</strong></td>
<td>Exam and Lecture Oriented</td>
<td>Exam and Coding Oriented</td>
<td>Code Executing and Exam Oriented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sessions</strong></td>
<td>N = 1892 Sessions (35.83 % of all learning sessions)</td>
<td>N = 1776 Sessions (33.63 % of all learning sessions)</td>
<td>N = 684 Sessions (12.95 % of all learning sessions)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Statistical Distribution

![Graphs showing distribution of sessions](image)

#### Most Frequent Sequences

![Graphs showing most frequent sequences](image)
3. ANALYTICS OF LEARNING STRATEGIES: AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF LEARNING TACTICS AND STRATEGIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency of Actions</th>
<th>All Actions in each Learning Session</th>
<th>Sequences Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Min.: 2.00</td>
<td>Min.: 2.00</td>
<td>Min.: 2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Qu.: 53.0</td>
<td>1st Qu.: 6.00</td>
<td>1st Qu.: 2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median: 93.0</td>
<td>Median: 11.00</td>
<td>Median: 7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean: 110.2</td>
<td>Mean: 24.67</td>
<td>Mean: 15.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Qu.: 148.0</td>
<td>3rd Qu.: 22.00</td>
<td>3rd Qu.: 21.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.: 355.0</td>
<td>Max.: 309.00</td>
<td>Max.: 305.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max.: 359.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Similarity of tactics detection

**Summary: Process Analytics and Network Analytics**

Similar sequences: 3526 Sessions (66.77%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Network – Diverse (100%)</th>
<th>Network - Lecture-Based (100%)</th>
<th>Network - Long-Practice (100%)</th>
<th>Network - Short-Practice (100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Process - Diverse</td>
<td>85.68</td>
<td>17.33</td>
<td>25.44</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process - Lecture-Based</td>
<td>10.94</td>
<td>78.26</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>25.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process - Long-Practice</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>3.34</td>
<td>69.44</td>
<td>32.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process - Short-Practice</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>39.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Summary: Sequence Analytics and Network Analytics**

Similar sequences: 1500 Sessions (28.40 %)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Network – Diverse (100%)</th>
<th>Network - Lecture-Based (100%)</th>
<th>Network - Long-Practice (100%)</th>
<th>Network - Short-Practice (100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequence - Diverse</td>
<td>10.84</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence - Lecture-Based</td>
<td>29.49</td>
<td>89.56</td>
<td>14.62</td>
<td>92.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence - Long-Practice</td>
<td>14.64</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>49.71</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence - Short-Practice</td>
<td>45.03</td>
<td>7.86</td>
<td>35.67</td>
<td>6.93</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Summary: Sequence Analytics and Process Analytics**

Similar sequences: 1861 Sessions (35.24%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Process – Diverse (100%)</th>
<th>Process - Lecture-Based (100%)</th>
<th>Process - Long-Practice (100%)</th>
<th>Process - Short-Practice (100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequence - Diverse</td>
<td>9.25</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence - Lecture-Based</td>
<td>22.4</td>
<td>98.35</td>
<td>58.94</td>
<td>85.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence - Long-Practice</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18.34</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sequence - Short-Practice</td>
<td>46.75</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22.72</td>
<td>13.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Case Study 1:
Sequence Length: 263 actions (Seq 10595)
Sequence Approach: Long-Practice Oriented
Process Approach: Diverse Oriented
Network Approach: Long-Practice Oriented

Case Study 2:
Sequence Length: 29 (Seq13745)
Sequence Approach: Lecture-Based Oriented
Process Approach: Long-Practice Oriented
Network Approach: Short-Practice Oriented
Case Study 3:
Sequence Length: 25 (Seq11934)
Sequence Approach: Lecture-Based Oriented
Process Approach: Lecture Oriented
Network Approach: Diverse Oriented

Case Study 4:
Sequence Length: 256 actions
Sequence Approach: Long-Practice Oriented
Process Approach: Diverse Oriented
Network Approach: Long-Practice Oriented
Case Study 5:
Sequence Length: 64 (Seq22131)
Sequence Approach: Short-Practice Oriented
Process Approach: Short-Practice Oriented
Network Approach: Diverse Oriented
### Strategy Detections

**Method 1: Sequence Analytics**

#### Cluster based on Sequence Analytics for Tactics: 4

![Cluster-based Sequence Analytics](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy Group</th>
<th>Mean num. of sequences/weekly topic</th>
<th>Students</th>
<th>Pass/Fail Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy Group 1</td>
<td>N= 151 Students (41.03% of all students)</td>
<td>Fail: 117 students, Pass: 34 Students, %Pass = 22.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy Group 2</td>
<td>N= 151 Students (41.03% of all students)</td>
<td>Fail: 134 students, Pass: 17 Students, %Pass = 11.26</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy Group 3</td>
<td>N= 66 Students (17.94% of all students)</td>
<td>Fail: 36 students, Pass: 30 Students, %Pass = 45.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3. ANALYTICS OF LEARNING STRATEGIES: AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF LEARNING TACTICS AND STRATEGIES

#### Item Passed (Max = 22)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item Passed</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>10.50</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Passed</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>7.77</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item Passed</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>16.64</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Course Grade (Max = 100)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course Grade</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>42.97</td>
<td>36.14</td>
<td>33.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Grade</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>31.29</td>
<td>18.04</td>
<td>30.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Grade</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>67.79</td>
<td>82.86</td>
<td>27.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### PairWise comparison between strategy groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course Grade</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>3.254</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Grade</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-4.595</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Grade</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-7.155</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed Course</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>2.607</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed Course</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-3.401</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed Course</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-5.613</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed Graded Items</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>3.145</td>
<td>0.0014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed Graded Items</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-5.101</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed Graded Items</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-7.389</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Method 2: Process Analytics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy Group1:</th>
<th>Strategy Group2:</th>
<th>Strategy Group3:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mean num. of sequences/weekly topic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>N= 215 Students</strong> (58.42% of all students)</td>
<td><strong>N= 89 Students</strong> (24.18% of all students)</td>
<td><strong>N= 64 Students</strong> (17.39% of all students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pass/Fail Rate</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail: 178 students</td>
<td>Fail: 73 students</td>
<td>Fail: 36 students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass: 37 Students</td>
<td>Pass: 16 Students</td>
<td>Pass: 28 Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%Pass = 17.21</td>
<td>%Pass = 17.98</td>
<td>%Pass = 43.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. ANALYTICS OF LEARNING STRATEGIES: AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF LEARNING TACTICS AND STRATEGIES
### Item Passed (Max = 22)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.06</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.90</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.47</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Course Grade (Max = 100)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36.70</td>
<td>29.33</td>
<td>32.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.37</td>
<td>20.41</td>
<td>33.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71.26</td>
<td>82.71</td>
<td>23.24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### PairWise comparison between strategy groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course Grade</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-6.927</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-5.879</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.475</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed Course</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>-0.160</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-4.401</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-3.463</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed Graded Items</td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>0.102</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S1</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-7.206</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S2</td>
<td>S3</td>
<td>-6.359</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
<td>0.514</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Method 3: Network Analytics

Cluster based on Network Analytics for Tactics 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy Group1:</th>
<th>Strategy Group2:</th>
<th>Strategy Group3:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 188 Students</td>
<td>(51.09 % of all students)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass/Fail Rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fail: 157 students</td>
<td>Pass: 31 Students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>%Pass = 16.49</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 94 Students (25.54 % of all students)

N = 86 Students (23.37 % of all students)

Pass: 66 students
Pass: 28 Students
%Pass = 29.79

Fail: 64 students
Pass: 22 Students
%Pass = 25.58

3. ANALYTICS OF LEARNING STRATEGIES: AUTOMATIC DETECTION OF LEARNING TACTICS AND STRATEGIES
### Analytics of Learning Strategies: Automatic Detection of Learning Tactics and Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item Passed (Max = 22)</th>
<th>Mean = 8.78</th>
<th>Mean = 13.36</th>
<th>Mean = 11.06</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>13.36</td>
<td>11.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>7.63</td>
<td>8.02</td>
<td>7.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Grade (Max = 100)</th>
<th>Mean = 35.63</th>
<th>Mean = 54.48</th>
<th>Mean = 44.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>35.63</td>
<td>54.48</td>
<td>44.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>27.29</td>
<td>56.95</td>
<td>37.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>32.30</td>
<td>33.66</td>
<td>33.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PairWise comparison between strategy groups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Grade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed Course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed Graded Items</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3 Summary

The study presented in this chapter examined three data analytics approaches of detecting learning tactics and strategies to address research question two (RQ2) as stated in Section 1.1. The sequence analytics-based approach was developed by considering a learning tactic as a sequence of learning actions exhibited within a learning session by Jovanovic et al. (2017). The process analytics-based approach was developed by considering learning tactics as a process of learning that student performed within a learning session. The network analytics-based approach considered learning tactic as the co-occurrence of learning actions performed by a learner within a learning session. The corresponding unsupervised machine learning algorithms were used differently in each of the three approaches to detect similar patterns of learning actions within a learning session. Based on different structures of the three analytics-based approaches to detecting learning tactics, learning strategies were captured by using the agglomerative hierarchical clustering technique to detect patterns of how student employ the detected learning tactics.

Using the dataset about learning activities of MOOC learners enrolled in the Introduction to Python course, the study presented in this chapter revealed that the three approaches detected similar learning patterns to some extend. That is, by examining common characteristics of each learning tactic, the sequence analytics-based approach characterised the learning patterns indicative of tactics clustered 35.24% of learning sessions in the same way as the process analytics-based approach did and 28.40% as the network analytics-based approach did. The process analytics-based approach clustered 66.77% in the same way as the network analytics-based approach did. The agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithms suggested three groups of learning strategies for each analytics approach. By examining the patterns of each strategies group, we found that sequence analytics and process analytics-based approach detected three similar patterns of learning strategies identified as Highly active and multiple tactics used, Highly active at the beginning, and Surface engagement strategy groups. The network analytics-based approach detected two strategy groups indicative of Surface engagement and one Highly active and multiple tactics used strategy groups.

We examine whether the detected learning strategies are supported by relevant educational theory as identified in research question three (RQ3) in Section 1.1. The results show that the learning strategies detected using three different analytics-based approaches coincide with the approaches to learning (Biggs, 1987; Entwistle, 1991). That is, by applying the sequence analytics and process analytics-based approaches, three approaches to learning, including, deep, surface and strategic approaches were detected. Meanwhile, network analytics-based approach detected the deep and surface approaches to learning. The deep approach to learning is characterised by the application of multiple tactics and high level of engagement (Biggs, 1987). Deep approach to learning was reflected through the use of Highly active and multiple tactics used strategy. The learners who demonstrated the use of deep approach to learning showed the highest academic performance.
which was in line with findings reported in the literature of approaches to learning (Chonkar et al., 2018; Mattick et al., 2004). In contrast, the approaches to learning explain the characteristics of surface learners as the learners who intend to obtain the high score with low level of effort (Entwistle, 1991). This characteristic of the surface approach to learning was observed in the Surface engagement strategy group. The learners who followed the Surface engagement strategy focused on assessment activities with a low level of engagement. Hence, a low level of performance and high dropouts were observed for this group of learners.

The work presented in this chapter demonstrates that three learning analytics-based approaches can be used to detect learning patterns indicative of learning tactics and strategies used by MOOC learners. The work presented in this chapter demonstrates that three learning analytics-based approaches can be used to detect learning patterns indicative of learning tactics and strategies used by MOOC learners. The generalisation can be made from the detected results is that regardless of the applied approaches, the tactics are representative of the course design, as demonstrated in this study and posited by previous research (Gašević et al., 2016). The Python course focused on practical exercise; hence, the long and short practice-oriented tactics were detected by the three analytics approaches. Nonetheless, future research is needed in order to examine the generalizability of the results across different learning contexts.

Even though, each analytics-based approach demonstrated the ability to detect meaningful learning tactics and strategies, the rest of the thesis will continue to explore the use of process analytics-based approach to capture learning tactics and strategies for reasons described below:

i The ability to detect distinct forms of learning tactics: For instance, in this study, the Introduction of Python course was designed based on problem-solving exercise. Hence, the main learning activities were centred around exam-related activities. Almost every detected learning tactic involved exam-related activities, except the Lecture oriented tactic which was only observable through the use of process analytics-based approach. The ability of this approach in detecting distinct forms of learning tactics warrants further exploration.

ii The distribution of the observed items (i.e. the number of sessions in each tactic group): The distribution of the learning sessions that were categorised into each tactic consequently impacts on the detection of learning strategies. For instance, the sequence analytics-based approach categorised 59.34% of the learning sessions as the Practice-Lecture oriented tactic and only 3.94% of the learning sessions were recognised as the Diverse-Assessment oriented tactics. As a result, when exploring the patterns of learning strategies, we were not able to detect the enactment of the Diverse-Assessment oriented tactics due to the small number of detected learning sessions indicative of this tactic. In contrast, the process analytics-based approach was capable of detecting a reasonably even distribution of learning tactics across learning sessions. Hence, the enactment of all learning tactics could be observed.
iii The ability to detect the patterns of all the strategy groups: The process analytics-based approach, similar to the other two analytics-based approaches, enables the detection of the deep and surface approaches to learning based on the identified strategies. Moreover, an additional learning strategy group was identified with the process approach and labeled as Highly active at the beginning. A similar result was produced using the sequence analytics-based approach. In contrast, the network analytics-based approach could not detect the Highly active at the beginning strategy group. Therefore, the process analytics-based approach demonstrated the ability to detect most of the observable patterns of learning strategies, thus, worthy of a further examination.

Due to the above-mentioned advantages, the rest of the thesis focuses on the study of the process analytics-based approach.

The study presented in this chapter is based on the MOOC context; hence, the applicability of the process analytics-based approach in different learning contexts such as blended learning or flipped classroom still needs a further examination. Moreover, how the SRL constructs contribute to the application of learning tactics and strategies, as detected by the analytics approaches, is yet unexplored. The following chapter examines the use of process analytics-based approach to detecting learning tactics and strategies in the flipped classroom context. Moreover, the chapter investigates the association of the SRL constructs i.e. feedback and products (academic performance) with the choice of learning tactics and strategies.
Being supportive and building students’ confidence is not accomplished by blindly telling them they are doing a great job every day. It involves assessing weaknesses and strengths and delivering feedback in a timely manner so that they can build their skills to complete the task at hand.

— Oran Tkatchov, *Success for Every Student: A Guide to Teaching and Learning*

## 4.1 Introduction

SELF-regulated learning is an iterative process that is influenced by several factors. Students employ learning tactics and strategies by considering the learning tasks that they are dealing with, the cognitive conditions they have, and feedback they receive (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Students generate internal feedback when they evaluate products of their learning against an ‘expectation’ or ‘standard’ and learning goal (Pardo et al., 2017). Feedback can influence how students perceive and adopt learning strategies (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Receiving feedback may result in the adaptation of learning tactics and strategies or changes of expectations and learning goals (Greene & Azevedo, 2007). However, this type of feedback is not always accurate. For instance, Bjork et al. (2013) reports that students with high performance tend to underestimate their learning while students with low performance are more likely to overestimate their learning. This over and under-confidence may lead to the use of sub-optimal learning tactics and strategies.

Previous research on learning strategies has revealed that students often lack the ability to choose and adapt their strategies to the course requirements (Lust et al., 2013). This implies that students need guidance in effective strategy usage. Similarly, Dunlosky et al. (2013) assert that guiding students to employ effective learning tactics and strategies is a promising method to improve learning. Hence, research suggests that students need feedback provided by instructors. Nonetheless, research into the impact of feedback on student uptake of learning strategies is hardly present. Moreover, offering personalised guidance based on the detection of strategies adopted by learners
remains a challenge (Matcha, Ahmad Uzir, et al., 2020). Simply providing feedback without customisation to the individual needs and performance has proven to be ineffective (Kizilcec et al., 2016). Effective feedback needs to address the regulation process of learning (Hattie & Timperley, 2007) in order to improve the learning process and learning outcome (Pardo et al., 2017). The extensive use of technology in contemporary education offers opportunities to address this gap by making use of learning analytics tools to provide feedback. Two types of learning analytics-based tools have been adopted widely, including LADs and customised-text based feedback or also referred to as “personalised feedback” in this thesis.

Unlike LADs (explored in Chapter two) that present feedback through the graphical visualisation (Bodily & Verbert, 2017; Schwendimann et al., 2016), personalised feedback is provided by sending customised textual messages to individual student (Pardo et al., 2017); customised textual messages are semi-automatically generated. That is, feedback is generated by processing the results of the analysis of students data with a set of rules, which is manually written by instructor, to automatically produce the customised message. Although, the literature suggests that this type of feedback shows promising results (Pardo et al., 2019), the studies evaluating its effectiveness are scarce. This study aims to fill this gap in the literature by exploring the association of the provision of LAD and personalised feedback with the choices of learning tactics and strategies. More specifically, this chapter examines the learning tactics and strategies detection by using the process analytics-based approach by focusing on how the approach enables to capture the learning tactics and strategies in different learning context i.e. flipped classroom.

4.1.1 Chapter overview

In this chapter, we demonstrate the use of the process analytics-based approach to capture learning tactics and strategies; the approach has previously been explained in Chapter three. In this chapter, learning tactics detected by using the process analytics-based approach are explained in detail. That is, the analysed results are interpreted by considering the sequence of actions and the process model of learning actions. The chapter also studies the association of the provision of personalised feedback with the choices of learning tactics and strategies. Moreover, the chapter explores the association of the choices of learning strategies and academic performance.

A significant contribution of this thesis is that it demonstrates the importance of considering the sequential and temporal dimensions of learning tactics and strategies. By exploring the sequence of actions and considering the process as a temporal dimension of detected learning tactics, this thesis shows that the learning patterns detected with the proposed process analytics-based approach reflect the learning design; that is, the learning patterns are indicative of tactics used to complete course tasks. Learning strategies were detected based on patterns of how students employed the tactics. Then, the detected learning strategies were theoretically interpreted with respect to approaches to learning (Biggs, 1987; Entwistle, 1991) as a response to research question three (RQ3)
in Section 1.1. Moreover, the associations of the learning strategies with academic performance were analysed.

Another contribution of this work is that the process analytics-based approach proposed in Chapter three was applied to a different learning context, i.e. flipped classroom. Data used in the present chapter was obtained from online interactions of the students who participated in a course that was designed according to a flipped classroom model. The key concept of the flipped classroom is that it highly emphasises on promoting active learning and consists of two main parts: pre-class preparation and in-class activities (Freeman et al., 2014; Pardo et al., 2018). Introduction to relevant concepts and other learning tasks that require subject matter skills such as understanding and remembering of facts, typically take place online during the preparation phase (Pardo, 2018). The in-class sessions are typically designed to develop high-order thinking skills (Freeman et al., 2014; O’Flaherty & Phillips, 2015; Pardo, 2018).

Table 3. Description of the learning actions recorded in the trace data and the corresponding SRL phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SRL Phases</th>
<th>Learning actions observed in the trace data</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Goal setting and planning</td>
<td>MC_ORIENT</td>
<td>Access to the course schedule and learning objective pages; this is considered a metacognitive orientation action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Tasks identification</td>
<td>EXE_CO</td>
<td>A correctly solved exercise item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EXE_IN</td>
<td>An incorrectly solved exercise item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCQ_CO</td>
<td>A correctly solved MCQ item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCQ_IN</td>
<td>An incorrectly solved MCQ item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MCQ_SR</td>
<td>A solution requested for an MCQ item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VIDEO_LOAD</td>
<td>Loading the video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VIDEO_PL</td>
<td>Play the course video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VIDEO_PA</td>
<td>Pause the video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VIDEO_END</td>
<td>End of the video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONTENT_ACCESS</td>
<td>Access to a page that contains reading materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INDEX_ACCESS</td>
<td>Access to the index page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PROJECT_ACCESS</td>
<td>Access to the project information page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SEARCH</td>
<td>Search for keyword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DOWNLOAD</td>
<td>Download documents or files</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Adaption</td>
<td>MC_EVAL</td>
<td>Access to the dashboard; this is considered a metacognitive evaluation action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents the descriptions of learning actions collected according to the SRL phases. SRL comprises a recursive cycle of the learning process (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Most of the collected learning actions represented the operations carried out during phase 3 (enactment of learning tactics and strategies) of the Winne and Hadwin model of SRL. In addition, one of the aims of this study is to examine the association of feedback and learning strategies. Hence, actions representing phase 1 (Goal setting and planning) and phase 4 (adaption) of the Winne and Hadwin model of
SRL, both of which were influenced by students’ evaluation process through the feedback provision, were also considered in this study. However, phase 2 (tasks identification) of the Winne and Hadwin model of SRL was not observed in this study. Task identification involves the understanding of task requirements and objectives; and choosing the relevant tactics and strategies to complete the task (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). The course was designed to help the students during the task identification phase by providing the instruction on how to complete the tasks. However, the trace data did not record the students’ decisions of how they intended to complete the learning tasks.

Another major contribution of the work presented in this chapter explores the association of analytics-based feedback, which represents the external evaluation construct according to the Winne and Hadwin’s (1998) model of SRL, with the choices of learning strategies. Two types of analytics-based feedback were provided through the use of LAD and personalised feedback. This investigation contributes to answering research question four (RQ4 in Section 1.1) which aims to explore how SRL constructs, particularly, the external evaluation (i.e. feedback) contribute to the adoption of learning strategies.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Flipped classroom is an approach that promotes active learning and consists of two main parts: pre-class preparation and in-class activities. Introduction to the relevant concepts and other passive learning activities are typically carried out online, during the preparation. The face to face time focuses on the crucial aspects of learning such as developing deep understanding, rectifying misunderstandings and confusion [48], and promoting problem-solving and critical thinking skills [19, 42, 43].

Pre-class preparation sessions may serve as an indicator of the students’ overall learning performance [42, 48]. Lack of engagement with preparation activities may result in inattentiveness during in-class activities and poor course performance, even failing the course [48]. Therefore, knowing how students interact with pre-class learning activities could help teachers to provide the necessary assistance, and address any difficulties the students might have faced during the preparation sessions. However, research into how students prepare for face-to-face sessions in a flipped classroom is under-explored [48], particularly, student’s ability to self-regulated their learning during the preparation.

The design of preparation activities commonly aims for individual self-managed learning, requiring from students the ability to regulate their learning productively [33]. Self-regulation involves selection of effective learning strategies and knowing when and how to apply them [53]. However, research has revealed that students often lack the ability to choose and adapt their strategies to the course requirements [34]. This implies that students may need...
guidance in effective strategy use. Feedback may influence the selection of learning strategies [27]. Nonetheless, research into the impact of feedback towards the selection of learning strategies in flipped classrooms is hardly present. The study presented in this paper aimed at examining strategies that students adopt to complete pre-class preparation activities. It also examined how academic performance and feedback were associated with the students’ pre-class learning strategies.

2 BACKGROUND

Learning strategies and tactics are often used interchangeably in the literature, however, these two terms are different [9, 37]. A learning tactic is a learning technique or a cognitive operation that is used by a student to perform a particular task [9, 36]. Learning strategies are defined as “any thoughts, behaviours, beliefs or emotions that facilitate the acquisition, understanding, or later transfer of new knowledge and skills” [15, p.727]. Students adopt a certain strategy to accomplish their learning target. Learning strategies change and develop according to a learning situation, and involve selecting, combining, coordinating and utilising cognitive operations and techniques (i.e., learning tactics), directed by the learning goal [53].

Based on the model of self-regulated learning developed by Winne & Hadwin [53], the selection of a learning tactic or strategy is driven by internal (e.g., cognitive) and external (e.g. task-related) conditions. In particular, acting as agents, learners select tactics and strategies based on several factors including their knowledge of task, tactics, and strategies, the available learning materials, instructional cues, as well as their motivation, beliefs, and goals [52].

By examining the products of their learning and how they stand with respect to the expectations or learning goals, students reflect on their performance and the effectiveness of their tactics and strategies. As a consequence, the conditions are updated, and the selection of strategies and tactics could be changed too [53].

Even though research has highlighted the effectiveness of one strategy over another [2], this does not imply that less effective learning strategies are not required in the learning process [15]. For instance, re-reading and highlighting are useful to gain a basic understanding of a learning concept before students can take practice tests, which are, in turn, useful for mastering specific skills [51]. Learning is designed to involve different learning activities. Students need to adopt a variety of tactics and strategies to accomplish their learning goal. Therefore, knowing when and how to choose or adjust a learning strategy to suit the given learning situation is crucial. For example, Lust et al. [34] stress that students have to adjust the use of learning tools in accordance with the learning phases of the course. However, research has reported that students often have underdeveloped skills to regulate and modify their learning strategies to meet the course requirements [18, 34]. Though clearly important, such temporal changes in learning strategy have not been sufficiently explored [34, 40].

2.1 Detection of Tactics and Strategies

Traditionally, learning tactics and strategies have been detected by using self-reporting instruments such as surveys and think-aloud protocols. However, learners are not always accurate in reporting how they learn [52]. For instance, by comparing actual learning activities to the self-reports, Hadwin et al. [26] found that self-reports did not reflect the students’ actual behavior. Think-aloud protocols can introduce cognitive overload as students are required to elaborate and justify their actions out loud while learning [52]. Moreover, self-reports usually fail to capture how strategies develop over time. The use of learning trace data allows for understanding the students’ actual learning behaviour without intervening in their learning or inadvertently increasing their cognitive overload. Zhou and Winne [59] asserted that trace data were better correlated to the students’ learning achievement than self-reports. Still, self-reports are successful in capturing students’ perceptions and intentions and could assist in understanding the choices of actions the students make.

The use of trace data allows for examining the dynamics, that is, temporal dimension of learning tactics and strategies [55]. In particular, learning tactics and strategies can be considered as sequences of events, with each event being centered on one learning action [26, 40]. Such events are dynamic, shift from one action to another, and, develop over time [54]. A sequence of learning actions performed to complete a learning task is recognised as a tactic [9]. Scrutinising learning tactics at the session level could provide a closer observation on how students engage in the learning process [18]. Learning strategies can be identified by recognizing regularity in students’ learning paths, that is, sequences of learning tactics. To sum up, understanding the temporal and sequential dimensions of learning events could shed some light on how tactics and strategies have developed and changed, and allow for detecting situation where transient state changes happen [40]. Such patterns of events evolve over time to become a characteristic of one’s learning and may be considered as aptitudes that could predict one’s future behaviour [54].

Research into detection of learning strategies by using trace data has gradually increased. For example, Maldonado-Mahauad et al. [35] extracted learner regulation strategies by using self-reports and applied process mining to examine the regulation process of each strategy group in three massive open online courses. They found that comprehensive learners, who followed the course structure step by step, and targeting learners, who focused on specific learning activities to help them pass the course, showed higher learning performance as compared to the sampling learners, who showed low engagement and inconsistency. Jovanovic et al. [28] used sequence mining and agglomerative hierarchical clustering to detect learning strategies based on the students’ sequences of actions. Fincham et al. [18] extracted learning tactics from trace data by using Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and identified learning strategies by examining sequences of the detected tactics based on the first and second half of the semester. The detected tactics and strategies were explained based on the distribution of learning actions. They found that students who employed multiple learning tactics and were highly engaged in learning activities tended to perform better. This study is different from the work of [18] as it examined tactics and strategies based on their temporal and sequential characteristics of the learning sequences. Moreover, this study aimed to examine the association of the feedback, performance and the selection of the strategy at the course level, rather than dividing the course into the first and second half of the semester.

The studies presented thus far clearly indicate that learning strategies can be derived from trace data and can be interpreted ac-
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According to the research on self-regulated learning and learning strategies [2, 53]. However, the distinction between tactics and strategies have rarely been made [18], while studies of how tactics articulate in a strategy are lacking. As such the following research question has been defined:

RQ1: Given a sequence of actions across different time frames, can we detect theoretically meaningful learning tactics and strategies applied by students when preparing for face-to-face sessions in a flipped classroom?

2.2 Learning Strategy and Learning Outcomes

Learning strategies have impact on learning performance [51, 57]. Research findings denote that not all students use effective learning strategies [12, 37]. Particularly, low and high performing students tend to apply different learning approaches [10, 47]. For instance, Nandagopal and Ericsson [41] found that upper-level college students were regulating their learning strategies differently. Students with higher performance engaged more in applying a variety of learning strategies and had a higher tendency to review lessons. DiFrancesca et al. [10] reported that low performing students perceived less effective learning strategies as more important than effective learning strategies, and relied more on less effective strategies during their learning process. Being based on an instructional approach that is substantially different than those of the traditional classroom, flipped classroom could impose further challenges for regulation of learning and selection of effective strategies [18]. Therefore, how students regulate their learning strategies and how that regulation is associated with their learning outcomes in a flipped classroom might differ from the research findings obtained in traditional classrooms. Therefore, our second research question is formulated as follows:

RQ2: Is there an association between the identified learning strategies and the students’ academic performance in a flipped classroom?

2.3 Feedback and Learning Strategies

Feedback helps students to reflect on their studies, clarify misunderstandings, reflect on the use of tactics and strategies, and enhance their self-regulation [30]. Even though much research reports positive effect of feedback, not every feedback is equally effective [30, 31]. For example, internal feedback, i.e. feedback generated when students evaluate their learning products against the standards and/or learning goals, is often inaccurate. For instance, Bjork et al. [2] found that students were deceptive in assessing their learning, which could lead to the selection of ineffective learning approaches. Teachers can intervene by providing external feedback. However, the provision of external feedback has become more challenging due to the large cohorts of students per small number of teachers [44] and the time-consuming task of generating feedback for each student [46]. Furthermore, considering the importance of applying potent learning strategies and the necessity of guiding students in the selection of learning strategy [52], feedback targeted at guiding students to regulate their learning is considered the most useful [27]. However, students often do not receive feedback on how to select, modify and articulate learning strategies to suit the given learning situation and course design [6]. Learning analytics has a potential to support the administration of timely, accurate, strategy-focused feedback [22]. For example, rich information produced by learning analytics may serve as the bases for the provision of personalised feedback.

Besides the challenge in feedback provision, research also highlights some of the barriers preventing students from turning feedback into action, such as the lack of ability to interpret the meaning and decode the required actions from the feedback received [7, 56]. Students may also fail to recognize the benefits of feedback, or have difficulty in relating the feedback to the current learning situation [16, 46, 56]. Even though learning analytics-based feedback shows promising results, its impact (i.e. how students change their behaviour after receiving the feedback) is under-explored [3, 49]. Considering all the above, we have formulated our third research question as follows:

RQ3: Are feedback interventions associated with the students’ choice of learning strategies and their performance in a flipped classroom?

3 METHODS

3.1 Study Context

The data for the study were collected from class preparation activities of a flipped classroom deployed in a first year Computer Engineering course at an Australian university. The study examined data from three successive course editions, in years 2014, 2015, and 2016. The number of enrolled students steadily increased over the three years (N_{2014} = 290, N_{2015} = 368, and N_{2016} = 477). In all years the course was scheduled for 13 weeks with ten studied topics.

Students were required to complete online pre-class learning activities and attend face-to-face classes. This study was focused on the online preparation activities, which were crucial for the success of the overall flipped classroom design [48]. The following preparation activities were available to students:

1. Videos with multiple-choice questions (MCQs): students were provided with short videos explaining concepts relevant for the weekly topic. Each video was followed by a set of MCQs that served as formative assessment and were aimed at recalling the knowledge explained in the video. Prompt evaluation, multiple attempts, and solutions were provided.

2. Reading materials with MCQs: these MCQs also served as formative assessment and were aimed at provoking a simple recall of the concepts introduced in the reading materials.

3. Problem-solving activities (exercises): these activities were part of summative assessment as the obtained scores contributed to the final course mark, provided that the exercises were completed prior to the week’s lecture. This requirement was introduced to ensure that students prepare for the in-class activities.

Aside from learning activities, students were required to do a project. They were also provided with feedback. Two types of feedback were introduced over the three years: personal dashboards and analytics-based feedback in the form of personalised emails. The latter will be referred to as personalised feedback in the reminder of the paper.

The learning analytics dashboard used gauges to represent the level of individual learning performance and engagement with the pre-class preparation activities [29]. Students could compare their...
scores against the class average scores to reflect on their engagement and performance. The dashboard was provided across the three years.

Personalised feedback was in the form of textual messages that students received by email. These were semi-automatically generated based on a specific set of rules set by the instructor to create feedback for individual students at the learning process and regulation levels. Personalised feedback messages were customised based on an algorithm that compared a student’s level of engagement and performance with several predefined ranges of performance and engagement (i.e. ranges set by the instructor). This way, each student received a weekly elaborated message that addressed every pre-class learning activity. Students received an advice on how to guide their learning process, focusing on the actions and some extra learning materials. The following examples illustrate the feedback messages the students received: “make sure you review again the whole content explained in the video of the activity 2.3.1. You could use a piece of paper and try to replicate the developments that are explained in the video.” or “Good initial work with the video in the activity. You may try creating your circuits only with interconnected flip-flops and try to derive their behaviour”. Further details about this type of feedback are given in [44]. Personalised feedback was introduced in 2015 (2nd year of data collection) and was sent out from week 2 until the mid-term examination (week 6). In 2016, students received personalised feedback weekly throughout the entire semester.

The examinations were arranged twice and included mid-term and final exams. The scores obtained from the problem-solving activities during the weekly preparation were accumulated into the final course grade.

3.2 Data

The collected trace data consisted of a series of events where each event included session ID, student ID (anonymised), type of learning action (Table 1), topic, and timestamp.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EXE_CO</td>
<td>A correctly solved exercise item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXE_IN</td>
<td>An incorrectly solved exercise item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCQ_CO</td>
<td>A correctly solved MCQ item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCQ_IN</td>
<td>An incorrectly solved MCQ item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCQ_SR</td>
<td>A solution requested for an MCQ item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIDEO_LOAD</td>
<td>Loading the video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIDEO_PL</td>
<td>Play the course video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIDEO_PA</td>
<td>Pause the video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIDEO_END</td>
<td>End of the video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTENT_AC-CESS</td>
<td>Access to a page that contains reading materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDEX_ACCESS</td>
<td>Access to the index page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROJECT_AC-CESS</td>
<td>Access to project information page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC_EVAL</td>
<td>Access to the dashboard; this is considered a metacognitive evaluation action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC_ORIENTATION</td>
<td>Access to the schedule and the learning objective pages; this is considered a metacognitive orientation action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3 Data Analysis Techniques

3.3.1 Detection of Students’ Learning Tactics and Strategies.

A learning tactic can be considered as a sequence of actions that a student performs to complete the specified task [18, 26]. To automatically detect learning tactics from learning sequences, we began by inspecting the learning process through process mining lenses. Process mining generates a process model based on a set of timestamped actions. By observing the overall process model, the potential number of learning tactics can be inferred based on the density of connections among actions. Process mining was performed by using first order Markov models (FOMMs) and the pMineR R package [25]. The output of a FOMM is an adjacency matrix of transition probabilities between events shown in Table 1. This output is suitable for cluster analysis using the Expectation – Maximization (EM) algorithm [17]. Thus, EM was used to cluster learning sequences to detect meaningful learning tactics. According to Derry [9], a learning strategy employs one or more tactics. Therefore, learning strategies can be inferred from the way individuals employed tactics. Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering based on the Ward’s algorithm [20] was used to extract patterns of how individual students used the identified learning tactics. As the input for the clustering process, for each student we used the number of each tactic and the total number of all tactics. The Euclidian metric was used to calculate the (dis)similarity between vectors of the input. The dendrogram was used to determine the optimal number of clusters. This process of the use of hierarchical clustering has already been established for detection of learning strategies [28, 32].

3.3.2 Exploring the Detected Learning Tactics and Strategies.

Behavioural patterns detected in the trace data require content-based interpretation to provide actionable insights [35, 43]. To understand the characteristics of the detected clusters (i.e. tactics and strategies), sequence mining and process mining were used. The TraMineR R package allows for constructing and examining sequences of actions [20]. It can be used to explore the frequency, the ordering, and the distribution of actions within sequences, and to explore clusters of sequences.

The pMineR R package [25] was also used to explore temporal characteristics of the learning strategy groups. Specifically, we analysed changes of learning tactics for each of the strategy groups within each weeks of the course. We decided to use week as the
unit of analysis given that activity cycles in the course were weekly as common for higher education [43].

Descriptive and inferential statistics were used to characterise the identified clusters (i.e., tactics and strategies). Kruskal Wallis tests were used to examine the association between learning strategies and the performance.

3.3.3 Association with the Feedback. Different types of feedback were provided each year (Sect. 3.1). Therefore, the effects of feedback can be observed from the changes in learning tactics, strategies or performance of students across the years. To observe these changes, the proportions of the students’ use of different tactics and strategies were examined. Proportions were used instead of the counts data due to the increasing number of students enrolled in the course in each year. Observing changes in the proportions could help us to reflect on the adoption of the learning tactics and strategies.

4 RESULTS

4.1 RQ1: Detection of Learning Tactics and Strategies

4.1.1 Detection of Learning Tactics from Trace Data. Table 2 presents the characteristics of the five detected tactics in term of the state distribution, frequency, and arrangement of the sequences.

Tactic 1 – Diverse (N = 8,288, 12.61% of all sequences) contained sequences with the highest number of learning actions (median = 53 actions per sequence). Students exhibited a variety of actions, with a relatively even distribution of exercises, MCQs, and video views.

Tactic 2 – Reading oriented (N = 17,024, 25.91% of all sequences) contained the shortest sequences of learning actions (median = 4 actions in a sequences). The dominant kind of action was access to the reading materials.

Tactic 3 – Exercise oriented (N = 16,287, 24.79% of all sequences) contained a moderate number of learning actions (median = 24 actions per sequence). The most dominant learning actions were problem-solving actions (EXE_CO and EXE_IN). Unlike other tactics, most of the learning sequence in this cluster began by direct access to the problem-solving activities rather than access to the reading materials.

Tactic 4 – MCQ oriented (N = 11,915, 18.13% of all sequences) contained relatively short learning sessions (median = 5 actions per session) that often began by accessing reading materials (CONTENT_ACCESS), followed by MCQ answering. MCQ related actions (MCQ_CO, MCQ_IN, and MCQ_SR) were the most dominant type of action.

Tactic 5 – Video oriented (N = 12196, 18.56% of all sequences) consisted of relatively short sessions (median = 9 actions per session). Based on the sequence length and dominant type of action, two types of learning sequences could be distinguished (Table 2). Long sessions often comprised of content access followed by video playing/pausing actions, which were in turn followed by MCQ-related actions. Shorter sessions consisted mainly of access to the project information pages.

Table 2: Characteristics of the detected tactics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactic</th>
<th>State Distribution</th>
<th>Frequency of Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall, metacognitive actions, which consisted of access to the dashboard (MC_EVAL) and course syllabus (MC_ORIENT), were noticeable in every tactic but showed relatively low presence compared to other types of actions (Table 2).

4.1.2 Detection of Learning Strategies from the Students’ Choice of Tactics. The dendrogram produced by the employed clustering algorithm suggested three strategies as the best solution. Table 3 presents the summary statistics for the variables that served as the input for the clustering: the number of times each of the learning tactics was used as well as the overall number of learning tactics per student. To better understand the detected learning strategies, we have also examined, for each strategy, how the use of learning tactics changed throughout the course. Fig. 1 illustrates, for each detected strategy group, median number of tactics applied in each week of the course.

1https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ltIp-HlCu9hJiqGJknAFIaPNJ1q9poJg3a6nIif0FI
Strategy Group 1: Strategic – Moderate engagement: This was the largest cluster (N = 519, 45.73%). Students in this strategy group tended to use different learning tactics in different weeks of the course. Only exercise-oriented tactic was consistently used throughout the semester. In the first half of the semester (week 2- week 6), in addition to exercises, students also focused on reading materials and the associated MCQs. In the second half of the semester (weeks 7-13), exercise-oriented tactic was combined with video- and reading-oriented tactics.

Strategy Group 2: Highly selective – low engagement: The proportion of students in this strategy group was relatively high (N=418, 36.83%). Students in this group had low engagement with the preparation activities (Table 3). They chose to focus on specific types of learning tactics, namely, exercises and reading oriented. The exercise-oriented tactic was used throughout the semester, whereas the reading-oriented tactic was present only up until the midterm exam (week 6).

Strategy Group 3: Intensive – high engagement: This was the smallest group (N = 198, 17.44%), comprised of students with the highest engagement level. They applied a variety of learning tactics. Reading, video, MCQ and exercise-oriented tactics were used each week throughout the semester. Diverse tactic was observed on certain weeks (week 6 and 10).

Table 3: Summary statistics (median, 1st and 3rd quartile) for variables used for detecting learning strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactics</th>
<th>Strategy 1</th>
<th>Strategy 2</th>
<th>Strategy 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.0 (5.0-11.0)</td>
<td>3.0 (1.0-5.0)</td>
<td>13.0 (8.0-17.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15.0 (11.0-22.5)</td>
<td>7.0 (4.0-11.0)</td>
<td>21.5 (14.0-30.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.0 (12.0-18.0)</td>
<td>12.0 (9.0-15.0)</td>
<td>17.0 (13.0-20.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>10.0 (7.0-15.0)</td>
<td>5.0 (2.0-7.0)</td>
<td>16.5 (10.0-27.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>11.0 (8.0-14.0)</td>
<td>4.0 (2.0-6.0)</td>
<td>23.0 (19.0-27.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>62.0 (53.0-72.0)</td>
<td>33.0 (25.0-41.0)</td>
<td>94.5 (77.2-111.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Weekly changes in the applied learning tactics for each of the three detected learning strategies group.

To further our understanding of the detected learning strategies, first order Markov models were fitted to explore transitions from one learning tactic to another within each learning strategy. Fig. 2 presents the process models of each learning strategy based on transition of tactics.

The main focus of the Strategic – moderate engagement strategy was on the exercises. There was a high probability (p=0.38) for students in this group to have weeks based on exercise-oriented tactic only. When it comes to changing learning tactics from one session to another one within a week, the most notable were the shift from exercise-oriented to reading-oriented tactics (p=0.24) and the shift from reading-oriented to diverse tactics (p=0.21). The weeks often ended by using the exercise oriented and diverse oriented tactics.

The main characteristics of the Highly selective – low engagement strategy was its concentration on the exercise-oriented tactic. There is a strong probability that students in this strategy group began and ended their weeks by doing exercises (p= 0.52, p= 0.34, 0.34).
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Students who adopted the Intensive – high engagement strategy tended to begin their study weeks with a variety of learning tactics, rather than relying on one specific tactic. More precisely, the beginning of the sessions was almost equally distributed across reading-oriented (p=0.24), exercise-oriented (p=0.28), and video-oriented tactics (p=0.23). Transition between learning tactics were clearly observable and roughly equally distributed (probabilities ranged from 0.15 to 0.23). This indicates that students in the Intensive – high engagement group used a variety of learning tactics, which can be interpreted as an indication of their ability to self-regulate their learning [52].

4.2 RQ2: Associations between Learning Strategies and Academic Performance

The scores for all learning strategy groups are presented in Table 4. Kruskal Wallis tests showed a significant association between student learning strategy groups and the students’ course performance (p-value < 0.0001) for both midterm and final exam scores. To further examine the associations between the detected learning strategies and the students’ academic performance, we did pairwise comparisons of learning strategy groups with respect to the midterm and final exam scores.

Table 4: Summary statistics (median, 1st and 3rd quartile) for midterm and final exams for each strategy group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Final Exam</td>
<td>21 (14 – 30)</td>
<td>15 (10 – 20)</td>
<td>22 (16 – 32)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 5 and 6, significant differences with respect to both midterm and final exam scores were present between Strategy 1: strategic – moderate engagement and Strategy 2: highly selective – low engagement and between Strategy 3: Intensive – high engagement and Strategy 2: highly selective – low engagement. However, no statistically significant difference between Strategy 1: strategic – moderate engagement and Strategy 3: Intensive – high engagement with respect to midterm and final exam score.

Table 5: Pairwise comparison of strategy groups with respect to the midterm scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-9.329</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-0.1577</td>
<td>0.8749</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-7.0258</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.628</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Pairwise comparison of strategy groups with respect to the final exam scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-1.8512</td>
<td>0.06412</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>-8.3471</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 RQ3: Association with the Feedback

To explore the association between the students’ choice of learning tactics and the feedback interventions over the three years of the course (2014-2016), the trace data of each year were first explored separately and then compared as feedback was incrementally introduced (see Section 3.1). Fig. 3 shows the proportions of learning tactics applied by students in each year.

Figure 3: The proportion of learning tactics in each year.

In 2014, the students mostly focused on the use of the reading and exercise-oriented tactics. About 15 percent of learning sessions were focused on the use of the MCQ and video-oriented tactics. In 2015 and 2016, when the personalised feedback was introduced, the use of video-oriented tactic increased, whereas the proportion of reading and exercise-oriented tactics decreased. Overall, Fig. 3 indicates a much more balanced use of learning tactics in 2015 and 2016, when the personalised feedback was provided. In spite of the observed change, a Chi-squared test applied to investigate the association between the course year and the choice of learning tactics found no statistically significant association; that is, no significant association was found between the feedback interventions and the students’ use of learning tactics (p-value = 0.426).

Figure 4: The proportion of learning strategies across years.

Examining the proportions of students in each strategy group across the three consecutive course offerings (Fig. 4), we found that in the years when personalised feedback was administered (in 2015 and 2016), the proportion of students in the Intensive-high engagement strategy group (violet bar, Fig. 4) steadily increased, whereas, the proportion of students adopting the Highly selective – low engagement strategy (yellow bar) steadily decreased over time. This
observation was further confirmed by the Chi-squared test that revealed a significant association between the course year and student strategy group (p < 0.005).

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 RQ1: Tactics and Strategies Detection
The identified clusters are well distinguished. Each cluster reflects different dominant actions and the composition of actions in learning sequences varied (Tables 2 and 3, Fig. 1). As such, these clusters are representative of the patterns in students’ learning behaviour and indicative of the learning tactics and strategies that students used.

The detected learning strategies reflect the well-defined approaches to learn as described by Entwistle [14], Marton & Säljö, [38], and Biggs [1]. Approach to learning are situation, content, and intuition dependent. In other words, the goal and motivation of individual students (intuition), the way in which learning was carried out (the situation), and, the content that students needed to learn (the context) play highly important roles in the selection of the approach to learn [13]. This notion is well-aligned with self-regulated learning theories, which emphasize influences of task and cognitive conditions on the selection of learning strategies [53]. Entwistle [14] and Biggs [1] defined three learning approaches, extended from the initial concept of approaches to learning proposed by Marton & Säljö, [38], namely, surface, deep, and strategic learning.

Deep learning is characterised by active engagement in various learning activities. This learning approach is considered a desirable learning approach [39] since a number of research studies has reported a positive impact of deep learning [5]. In our study, students who used learning strategy 3 (intensive – high engagement) reflect the use of this learning approach. The highest level of engagement of this strategy group reflects an active concentration and high amount of effort the students exerted. Moreover, they used varied learning tactics, concentrating on various learning activities. The performance of students who applied the Intensive – high engagement strategy tended to be the highest among the three groups, which is consistent with previous research findings that the deep learning approach is associated with a high level of performance [39, 58].

Surface learning is considered a superficial method of learning where the concentration is mainly on the assessment, with the lack of understanding of the content [14]. The students who used Highly selective – low engagement strategy are good representatives of this learning approach. The low level of engagement demonstrates the lack of intention and effort towards accomplishing higher order of thinking. The assessment tactic is the only consistent tactic of these. Surface learning is also characterised by focusing on a portion of learning facts and often jumping to conclusions as demonstrated by the use of a single learning tactic (reading oriented) and directly jumping to the assessment activities [5, 28]. Students in this group did not fully utilise the learning activities that were offered to them.

Strategic learning is also referred to as achieving learning approach [1]. It is the study approach of those who intend to achieve high performance [11]. Similar to surface learning, focus is on the assessment, but a considerable amount of effort is put into understanding the topic of study. Therefore, strategic learners combine surface and deep learning approaches [5], and they do well in time and study management. As demonstrated in the detected learning strategy group 1 (strategic – moderate engagement), students in this group put in moderate effort as compared to the other two groups, yet, they achieved high performance level. They were consistently concentrated on the assessment activities, as evident in the extensive use of the exercise-oriented tactic.

5.2 RQ2: Association between Learning Strategies and Academic Performance
This study found that students who used a variety of learning tactics tended to have higher performance than those who used a single tactic. This finding implies that higher performers use many different learning tactics, some are general, passive, and less effective such as re-reading [12] or re-watching lecture videos, but some are specific and more effective such as practical testing as demonstrated by the frequent use of exercise-oriented tactic and MCQ oriented tactic. Similarly, [18, 23, 41] found that the students who engaged in various learning tactics had a tendency to perform better. Good learners know when, where, and how to apply learning tactics and strategies [45].

Referring again to the students’ approaches to learning, the deep and strategic learning approaches are the desired learning approaches, associated with higher performance [5, 39]. Students who apply these two learning approaches tend to achieve high performance whereas the surface learning approach is less desirable and associated with a low performance. Consistent with the literature, this research found that students who used the Highly selective – low engagement strategy, thus reflecting the surface learning approach, performed poorer than those who used one of the other two learning strategies [4]. Meanwhile, this study shows no significant association in term of pairwise comparison between the Strategic – moderate engagement strategy and the Intensive – high engagement strategy. This corresponds to the use of strategic learning and deep learning approaches, respectively. In the first half of the semester, high level of engagement was evident among the students of these two groups. Considering that these two learning approaches are known to be associated with the high academic performance [4, 58], it was not surprising that we found no difference in academic performance of these two groups. The amount of effort exerted by the Strategic – moderate engagement group declined after the midterm test. Prior research has denoted the role of engagement as one of the success factors in learning [8]. Hence, our finding that the Intensive – high engagement strategy group performed better on the final exam than the Strategic – moderate engagement group corroborates the findings of several empirical studies that demonstrated that higher level of engagement shows significant impact on the course achievement. Effective learners are those who did not only choose the effective learning strategies but have also realised that learning requires effort [45, 52].

5.3 RQ3: Association with the Feedback
Feedback could have positive or negative effects [27]. In general, we found a positive association between the personalised feedback with elaborated learning advice and the application of learning strategies. In particular, the number of students who applied the Intensive – high engagement strategy had progressively increased from 2014 (no personalised feedback intervention) to 2016 (full
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implementation of the personalised feedback intervention. Moreover, from 2014 to 2016, there was a gradual decrease in the number of students who adopted the Highly selective – low engagement strategy. This is consistent with the literature, which states that effective feedback promotes higher level of engagement and quality of study [56]. Similarly, [16] explored the association with the feedback by dividing the course structure into two halves, separated by the midterm exam, and found a small significant association of the feedback in the choice of learning strategies.

A student is an active agent [52]. Students decide how to respond to external feedback by considering the usefulness of the feedback [46], the difficulty in decoding and interpreting the feedback, and turning it into action [56]. Students' motivation to engage with feedback is also found to be relevant [16, 46]. Further research needs to explore the features of feedback that can influence the adoption of a learning strategy.

Research on the impact of learning analytics-based feedback on behavioural changes is scarce. Most of the existing research has examined the usefulness of the feedback by using a survey and examining the association with the learning performance [3]. This research has contributed to closing this gap by demonstrating the association between the feedback and the increased use of effective learning strategies as well as reduced adoption of less effective strategies.

The study is also significant as it showed the value of analytics-based feedback in the form of personalized textual messages over the use of personal learning analytics dashboards. Although learning analytics dashboards has been challenged to produce either negative or inconclusive effects on different learning outcomes [24], further research needs to investigate if analytics-based personalized feedback messages would be associated to similar effects in cases where no learning dashboards are not used at all (n.b., in this study, personalized feedback messages were provided in addition to a learning analytics dashboard).

6 CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

This research provides some novel insight into the field. It showed promising results for tactic and strategy detection from trace data and their associations with academic performance and feedback. However, as any study, it has some limitations. First, the study was based on the data about online preparation activities in a flipped classroom. Students' engagement in face-to-face sessions was not analyzed. Even though preparation activities play an important role in the development of conceptual understanding and aids the in-class activities, in-class activities contribute to deepening of students' understanding and consequently affect their course performance. Furthermore, the students' demographics and previous knowledge were not considered due to the terms and conditions imposed by the institutional ethics approval.

The methods used to detect learning tactics and strategies (EM and hierarchical clustering) belong to the group of the unsupervised machine learning methods, which, by their nature, introduce a certain level of subjectivity. The explanation of the identified tactics and strategies is subjected to the theory as to how tactics and strategies are composed [35, 43]. The use of self-reports [59] or multimodal techniques to capture the students' motivation and goals could help us understand the study results better.

The role of feedback requires further exploration. For example, identifying the extent to which students modify their learning according to the feedback provided. This research could not answer if students modified their learning strategies and tactics according to the feedback provided in a causal manner – only associations were established. Exploring this research gap could contribute to the understanding of effective approaches to provide feedback to students; the resulting guidelines could be put into action.

In spite of the stated limitations, our findings are consistent with the literature. The detected learning tactics and strategies are meaningful in the learning context and in accordance with learning theories [1, 14], which demonstrates that the findings are feasible for future research. In particular, the methodology used has some important implications to research practice.

As latent constructs, learning strategies cannot be directly observed in the collected learning traces, but have to be extracted using appropriate statistical or machine learning algorithms. We have detected tactics at the level of learning sessions, extracted learning strategies from patterns of tactics used, and interpreted the meaning of the detected learning tactics and strategies by considering their temporal and sequential attributes. This method proved to provide detailed observations of how student interact with preparatory learning activities in the context of a flipped classroom. Still, the method should be equally well applicable in any blended learning context, provided that trace data from the online part of the course design could be collected. On the other hand, the detected tactics and strategies are heavily context-dependent. That is, the specific learning tactics and strategies have to be interpreted in the particular learning context the data originate from [21, 22, 53]. The interpretation should consider both the chronological ordering as well as their temporal dimension as learning tactics and strategies are "dynamic constructs".

Our findings related to the association of the feedback interventions, learning strategies, and academic performance, suggest that elaborated personalised feedback is useful and pragmatic. Literature has long appealed for an approach to guide students in selecting effective learning strategies. This study demonstrates that elaborated personalised analytics-based feedback at the level of process and regulation offers a potential approach to effectively communicate with the students on the selection of the effective learning strategy. Still, further research needs to be conducted to inform a holistic framework of how to adopt personalised analytics-based feedback in flipped classroom setting.
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Table 2: Characteristics of the detected tactics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Diverse</th>
<th>Reading oriented</th>
<th>Exercise oriented</th>
<th>MCQ oriented</th>
<th>Video oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>State distribution</strong></td>
<td>![Graph 1]</td>
<td>![Graph 2]</td>
<td>![Graph 3]</td>
<td>![Graph 4]</td>
<td>![Graph 5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency of actions</strong></td>
<td>![Graph 6]</td>
<td>![Graph 7]</td>
<td>![Graph 8]</td>
<td>![Graph 9]</td>
<td>![Graph 10]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order of sequence</th>
<th>Diverse</th>
<th>Reading oriented</th>
<th>Exercise oriented</th>
<th>MCQ oriented</th>
<th>Video oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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Figure 1: Weekly changes in the applied learning tactics for each of the detected learning strategies
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Figure 2: The Process models of the detected learning strategies: Strategic-Moderate Engagement Group

Figure 2: The Process models of the detected learning strategies: Strategic-Moderate Engagement Group
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Figure 2: The Process models of the detected learning strategies: Highly Selective – Low Engagement Group
Figure 2: The Process models of the detected learning strategies: Intensive – High Engagement Group
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The proportion of learning tactics in each year
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Figure 3: The proportion of learning tactics in each year
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Figure 4: The proportion of learning strategy in each year

Learning strategy proportion according to year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Strategic - Moderate Engagement</th>
<th>Highly Selective - Low Engagement</th>
<th>Intensive - High Engagement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Graph for 2014" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Graph for 2015" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Graph for 2016" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Graph for 2015" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Graph for 2016" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Graph for 2016" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: The proportion of learning strategy in each year
4.3 Summary

In this chapter, the process analytics-based approach, initially discussed in Chapter three, is examined in detail. The application of the approach is demonstrated in a different learning context i.e. flipped classroom. The data was collected from an online preparation session of the flipped classroom. Online preparation is considered as an important step of the flipped classroom, where students are expected to equip themselves with relevant knowledge required to be able to profit from the benefits of active face-to-face sessions of the flipped classroom (O’Flaherty & Phillips, 2015; Rahman et al., 2015). The study presented in the chapter offers in-depth insights into learning tactics and strategies. That is, sequences of actions showed the distribution of actions and dominant actions in each of the detected learning tactic. Meanwhile, the process mining showed the transitions between learning tactics as employed by the students during the course.

To align our analysis with the consolidated model of learning analytics (Figure 3) and to address the research question three (RQ3) in Section 1.1, we interpret the results based on the theory of approaches to learning (Biggs, 1987; Entwistle, 1991, 2007). The use of the process analytics-based approach detected learning strategies that were reflective of the approaches to learning. That is, three learning strategies were detected, i.e. Highly Selective-Low Engagement, Intensive-High Engagement, and Strategic-Moderate Engagement. The Highly Selective-Low Engagement strategy group is representative of a surface approach to learning, demonstrated by low level of engagement and high focus on assessment (Mattick et al., 2004). The Intensive-High Engagement strategy resembles a deep approach to learning. Students who applied this strategy showed a high level of effort to understand the learning materials by applying multiple learning tactics (Fincham et al., 2018; Jovanovic et al., 2017). The Strategic-Moderate Engagement strategy is representative of a strategic approach to learning. That is, students strategically focused on assessment-related activities with a considerable amount of effort spent to understand the learning materials. This result indicates that learning strategies as theorised in the model of approaches to learning can be detected with learning analytics approaches and trace data.

Both the Intensive-High Engagement and Strategic-Moderate Engagement strategy showed positive significant associations with high academic performance. Two similar features, including i) the tactics used and ii) high level of engagement were observed in these two strategy groups. In contrast to the Strategic-Moderate Engagement strategy, the students in the Intensive-High Engagement strategy group realised the benefit of formative assessment. Hence, the application of the MCQ oriented tactic, which was considered as a form of formative assessment, was applied in every week of the studying by the Intensive-High Engagement strategy group. Moreover, the students in the Intensive-High Engagement strategy group used the Video and Reading oriented tactics to gain deeper understanding on the content, rather than focusing only on the reading materials as done by students in the Strategic-Moderate Engagement strategy group. Thus, the grades obtained by students who followed the Intensive-High Engagement strategy was higher than the grades of those who followed...
the Strategic-Moderate Engagement strategy group. This showed that tactics applied in each strategy group contributed to academic performance. However, the extent to which the level of engagement could contribute to the academic performance was not explored in this study, although some trend is observed that higher engagement is associated with the strategies that led to higher academic performance. Future research is needed to explore how engagement plays in the role in explaining learning strategies and the association between learning strategies and academic performance.

Finally, one of the key contributions of this chapter is to explore the relation of the detected learning strategies with one of the constructs of SRL as posited in Winne and Hadwin’s (1998) COPES model, namely, external evaluation or feedback. The investigation of the relationship addressed research question four (RQ4), which was formulated to explore how the SRL constructs are associated with the selection of learning tactics and strategies. Feedback has been identified as one of the factors that contributes to the application of learning strategies (Greene & Azevedo, 2007). The results of the study reveal that the introduction of feedback offered in terms of textual messages generated based students’ data (i.e., ‘personalised feedback’), has a positive association with the increase in the use of deep learning strategies. As demonstrated in this chapter, in the year when the students received personalised feedback, there was an increase in the use of the learning strategy (i.e., Intensive-High Engagement) which is indicative of the deep approach to learning. The increase in the application of this learning strategy is associated with high academic performance. This finding suggests that personalised feedback is a promising approach to the optimisation of student learning.

This study affirms the finding of the previous study (Chapter three) in which we report that the automatically detected learning strategies are reflective of the approaches to learning. The association of the SRL constructs with the choice of learning strategies is partially investigated in the current study (RQ4 in Section 1.1). That is, this chapter focuses on the external evaluation (i.e. feedback). The next chapter focuses on another important dimension of SRL constructs, i.e. the task (internal) conditions, and investigates how it shapes the selection of learning tactics and strategies.
5

Analytics of Learning Strategy: Role of Course Design and Delivery Modalities

Many external influences are driving change.

— Steven Redhead, Life Is A Cocktail

5.1 Introduction

The SRL model proposed by Winne and Hadwin (1998) emphasises the influence of task conditions on the selection of learning tactics and strategies. Task conditions refer to the constraints that are external to the cognitive process. Task conditions involve time constraints, availability of learning resources, social context, and instructional cues, to name a few (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). These constructs are in one way or another manipulated by the learning context.

Learning context is driven by many factors. Two main factors that have been found to be the most common features of a learning context are course instructional design and the delivery modalities (Elen & Clarebout, 2005). Course design outlines learning tasks created to guide students. Delivery modality refers to ways in which the course is delivered to the students (e.g., fully online, blended, flipped classroom, or face-to-face lectures).

The literature posits that learners modify the use of learning tactics and strategies according to a learning context (Broadbent, 2017; Lust et al., 2013; Morehead et al., 2019). For instance, the use of note-taking has been defined as one of the most commonly practiced methods used by learners when attending face-to-face classes (Dunlosky et al., 2013). However, the literature also finds that students often decide not to take any notes when studying online (Morehead et al., 2019). This chapter intends to investigate how learning contexts contribute to the application of learning tactics and strategies.

The learning analytics-based detection of learning tactics and strategies is introduced in Chapter three and Chapter four. These two chapters offer compelling evidence of a potentially reliable mechanism to extract learning tactics and strategies from trace data generated as a by-product of the use of real-world learning environments. However, most of the research in this area is context-dependent. That is, the proposed analytics approach is used in a specific context as outlined in
Chapter four. However, the generalisability of the method is an open research question. The second goal of this chapter, therefore, aims to examine the generalisability of the analytics approach to capture learning tactics and strategies.

5.1.1 Chapter overview

In this chapter, we present the results of a study which examined the used of the process analytics-based approach to detect learning tactics and strategies from trace data as proposed in Chapter three and Chapter four. The study used trace datasets from three different contexts. The first learning context was a course based on a flipped classroom delivery modality. The course was designed by emphasising a problem-solving based design. The dataset used was previously discussed in Section 4.1.1 of Chapter four (refer to Table 3).

The second dataset was collected in a course that was based on a blended learning delivery modality. The course was structured based on a practice-based design that focused on laboratory activities and workshops. Table 4 presents the description of learning activities observed in the trace data. In particular, most of the learning actions corresponded to phase 3 (enactment of learning tactics and strategies) of the Winne and Hadwin model of SRL. The goal-setting and planning (phase 1 of the Winne and Hadwin model of SRL) were observed by the access to course outline and structure.

The third dataset was collected in a course offered through a MOOC delivery modality. The course was centred around a problem-solving based design. The dataset was previously described in Table 2 presented in Chapter three, Section 3.1.2. By applying the process analytics-based approach, learning tactics were detected and explained in terms of sequences of actions using a process model. The learning strategies were detected based on the pattern of how students employ the detected learning tactics. The association of the detected learning strategies with academic performance was also examined. The exploration of three different learning contexts aims to validate the generalisability of the proposed analytics approach to detect the learning tactics and strategies. The validation of the method aims to address the research question two (RQ2) in Section 1.1.

To answer the research question three (RQ3), the results of this study are interpreted according to the approaches to learning (Biggs, 1987; Entwistle, 1991). Finally, the investigation across the different course instructional designs and delivery modalities contributes to the understanding of how task conditions (i.e. course designs and delivery modalities) may influence the adoption of learning tactics and strategies, as asked in research question four (RQ4).
### Table 4. Description of the learning actions recorded in the trace data and the corresponding SRL phases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SRL Phases</th>
<th>Learning actions observed in the trace data</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Goal setting and planning</td>
<td>MetaCog: View Course Outline</td>
<td>Access to the course outline pages; this is considered a metacognitive action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MetaCog: View Course Structure</td>
<td>Access to the course structure information; this is considered a metacognitive action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Tasks Identification</td>
<td>Assignment Submission Status</td>
<td>View the status of the submitted assignment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: Enactment of learning tactics and strategies</td>
<td>Connect: Access Connect: Register</td>
<td>Access to external learning tool called ‘Connect’ Register to access the external learning tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Discussion: Create Delete Post Update View News and Updates Home Page: Access Pre-Lab: Launch</td>
<td>Create a discussion Delete a posted discussion Update or edit the posted discussion View the discussion posted in the forum Access to the home page Start working on learning activities designed to help the students to prepare for the practical laboratory session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Lab: Submit Pre-Lab: View Pre-Lab: View Status Reading: Lecture Materials Reading: Useful Information YourTutor: Access Other: Search</td>
<td>Submit the pre-lab activities View the information and instruction to prepare for the physical laboratory View the status of submitted pre-lab activities Access to the reading materials Access to the recommended external reading material or other useful information Access to the external tool called ‘YourTutor’ Search for keyword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Adaption</td>
<td>Other: Print</td>
<td>Print documents or files</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5.2 Publication: Analytics of Learning Strategies: Role of Course Design and Delivery Modality

The following section includes the verbatim copy of the following publication:
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Generalisability of the value of learning analytics based methods remains one of the big challenges in the field of learning analytics. One approach to test generalisability of a method is to apply it consistently in different learning contexts. This study extends a previously published work by examining the generalisability of a learning analytics method proposed for detecting learning tactics and strategies from trace data. The method was applied to the datasets collected in three different course designs and delivery modalities, including flipped classroom, blended learning, and massive open online course. The proposed method combines process mining and sequence analysis. The detected learning strategies are explored in terms of their association with the academic performance. The results indicate the applicability of the proposed method across different learning contexts. Moreover, the findings contribute to the understanding of the learning tactics and strategies identified in the trace data: the learning tactics proved to be responsive to the course design, whereas the learning strategies were found to be more sensitive to the delivery modalities than the course design. These findings, well-aligned with self-regulated learning theory, highlight the association of the learning contexts and the choice of learning tactics and strategies.
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1. Introduction
Self-regulated learning (SRL) skills are essential for successful learning in technology-enhanced learning environments. Among the key SRL skills are those related to the ability to identify effective learning strategies and knowing when and how to apply...
them (Winne & Hadwin, 1998; Lust, Elen, & Clarebout, 2013a). Winne and Hadwin (1998) asserts that the choice of learning strategies is influenced by the cognitive and task conditions, that is, students take into account the learning context when selecting the learning strategy.

The structure of the learning context is shaped by multiple factors that may facilitate or inhibit the construction of knowledge (Tessmer & Richey, 1997). In a technology-enhanced learning environment, two main factors that shape learning context are instructional design and learning modality. Instructional design or course design refers to the structure of the learning topics and the corresponding learning tasks designed to guide learning. Instructional design is typically driven by the nature of the discipline and the pedagogical approaches chosen to scaffold learning. For example, computer programming courses tend to rely on problem-solving and practical exercises, whereas humanities courses may require more theoretical development and discussion. The design of a course is also influenced by the delivery modalities, which refer to how and when learning activities are facilitated. For example, in a Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) setting, learning activities take place online, and offer flexibility in terms of free enrollment as well as when and where learners engage with the learning activities. Blended learning relies on online learning activities as a complement to support face-to-face learning activities, such that the online component is used during the pre-course preparations, in-class activities, and/or as part of revision. Closely related to the blended learning modality is flipped classroom where the emphasis is on promoting active learning (Pardo, Gasevic, Jovanovic, Dawson, & Mirriahi, 2018). In this mode, two components of learning settings are typically involved: i) online preparatory activities that are offered to students to prepare for ii) face-to-face learning sessions.

The variation in course structures and learning tasks, and delivery modalities all contribute to how learners adapt and adopt learning tactics and strategies as part of their studies (see Section 2.1 for definitions). Still, the role of learning context in the selection and adaptation of learning tactics and strategies remains largely unexplored – only few studies explored learning tactics and strategies adopted by students across different learning contexts (Broadbent, 2017). One possible reason is the difficulty in accurately detecting learning tactics and strategies used by students (Matcha, Ahmad Uzir, Gasevic, & Pardo, 2019). To overcome this limitation in the literature, research in learning analytics has focused on the development of data analytic methods to mine trace data to detect learning patterns indicative of learning tactics and strategies. Nonetheless, the methods currently reported in the learning analytics literature are usually context specific and raise the question of their applicability across different learning contexts.

In this study, we replicate the previous study done by Matcha, Gašević, Ahmad Uzir, Jovanović, and Pardo (2019) and validate an analytics method to detect learning tactics and strategies used by students when they interact with online learning activities in different learning contexts. The previous study has demonstrated the use of this analytic method in detecting learning strategies in trace data about students’ online activities performed during their preparation for the face-to-face component of a flipped classroom course (Matcha, Gašević, Ahmad Uzir, Jovanović, & Pardo, 2019). That work opened up a question regarding the applicability of the proposed method in different learning contexts. This paper therefore, extends our original study to explore the applicability of the proposed analytic method in different learning contexts. The examined learning contexts are based on three different delivery modalities (blended learning, flipped classroom, and MOOC) and two different course designs (problem-solving and practice-based designs). We also examined how academic performance was associated with the students’ choice of learning strategies.

2. Literature Review

2.1 Learning strategies and Learning Modalities

The terms ‘learning strategy’ and ‘learning tactic’ are often used interchangeably in the literature, although these terms refer to quite different concepts (Derry, 1989; Malmberg, Järvelä, & Kirschner, 2014). A learning tactic is a learning technique or a cognitive operation that is used by a student to perform a particular task (Derry, 1989; Malmberg, Järvenoja, & Järvelä, 2010). Students often combine two or more tactics to accomplish their learning objectives (Derry, 1989; Rachal, Daigle, & Rachal, 2007). Learning strategies, on the other hand, can be defined as “a coordinated set of study tactics that are directed by learning goal, and that are aimed at acquiring a new skill or gaining understanding” (Malmberg et al., 2014)p 116]. Learning strategies, therefore, change and develop according to a learning situation, and involve selecting, combining, coordinating and utilising cognitive operations and techniques (i.e., learning tactics), directed by the learning goal (Winne & Hadwin, 1998).

Based on the model of self-regulated learning proposed by Winne and Hadwin (1998), the selection of learning tactics or strategies is driven by internal (e.g., cognitive) and external (e.g. task-related) conditions. In particular, acting as agents, learners select tactics and strategies based on several factors including their knowledge of the task at hand, tactics, and strategies, the available learning materials, instructional cues, as well as their motivation, beliefs, and goals (Winne, 2013). By examining the products of their learning and where they stand with respect to the expectations or learning goals, students can reflect on their performance and the effectiveness of their tactics and strategies. As a consequence, the internal conditions are updated, and the selection of strategies and tactics could be changed (Winne & Hadwin, 1998).
5. ANALYTICS OF LEARNING STRATEGY: ROLE OF COURSE DESIGN AND DELIVERY MODALITIES

It has long been clearly noted by many scholars e.g. Winne and Hadwin (1998); Zimmerman (1986) that learning tactics and strategies are influenced by external conditions. These conditions are shaped by how the courses were designed and delivered. For instance, the technology has been diversely applied in current education to support learning. This has resulted in different learning modalities, blended and fully online learning being amongst the most prominent forms.

Blended Learning (BL) refers to the learning approach that combines face-to-face classroom with technology supported online learning activities (Bernard, Borokhovski, Schmid, Tamim, & Abrah, 2014). Technology is used to support various aspects of learning within this setting, such as preparation, in-class participation, and revision. The online section of blended learning is generally provided through digital learning tools that require students to self-direct their own learning (Bernard et al., 2014; Zhu, Au, & Yates, 2016). It is important to recognize that, online learning materials in this setting are not replacement for the face-to-face learning activities, they serve as complementary activities to support face-to-face learning.

Closely related to blended learning is flipped classroom (FC). Its key distinctive feature is that learning activities for teaching students the basic concepts and facts are carried out online, before the face-to-face sessions, whereas the face-to-face time is devoted to further knowledge construction through active learning (Pardo et al., 2018). Students are responsible for self-regulate their own learning to construct the knowledge required before attending face-to-face sessions (O’Flaherty & Phillips, 2015). The face-to-face sessions seek to promote the development of deep understanding, the rectification of misunderstanding and confusion (Rahman et al., 2015), and the development of problem-solving and critical thinking skills (Freeman et al., 2014; O’Flaherty & Phillips, 2015; Pardo, 2018).

Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) rose to prominence in 2012 by offering fully online learning at practically no costs for students. MOOC-based learning relies heavily on students’ ability to self-regulate their learning and self-manage time (Kizilcec, Pérez-Sanagustín, & Maldonado, 2017; Eriksson, Adawi, & Stöhr, 2017). Several researchers and practitioners have adopted MOOCs as a way of transforming traditional classroom-based courses into blended learning mode (Rodríguez, Correa, Pérez-Sanagustín, Pertuze, & Alario-Hoyos, 2017; Pérez-Sanagustín, Hilliger, Alario-Hoyos, Kloos, & Rayyan, 2017).

Self-regulated learning skills and application of the effective learning strategies form an essential set of skills required across different learning modalities. For instance, Zhu et al. (2016) found that in a blended learning context, self-regulation strategies were predictive of academic performance. Furthermore, research found that the ineffective use of learning resources and poor study tactics had a negative impact on the learning performance (Lust, Elen, & Clarebout, 2013b). Similarly, Lai and Huang (2016) found that in a flipped classroom-based course, students with high SRL scores performed significantly better than those who reported having low SRL scores. In the MOOC context, research found that high performing students employed different learning strategies as compared to the lower performance students (Nugent, Guru, & Namuth-Covert, 2018). Eriksson et al. (2017) relied on students’ self-reports to examine the factors that contributed to the completion of a MOOC, and identified motivation, time management, and learning strategies as the prominent factors reported by learners.

Research published thus far clearly highlights the importance of employing effective learning strategies across different learning modalities. However, research has also reported that students often have underdeveloped skills to regulate and modify their learning strategies to meet the course requirements (Fincham, Gasevic, Jovanovic, & Pardo, 2018; Lust et al., 2013a). Guiding students to select the effective learning strategies is, therefore, important (Rachal et al., 2007). However, the difficulty in obtaining timely and informative insights into the students’ learning tactics and strategies has prevented the provision of the required support and guidance on learning strategy selection and regulation (Matcha, Ahmad Üzir, et al., 2019).

2.2 Detection of Learning Tactics and Strategies

Traditionally, learning tactics and strategies have been detected by using self-reporting instruments such as surveys and think-aloud protocols. However, learners are not always accurate in reporting how they learn (Winne, 2013). For instance, think-aloud protocols can introduce cognitive overload as students are required to elaborate and justify their actions out loud while learning (Winne, 2013). By comparing actual learning activities to the self-reports, Hadwin, Nesbit, Jamieson-Noel, Code, and Winne (2007) found that self-reports did not reflect the students’ actual behavior. Moreover, self-reports usually fail to capture how strategies develop over time. The use of learning trace data allows for understanding the students’ actual learning behavior without intervening in their learning or inadvertently increasing their cognitive overload. Zhou and Winne (2012) asserted that trace data were better correlated to the students’ learning achievement than self-reports. Still, self-reports are successful in capturing students’ perceptions and intentions and could assist in understanding the choices of actions that students make. Thus, Zhou and Winne (2012) referred to the insights obtained through self-reports as “perceived intentions”.

On the other hand, the data about students’ actual learning behaviors, as recorded in the database of the learning platform, reflect the “realized intentions” of the students.

The use of trace data allows for examining the temporal dimension of learning tactics and strategies (Winne, 2017). In particular, learning tactics and strategies can be considered sequences of events, with each event being centered on one learning action (Hadwin et al., 2007; Molenaar, 2014). Such representation recognizes tactics and strategies as being dynamic, based on shifts from one action to another, and developing over time (Winne, Jamieson-Noel, & Muis, 2002). As already highlighted, a
learning tactic is considered an operation performed by a student to complete a learning task. This operation is composed of a sequence of actions, and hence, is recognised as a tactic (Derry, 1989). Scrutinising learning tactics at the session level (i.e., within a particular period of time during which students were continuously interacting with learning materials) can provide a close observation on how students engaged in the learning process (Fincham et al., 2018). A learning strategy is defined as the application of one or more learning tactics (Malmberg et al., 2014), and therefore, it can be identified by detecting patterns in students’ learning paths; that is, the regulation of sequences of learning tactics. To sum up, understanding the temporal and sequential dimensions of learning events could shed some light on how tactics and strategies have developed and changed, and allow for detecting situations where transitions between states happen (Molenaar, 2014). Such patterns of events evolve over time and become a characteristic of one’s learning. This characteristic may be considered as an aptitude that could predict one’s future behaviour (Winne et al., 2002).

The detection of learning strategies using trace data has been the focus of several research studies. At the core of these studies is the use of process and sequence mining techniques to analyse trace data. For example, Maldonado-Mahauad, Pérez-Sanagustín, Kizilcec, Morales, and Munoz-Gama (2018) classified the learning patterns, detected at the session level by using a process mining technique, into seven types 1) only video-lecture – the sessions in which students mainly interacted with the video contents; 2) only assessment – the learning sessions in which students only accessed the assessment activities; 3) explore – the sessions in which students were superficially accessing the assessment activities and video contents; 4) assessment try to video-lecture – the sessions in which students began to learn by accessing the assessment items and then switched to video content; 5) video-lecture complete to assessment try – the sessions in which students completed a video lecture but only accessed assessment activities; 6) video-lecture to assessment pass – students watched a video lecture, followed by passing an assessment; and 7) others. These types of learning patterns were triangulated with students’ self-reported data about self-regulation strategies. This resulted in the identification of three strategy groups of learners based on the data collected from three MOOCs. Specifically, Maldonado-Mahauad and colleagues found that comprehensive learners followed the course structure step by step, while targeting learners were focused on specific learning activities to help them pass the course. Both of these groups showed higher academic performance when compared to the sampling learners, who showed low and inconsistent engagement. The combined use of sequence mining and unsupervised machine learning is another common approach to detecting learning strategies from trace data. For example Jovanovic, Gasevic, Dawson, Pardo, and Mirriahi (2017) used a sequence mining technique together with the agglomerative hierarchical clustering to detect learning strategies based on the students’ sequences of actions recorded when preparing online for a flipped classroom course. They identified four groups of learning tactics based on the patterns of learning actions within learning sessions, including sessions highly focused on 1) reading materials; 2) summative assessment; 3) formative assessment; and 4) video watching followed by assessment activities. Based on the regularity of the identified session-level learning patterns, they detected five groups of learners including intensive–highly active group who applied a variety of learning tactics; strategic–highly active group with emphasis on the interaction with summative and formative assessments; highly strategic who focused on summative assessment and reading materials; selective who focused on summative assessments with a low engagement with reading materials; and highly selective who only applied the summative assessment related tactic. Using the same course as the context of their study, Fincham et al. (2018) extracted learning tactics from trace data across three consecutive course offerings by using Hidden Markov Models (HMM) and identified learning strategies by examining sequences of the detected tactics separately in the first and second half of the semester. The detected tactics and strategies were explained based on the distribution of learning actions. Given the same data, Matcha, Gašević, Ahmad Uzir, Jovanovic, and Pardo (2019) combined first order Markov models and the Expectation-Maximization algorithm to detect learning tactics across the three course offerings of the same course as Fincham et al. (2018). Despite the methodological differences, the results of the two studies were consistent. That is, the students who employed multiple learning tactics and were highly engaged in learning activities (i.e., those who adopted the deep approach to learning) tended to perform better. Those who applied a surface learning strategy with a low level of engagement, and were highly focused on the assessment were more likely to have lower performance (Fincham et al., 2018; Matcha, Gašević, Ahmad Uzir, Jovanović, & Pardo, 2019).

The studies presented thus far indicate that learning strategies can be derived from trace data and can be interpreted according to the theory of self-regulated learning and learning strategies (Maldonado-Mahauad et al., 2018; Fincham et al., 2018; Jovanovic et al., 2017). However, whether the same analytics-based tactic and strategy detection methods are applicable across different learning designs and modalities remains questionable since it has not been examined how general the applied methods are. As highlighted by Baker (2019), generalisability remains a big challenge in the field of learning analytics. Generalisability is difficult to achieve as the application of the same methodology to different learning contexts may produce different results. This inconsistency was observed, for example, in a study by Gašević, Dawson, Rogers, and Gasevic (2016). The study aimed to explore the factors that contributed to the success of nine undergraduate courses offered in blended learning modes. Gašević et al. (2016) found that the variables that were significantly predictive of the academic performance in one course were not significantly predictive when applied to another course. This effect was due to the diversity of course
instructional designs. On the other hand, replicating an analytics method across different learning contexts is essential for the method to reach the maturity and acceptance. However, research focused on examining the general applicability of learning analytics methods is still limited (Gašević, Kovanović, & Joksimović, 2017).

To our knowledge, no studies have investigated how applicable an data analytic approach is in the detection of learning tactics and strategies across different learning contexts. Therefore, the goal of this study is to explore if the method proposed in our recent work Matcha, Gašević, Ahmad Uzir, Jovanović, and Pardo (2019) is applicable across different learning contexts and to identify general factors that may have contributed to the choices of learning tactics and strategies based on well-defined educational theories. As such the first research question has been defined as:

**RQ1:** Given a sequence of learning actions across several time frames, can we detect theoretically meaningful learning tactics and strategies applied by students when interacting with online learning activities across different course designs that are based on different delivery modalities?

### 2.3 Learning Strategy and academic performance

Learning strategies have impact on learning performance (Winne, 2006; Yip, 2007). Research findings denote that not all students use effective learning strategies (Dunlosky, 2013; Malmberg et al., 2014). Research done in traditional classrooms found that low and high performing students tend to apply different learning approaches (DiFrancesca, Nietfeld, & Cao, 2016; Proctor, Prevatt, Adams, Reaser, & Petscher, 2006). For instance, Nandagopal and Ericsson (2012) found that upper-level college students were regulating their learning strategies differently. Students with higher performance engaged more in applying a variety of learning strategies and had a higher tendency to review lessons. DiFrancesca et al. (2016) used self-reports to capture the students’ perception of important learning strategies. They classified learning strategies into ‘less effective’ (e.g., repeating words, attending class, and reading the textbook), ‘effective’ (e.g., elaboration and connections, finding themes or main ideas, and application), and ‘help-seeking’. Based on the self-reports they found that low performing students perceived less effective learning strategies as more important than effective learning strategies and relied more on less effective strategies during their learning process. Being based on an instructional approach that is substantially different from those of the traditional classroom, current technology-enhanced learning contexts could impose further challenges for regulation of learning and selection of effective strategies. Therefore, how students regulate their learning strategies and how that regulation is associated with their academic performances might differ across different learning contexts.

In the flipped classroom setting, Gasevic, Mirriahi, Dawson, and Joksimovic (2017) explored the association between learning strategies detected from trac data with data analytic methods and approaches to learning reported by the students and how the detected learning strategies were associated with the students’ academic performances. They found that students who reported using the deep approach to learning tended to have significantly higher learning performance. Broadbent and Poon (2015) conducted a literature review to investigate the relationship of self-regulated learning strategies and academic performance of online learners. They found that four learning strategies namely, meta-cognition, time management, effort regulation and critical thinking, were significantly associated with course grades. Broadbent (2017) further explored the differences in self-reported self-regulated learning strategies across two different learning contexts, namely, online learning and blended learning. They found that time management strategy and effort regulation strategy were significantly correlated with higher performance in online learning settings. In blended learning settings, however, elaboration, organisation, meta-cognition, time management, and effort regulations strategies were found to be significantly correlated with higher academic performance. Broadbent (2017) observed that students who reported high frequency of using the rehearsal strategy were more likely to get a lower grade across two learning contexts. Students also reported a low frequency of using the peer learning and help seeking strategies in the online learning. Finally, Broadbent (2017) recognised the drawbacks of using self-reports to obtain information about students’ learning strategies, mainly that students might not be able to recognize that they utilised certain strategies.

The studies presented so far have demonstrated the differences in the association between learning strategies used and academic performance across different learning contexts. However, the association of learning strategies and academic performances across different course designs and delivery modalities has remained insufficiently explored. Moreover, the majority of the extant research that examined this association relied on self-reports for collecting information about the students’ learning strategies. To our knowledge, limited research reported in the literature explored the association between students’ actual learning strategies (i.e., strategies derived from the learning activity records in a learning platform) and academic performance across different course designs and modalities. Therefore, our second research question is formulated as follows:

**RQ2:** Is there an association between learning strategies automatically detected with data analytic methods from trace data and students’ academic performance in different course designs that are based on different delivery modalities?

### 3. Methods
3.1 Data
3.1.1 Description of the data sets

Three data sets collected from three different learning contexts were used in this study. Table 1 presents a brief summary of the learning contexts and Table 2 provides a summary of the trace data sets collected in the three contexts. The data sets used in this study originate from different disciplines: two engineering courses and one science course. The structure and design of the courses were different. Table 3 offers a glimpse into the activities structure by presenting percentages of learning activities as observed in the trace data.

**Table 1. Summary of the Learning Context**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Course Modality</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Course Duration</th>
<th>Learning Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DatasetA</td>
<td>Computer Engineering</td>
<td>2014-2016</td>
<td>13 Weeks</td>
<td>Lecture Videos, Reading materials, Quiz, Exercises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DatasetB</td>
<td>Biology Blended Learning</td>
<td>2016-2017</td>
<td>13 Weeks</td>
<td>Reading materials, Pre-Lab External tools, Revision tools, Quiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DatasetC</td>
<td>Introduction to Python</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>8 Weeks</td>
<td>Lecture Videos, Reading materials, Quiz, Summative Assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2. Summary of the Collected Trace Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Items</th>
<th>DatasetA</th>
<th>DatasetB</th>
<th>DatasetC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning Activities</td>
<td>Lecture Videos</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quizzes Embedded in the Lecture Videos</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reading Materials</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quizzes Embedded in the Reading Materials</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coding</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conceptual Quizzes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Practical Exercises</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-Lab Activity</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Links to External Tools</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Supports</td>
<td>Discussion Forum</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Course Structure/ Overview/ Syllabus</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback Supports</td>
<td>Dashboard</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personalised Message</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Week4 &amp; Week9</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DatasetA:** The data set was collected in a first year Computer Engineering course that was organised based on a flipped classroom model and offered at an Australian university. The study examined data from three successive course editions, in years 2014, 2015, and 2016. The number of enrolled students steadily increased over the three years ($N_{2014} = 290$, $N_{2015} = 368$, and $N_{2016} = 477$). In all years the course was scheduled for 13 weeks with ten topics studied.

Students were required to complete online pre-class learning activities and attend face-to-face classes. The current study was focused on the online preparation activities, which were crucial for the success of the overall flipped classroom design (Rahman et al., 2015). Students were provided with a set of lecture videos, reading material, multiple-choice questions (MCQs) were embedded in both video and reading material, and problem-solving exercises. The details of instructional design is provided by Pardo and Mirriahi (2017); Pardo et al. (2018); Matcha, Gašević, Ahmad Uzir, Jovanović, and Pardo (2019).

Aside from learning activities, students were required to do a project. They were also provided with feedback. Two types of feedback were introduced over the three years: personal dashboards and analytics-based feedback in the form of personalised emails. The final assessment score of each student was determined by the completed problem-solving exercises during weekly preparation (20%); a laboratory report (5%); a laboratory project (15%); the midterm exam in week 6 (20%), and the final exam in week 13 (40%) (Pardo et al., 2018).

**DatasetB:** The second set of data was collected in the Introduction to Biology course, offered to first-year students at an Australian university (different from the university where DatasetA was collected). The data were collected over two years...
The course was based on the blended learning approach that involved online weekly activities and face-to-face sessions. The course consisted of 13 learning weeks and covered 10 topics. Students were required to attend three face-to-face lectures and one tutorial per week. The course also included three obligatory workshops and seven sessions of obligatory laboratory practice. The students were required to prepare for laboratory practical sessions by completing the online activities offered through the Learning Management System (LMS). The students needed to complete these pre-lab activities in weeks 4-6 and weeks 9-12.

The student were also provided with online learning activities aimed to support self-revision after face-to-face lectures. The main learning materials consisted of lecture materials, other useful information, and external learning tools. The LMS provided students with links to these learning tools. The assessments were conducted four times. Two of them were administered in weeks 7 and 13 in the form of quizzes that contributed 20 percent of the final score (10% each). Practicals in the laboratories were counted for 25 percent towards the final mark and the final exam was 55 percent of the final mark. The students were provided with discussion forums to discuss the learning topics. In 2017, students received personalised messages as feedback during week 4 and week 9. The feedback aimed to create awareness of individual’s learning progress, including attendance to face-to-face learning sessions, engagement with self-revision tool, and performance on the course assessment.

DatasetC: The third set of data was collected from the Introduction to Python MOOC offered by a university in Chile. The course was delivered fully online via the Coursera MOOC platform. The trace data were collected for one course offering in 2018 ($N_{2018} = 368$). The course was self-paced, scheduled for seven weeks and covered six programming topics. Each topic was divided into two to three subtopics. For each subtopic, a set of short video lectures with embedded questions (to provoke recollections of the concepts) and a set of reading materials were provided to support conceptual understanding. To support the practice of programming, students were required to complete two main learning tasks, namely, conceptual exercises (11 quizzes) and practical exercises (13 tasks). Among the quizzes and tasks, 22 items were graded. Students were allowed to make multiple attempts on the quizzes, and the best score was accumulated to calculate the students’ final marks. The students were required to correctly solve at least 80 percent of these items in order to pass the course. The discussion forum was provided in the Coursera platform to support the students’ learning.

3.1.2 Dataset Comparison

Table 3 presents the proportion of learning activities captured in each data set. The proportion of learning activities reflected how students distributed their time and effort to complete the given learning tasks. The learning activities are categorised according to the Activity Type Framework (Olney, Rienties, & Toetenel, 2018). The computer science and engineering courses (i.e. Computer Engineering and Introduction to Python) relied heavily on the practical exercises. Especially, in the Python course, the students spent 80 percent of their effort to practice by doing the available exercises. The distribution of student activities in the Computer Engineering course was rather diverse. Even though the majority of learning activities were focused on practical exercises (42.25%), interaction with the videos was also well represented (25.14%). Activities related to reading and conceptual quizzes had almost equal distributions of efforts. The biology course structure was different from the other two courses. Students relied heavily on the reading materials (44.88%). The pre-lab activities (9.13%) served as the exercises to ensure that students prepare before the physical attendance to the laboratory sessions during weeks 4-6 and weeks 9-12. Students participated in the discussion more often as compared to the other two courses (10.29%).

3.2 Data analysis

Learning sessions were extracted from trace data, as sequences of consecutive learning actions, by assuming that any two consecutive actions within a sequence were within 30 min of one another. The sequences varied, both in terms of length and composition of learning actions. To normalise the data, the outliers, i.e. overly short sequences (consisting of one action) and overly long sequences (above the 95th percentile of the number of learning actions) were removed following the approach proposed by Jovanovic et al. (2017). As a result, DatasetA contained 65,710 learning sessions. The length of learning sequences ranged from 2 to 175 actions. DatasetB consisted of 25,648 learning sessions, ranging from 2 to 47 actions. DatasetC contained 5,281 learning sessions and comprised of 2 to 359 learning actions.

3.2.1 Detection of Students’ Learning Tactics and Strategies

Figure 1 illustrates the pipeline of the analytic techniques used in this study. The first step in the pipeline is the detection of learning tactics using learning sessions as the input. A learning tactic can be considered as a sequence of actions that a student performs to complete the specified task (Fincham et al., 2018; Hadwin et al., 2007). To automatically detect learning tactics from learning sessions and address research question RQ1, we began by inspecting the learning process through a process mining lens. Process mining generates a process model based on a set of timestamped actions. By observing the overall process model, the potential number of learning tactics could be inferred based on the density of connections among actions. Process mining was performed by using the first order Markov models (FOMMs) as implemented in the pMineR R package (Gatta, Lenkowicz, Vallati, & Stefanini, 2017). The output of a FOMM is an adjacency matrix of transition probabilities.
between events (i.e. learning actions). This output is suitable for cluster analysis using the Expectation — Maximization (EM) algorithm (Ferreira & Gillblad, 2009). Thus, EM was used to cluster learning sequences to detect meaningful learning tactics.

According to Derry (1989), a learning strategy employs one or more tactics. Therefore, learning strategies can be inferred from the way individuals employed tactics. Hence, in the second step, the Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering based on Ward’s algorithm (Gabadinho, Ritschard, Studer, & Muller, 2008) was used to extract patterns of how individual students used the identified learning tactics. As the input for the clustering process, for each student, we used the number of each identified tactic and the total number of all tactics. The Euclidean metric was used to calculate the (dis)similarity between vectors of the input. The dendrogram was used to determine the optimal number of clusters. This process, based on the hierarchical clustering, has already been established for the detection of learning strategies (Jovanovic et al., 2017; Kovanovic, Gasevic, Joksimovic, Hatala, & Olusola, 2015).

### 3.2.2 Exploring the Detected Learning Tactics and Strategies

Patterns detected in the trace data require content-based interpretation to provide actionable insights (Maldonado-Mahauad et al., 2018; Pardo et al., 2018). To understand the characteristics of the detected clusters (i.e. tactics and strategies) and further address research question RQ1, sequence analysis and process mining were used. The TraMineR R package allows for constructing and examining sequences of actions (Gabadinho et al., 2008). It can be used to explore the frequency, the ordering, and the distribution of actions within sequences, and to explore clusters of sequences.

The pMineR R package (Gatta et al., 2017) was also used to explore the temporal characteristics of the learning strategy groups. Specifically, in computer science/engineering and biology courses, we analysed changes of learning tactics for each strategy group within each week of the course. We decided to use the week as the unit of analysis given the weekly activity cycles in those courses, as is common in formal higher education settings (Pardo et al., 2018). But in the self-paced learning course (i.e. Introduction to Python Course), it was more meaningful to explore the changes in tactics at the level of learning topics as the students were studying at their own pace and thus the schedules of individual students differed.

### Table 3. Proportion of Learning Activities Collected from each Dataset According to the Activity Types Framework Adopted from Olney et al. (2018)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity Types</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Actions</th>
<th>DatasetA: Flipped Classroom Mode (100%)</th>
<th>DatasetB: Blended Learning Mode (100%)</th>
<th>DatasetC: MOOC Mode (100%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assimilative</td>
<td>Attending to information</td>
<td>Home and Updates</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>28.17</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Metacognitive - Orientation</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lecture Videos</td>
<td>25.14</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reading Materials</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>44.88</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Links to External Tools</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finding and handling</td>
<td>Searching for and processing</td>
<td>Utility Function</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>information</td>
<td>information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Discussing module related content</td>
<td>Discussion Forum</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.29</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Active constructing an artefact</td>
<td>Code Execute</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Productive</td>
<td>Applying learning in a real-world</td>
<td>Workshop/Lab</td>
<td>F2F</td>
<td>F2F</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>setting</td>
<td>Pre-Lab Activities</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>9.13</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiential</td>
<td>Applying learning in a simulated</td>
<td>Conceptual Quizzes (inc. quizzes Embedded in</td>
<td>12.08</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>11.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>setting</td>
<td>the lecture videos and reading material)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Practical Exercises</td>
<td>42.25</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>80.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Metacognitive - Evaluation</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. ANALYTICS OF LEARNING STRATEGY: ROLE OF COURSE DESIGN AND DELIVERY MODALITIES
3.2.3 Association with academic performance

Descriptive and inferential statistics were used to characterise the identified clusters (i.e., tactics and strategies). Kruskal Wallis tests were used to examine the association between learning strategies and course performance to address research question RQ2.

4. Result

4.1 RQ1: Detection of Learning Tactics and Strategies

4.1.1 Detection of Learning Tactics from Trace Data

Computer Engineering Course. Figure 2 presents the overall state distribution and state distribution in each year for the five detected tactics in the Computer Engineering course. The supplementary document that can be found online presents the details of the detected learning tactics, Each tactic was labeled according to the characteristics of the detected patterns by considering the state distribution, ordering of sequences, frequency and the length of the sequences.

The five detected tactics can be summarised as follows:

- **Diverse** (N = 8,288, 12.61% of all sequences): characterised by the longest sequences of learning actions (median = 53 actions per sequence). The adoption of this tactic meant a variety of actions, with a relatively even distribution of exercises, MCQs, and video views.

- **Reading oriented** (N = 17,024, 25.91%): distinguished by the shortest sequences of learning actions (median = 4 actions in a sequence). The dominant kind of action was access to the reading materials. This similar patterns were observed across the three years of data collected.

- **Exercise oriented** (N = 16,287, 24.79%): characterised by a moderate number of learning actions (median = 24 actions per sequence). The most dominant learning actions were correctly (EXE_CO) and incorrectly (EXE_IN) solved the exercise questions. Unlike other tactics, most of the learning sequences in this tactic began by direct access to the problem-solving activities rather than access to the reading materials (Refer to Table 1 in the supplementary document). This tactic was presented similarly across the three years.

- **MCQ oriented** (N = 11,915, 18.13%): characterised by relatively short learning sessions (median = 5 actions per session) that often began by accessing reading materials (CONTENT_ACCESS), followed by MCQ answering. MCQ related

actions including correctly answered (MCQ_CO), incorrectly answered (MCQ_IN), and requesting for help (MCQ_SR) were the most dominant type of action. These patterns of learning tactic were presented in 2015 and 2016. However in 2014, the most dominant actions were accessing to the index, project and other learning content rather than MCQ access. This is due to the proportion of MCQ related interaction collected in trace data for year 2014 was much lower than 2015 and 2016.

- Video oriented (N = 12,196, 18.56%): this tactic was associated with relatively short sessions (median = 9 actions per session). Based on the sequence length and dominant type of action, two types of learning sequences could be distinguished (Table 2). Long sessions often comprised of content access followed by video playing/pausing actions, which in turn followed by MCQ-related actions (Refer to Table 1 in the supplementary document). Shorter sessions consisted mainly of access to the project information pages. Similar behaviors were observed across the three years.

Overall, metacognitive actions, which consisted of access to the dashboard (MC_EVAL) and course syllabus (MC_ORIENT), were noticeable in every tactic but showed relatively low presence compared to other types of actions (Figure 2 and Table 1 in the supplementary document).

**Biology Course.** Three learning tactics were detected from the trace data collected in the Biology course. Figure 3 shows the overall state distribution and yearly state distribution of learning actions in each detected tactic. In general, the length of the learning sessions were relatively short.

- Reading (N = 11,358, 44.28% of all sequences): This tactic is characterised by relatively short learning sessions (median = 5 actions per session). The most dominant learning action was access to the reading materials and home page, which contained the general information about the course. Other types of learning actions were hardly observed. This tactic was observable across the two year of collected data.

- Reading and Pre-Lab (N = 4,287, 16.71%): The sessions grouped in this tactic were the longest learning sessions (median = 9 actions). The most dominant learning actions included access to the external reading materials and the course

---

homepage, as well as those related to the preparation for the laboratory practice. In 2016, the interactions with pre-lab activities were slightly lower as compared to 2017.

- Reading and Discussing (N = 10,003, 39.00%): This tactic is characterised by very short learning sessions (median = 4 actions). The most frequently observed learning actions in this tactic were accessing the course homepage and other course pages, viewing the discussion forum, and accessing the external revision tool. The patterns of this tactic were similar for both years.

Introduction to Python Course. Four learning tactics were detected from the trace data collected from the Introduction to Python course. Figure 4 shows the state distribution of learning actions for each detected tactic.

- Diverse-Practice oriented (N = 2,000, 37.87% of all sequences): Each learning session contained a variety of learning actions. The learning sessions were quite long (median = 105 actions per session). The most dominant learning actions...
were practical exercises. Other types of learning activities such as quizzes, code execution, and video lectures were also observed.

- Lectures Oriented ($N = 1,391, 26.34\%$): This tactic gathered short learning sessions (median = 7 actions) where students primarily interacted with the video lectures and answered to the embedded quizzes. Interactions with the theoretical quizzes were also observed.

- Short-Practice Oriented ($N = 772, 14.62\%$): This tactic is characterised by short learning sessions (median = 8 actions). The most dominant learning actions were executing the code and performing practical exercises as shown in Figure 5.

- Long-Practice Oriented ($N = 1,118, 21.17\%$): This tactic exhibited similar pattern as the Short-Practice Oriented; that is, code execute and practical exercises (i.e. correctly or incorrectly solved the exam questions) were the most dominant learning actions. However, the learning sessions (median = 31 per session) were longer than those within the Short-Practical Oriented tactic. Figure 5 illustrates all learning sequences categorised as Short-Practical Oriented and Long-Practical Oriented tactics. The alternation between correctly and incorrectly solved exercises, and code execution were commonly observed in the Long-Practical Oriented tactic. The Short-Practical Oriented tactic contained two different patterns of practice related actions; i) very short sessions of code execution and ii) relatively long sessions of the work on the practical exercises.

![Figure 5. Different Learning Actions between Short- and Long-Practice Oriented Tactics in the Introduction to Python course](image)

### 4.1.2 Detection of Learning Strategies from the Learning Tactics

**Computer Engineering Course.** The dendrogram produced by the employed clustering algorithm suggested three strategies as the best solution. Table 4 presents the summary statistics for the variables that served as the input for the clustering: the
number of times each of the learning tactics was used as well as the overall number of learning tactics per student. To better understand the detected learning strategies, we also examined, for each strategy, how the use of learning tactics changed throughout the course. Figure 6 illustrates overall and yearly patterns of each detected strategy group, by presenting the median numbers of tactics applied in each week of the course.

Table 4. Summary statistics (median, 1st and 3rd quartiles) for variables used for detecting learning strategies in the Computer Engineering course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactics</th>
<th>Strategy 1</th>
<th>Strategy 2</th>
<th>Strategy 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diverse</td>
<td>8.0 (5.0-11.0)</td>
<td>3.0 (1.0-5.0)</td>
<td>13.0 (8.0-17.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>15.0 (11.0-22.5)</td>
<td>7.0 (4.0-11.0)</td>
<td>21.5 (14.0-30.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise</td>
<td>15.0 (12.0-18.0)</td>
<td>12.0 (9.0-15.0)</td>
<td>17.0 (13.0-20.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCQ</td>
<td>10.0 (7.0-15.0)</td>
<td>5.0 (2.0-7.0)</td>
<td>16.5 (10.0-27.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>11.0 (8.0-14.0)</td>
<td>4.0 (2.0-6.0)</td>
<td>23.0 (19.0-27.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>62.0 (53.0-72.0)</td>
<td>33.0 (25.0-41.0)</td>
<td>94.5 (77.2-111.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Strategy Group 1: Strategic — Moderate Engagement:** This was the largest cluster (N = 519, 45.73%). The students in this strategy group tended to use different learning tactics in different weeks of the course. Only the Exercise oriented tactic was consistently used throughout the semester across the three years of the courses included in this study. In the first half of the semester (week 2- week 6), in addition to exercises, the students also focused on reading materials and the associated MCQs. These patterns were observed in 2014 and 2015. However, in 2016, students applied lower frequency of reading tactic as compared to the other two years. In the second half of the semester (weeks 7-13), the Exercise oriented tactic was combined with the Video and Reading oriented tactics.

**Strategy Group 2: Highly Selective — Low Engagement:** The proportion of the students in this strategy group was relatively high (N=418, 36.83%). The students in this group had low engagement with the preparation activities (Table 3). They chose to focus on specific types of learning tactics, namely, Exercise and Reading oriented. The Exercise oriented tactic was used throughout the semester, whereas the Reading oriented tactic was present only up until the midterm exam (week 6). This shallow regulation of learning tactics was consistently observed in all three years of collected data.

**Strategy Group 3: Intensive — High Engagement:** This was the smallest group (N = 198, 17.44%), comprised of the students with the highest engagement level, especially, in 2014. They applied a variety of learning tactics. The Reading, Video, MCQ and Exercise oriented tactics were used each week throughout the semester. The use of the Diverse tactic was observed in certain weeks only (week 6 and 10), particularly, in 2016 Diverse tactic was the most dominant tactic used.

To further our understanding of the detected learning strategies, first order Markov models were fitted to explore transitions from one learning tactic to another within each learning strategy. Figure 7 presents the process models of each learning strategy based on the transition of tactics.

As the course was designed based on the weekly basis, the process model of learning tactics application was built by using the weekly tactics applied by individual learners as the input. The main focus of the Strategic — Moderate Engagement strategy was on the exercises. There was a high probability (p=0.38) for the students in this group to have weeks based on the Exercise oriented tactic. The second most frequently use tactics was the Reading Oriented, which was observed with a lower probability (p=0.22). When it comes to changing learning tactics from one session to another one within a week, the most notable were the shift from the Exercise oriented to the reading-oriented tactics (p=0.24) and the shift from the Reading-oriented to Diverse tactics (p=0.21). The weeks often ended by using the exercise oriented and diverse oriented tactics. The main characteristics of the Highly Selective — Low Engagement strategy was its concentration on the Exercise oriented tactic. There was a strong probability that the students in this strategy group began and ended their weeks by doing exercises (p = 0.52, p= 0.44, respectively). The students who adopted the Intensive — high engagement strategy tended to begin their study weeks with a variety of learning tactics, rather than relying on one specific tactic. More precisely, the beginning of the week was almost equally distributed across the Reading oriented (p=0.24), Exercise oriented (p=0.28), and Video oriented tactics (p=0.23). Transitions between learning tactics were clearly observable and roughly equally distributed (probabilities ranged from 0.15 to 0.23). This indicates that the students in the Intensive – High Engagement group used a variety of learning tactics, which can be interpreted as an indication of their ability to self-regulate their learning (Winne, 2013).

**Biology.** The learning strategy groups were detected based on how students employed the tactics throughout the course. Similar to Figure 6, Figure 8 shows for each strategy group their weekly pattern in the use of learning tactics. Table 5 presents summary statistics (median, 1st and 3rd quartiles) for the learning tactics used by each of the detected learning strategy groups.

- **Strategy 1: Intensive – High Engagement** (N = 79 students, 16.22%): These students were quite active. They employed a variety of learning tactics, especially, the Reading and Reading and Discussion oriented tactics. However, in 2017 the
median number of Reading tactics application was lower than 2016. As indicated by the high use of the Reading and Discussion tactic, students in this group were highly active in the discussion forum, especially during week 7 and week 13 when the mid-term and final exams were scheduled. The students accessed the pre-laboratory activities throughout the study weeks.

- **Strategy 2: Strategic – Moderate Engagement** (N = 193 students, 39.63%): The students in this group exhibited learning behaviors according to the course design. During weeks 4–6 and 9–12, the students were required to prepare for the face-to-face laboratory by completing a set of activities before the session. Access to laboratory activities was observed particularly during these weeks and it was invisible when it was not required. Meanwhile, the Reading tactic was used at least once a week. The Reading and Discussion tactic was also observed and its use peaked in week 6 when the mid-term exam was scheduled. The regularity of tactics application was similar for both 2016 and 2017.

- **Strategy 3: Highly Selective – Low Engagement** (N = 215 students, 44.15%): The students employed surface learning strategies in their online learning activities. In general, the learning activities were observed at the beginning of the course (weeks 1–4) and when the exams were scheduled (week 7 and week 13). The Reading and Discussion tactic was highly employed during the exam weeks. The preparation for the laboratories was not observed except for the first
session in week 4. In 2017, the median number of tactics application was lower as compared to 2016.

The process model based on the transition of learning tactics is presented in Figure 9. In the Intensive – High Engagement strategy group, there was a high probability for the students to begin the learning sessions by using the Reading and Discussing and Reading oriented tactics (p=0.46 and p=0.38, respectively). The probability to start weekly learning sessions by using the Reading and Pre-Lab tactic was very low (p=0.16). The process model suggested that the students would apply the Reading or Reading and Discussing oriented tactic after using the Reading and Pre-Lab oriented tactic (p=0.30). There were almost an equal probability of transition between applying the Reading and Reading and Discussing. Unlike the Intensive – High Engagement strategy group, the Strategic – Moderate Engagement strategy group showed a strong probability to begin weekly online learning by applying the Reading oriented tactic (p=0.45) and repeatedly use this tactic (p=0.45). The second most applied tactic was Reading and Discussing (p=0.34). This strategy group had a higher probability of applying the Reading and Pre-lab at the beginning of the week (p=0.21) as compared to the Intensive – High Engagement strategy group. The Highly Selective – Low Engagement strategy group showed similar transitions as the Intensive – High Engagement strategy users did at the beginning of the weekly topics. They had a strong probability of beginning a study week by using the Reading (p = 0.41) and Reading and Discussing oriented tactics (p = 0.38). However, the transitions between tactics were less prominent as compared to the Intensive – High Engagement group. The students in this strategy group had a high probability of ending their weekly study after applying one learning tactic only.

Introduction to Python. The dendrogram suggested three learning strategy groups for the Python course. Table 6 shows summary statistics (median, 1st and 3rd quartile) for the number of the learning tactics used by each of the detected strategy group.

Unlike the other two learning modalities where the learning schedules were fixed, the Introduction to Python course, being delivered in a MOOC setting, offered the self-paced learning schedule. That is, students could begin and complete the learning
Table 5. Summary statistics (median, 1st and 3rd quartile) for variables used for detecting learning strategies in the Biology course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactics</th>
<th>Strategy 1</th>
<th>Strategy 2</th>
<th>Strategy 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>40.0 (28.0 - 52.0)</td>
<td>25.0 (17.0 - 34.0)</td>
<td>12.0 (7.0 - 19.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading and Pre-lab</td>
<td>13.0 (10.0 - 17.0)</td>
<td>11.0 (8.0 - 13.0)</td>
<td>5.0 (3.0 - 7.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading and Discussion</td>
<td>44.0 (34.0 - 53.0)</td>
<td>20.0 (14.0 - 26.0)</td>
<td>10.0 (6.0 - 16.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>95.0 (82.5 - 112.0)</td>
<td>57.0 (49.0 - 65.0)</td>
<td>32.0 (21.5 - 40.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Learning strategies detected from trace collected in the Biology course activities at their preferred timing. Therefore, the exploration of the learning strategies was done by focusing on the course topics rather than the course weeks. Figure 10 presents the average frequency of the four detected learning tactics according to the study topics.

- **Strategy 1: Inactive** (N = 215 students, 58.42%): The students employed a low level of learning effort. A low level of engagement was observed in relation to each study topic. The most dominant learning tactic was the Diverse tactic.

- **Strategy 2: Highly active at the beginning** (N = 89 students, 24.18%): The students were highly active at the beginning of the course (first two topics). The amount of effort dropped after the second topic. The dominant learning tactics used were the Lecture and Diversity oriented ones. One possible explanation for the observed behaviour is that the students were not familiar with programming or were inexperienced in learning to program. Even though the course design was strongly oriented towards practical exercises (see Table 3), the students highly used the Lecture oriented tactic rather than employing the Short or Long-Practice oriented tactics.

- **Strategy 3: Highly active** (N = 64 students, 17.39%): The students were highly active. Multiple uses of different tactics were observed. The use of the Long-Practice oriented tactic increased as the course progressed. The Short-Practice oriented tactic was used at least once when interacted with each course topic but highly used during the fourth topic. Similarly, the Diverse tactic was used at least once in each course topic but highly used when interacted with the third and fourth topic. The Lecture oriented tactic was also observed at least once for each learning topic.
The process model based on the tactics applied by each strategy group per each course topic of the Python course is presented in Figure 11. The central learning tactic used in Inactive strategy group was the Diverse-Practice oriented one. The Inactive strategy users frequently used the Diverse-Practice oriented tactic at the beginning of interaction with each topic (p = 0.59) and at the end of their topic related activities (p = 0.36). There was an observable common practice to begin interaction with each topic by using the Lecture oriented tactic, and ended the topic-related activity by applying the Diverse-Practice tactics. A transition from applying the Long-Practice to Diverse-Practice tactics could also be observed (p = 0.35). The Highly Active at the Beginning strategy group had a high probability of beginning their learning in each topic by either applying the Diverse-Practice (p=0.52) or Lecture oriented tactics (p=0.42). They had a strong probability of re-using the Lecture oriented tactic (p=0.53). Similar to the Inactive strategy, transitions from Long-Practice to Diverse-Practice tactics could also be observed (p = 0.39). This strategy group had equal transitions between the Lecture and Diverse-Practice oriented tactics. The Highly Active strategy group emphasized the use of the Diverse-practice tactic. They had a strong probability of beginning their learning in each topic with a long session of the Diverse-practice oriented tactic (p = 0.65). The transition from Lecture to Diverse-Practice oriented tactics (p=0.42) were observed. The most dominant transition in the Highly Active strategy group was the repetition of the Short-Practice oriented tactic (p=0.85). This indicates that the students tended to practice by repeatedly doing the exercises designed for each topic covered in the course.
4.2 RQ2: Associations between Learning Strategies and Academic Performance

Computer Engineering. Summary statistics for the students’ course performance per learning strategy group are presented in Table 7. Kruskal Wallis tests showed a significant association between student learning strategy groups and the students’ course performance (p-value < 0.0001) for both midterm and final exam scores. To further examine the associations between the detected learning strategies and the students’ academic performance, we did pairwise comparisons of learning strategy groups with respect to the midterm and final exam scores.

As shown in Table 8, significant differences with respect to both midterm and final exam scores were present between Strategy 1: Strategic and Strategy 2: Highly Selective and between Strategy 3: Intensive and Strategy 2: Highly Selective. However, no statistically significant difference was found between Strategy 1: Strategic and Strategy 3: Intensive group with respect with midterm and final exam score.

### Table 7. Summary statistics (median, 1st and 3rd quartile) for course score for each strategy group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course</th>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Highly Selective</th>
<th>Strategic</th>
<th>Intensive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gineering</td>
<td>Final Exam (40)</td>
<td>15 (10 – 20)</td>
<td>21 (14 – 30)</td>
<td>22 (16 – 32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology Total</td>
<td>63.7 (48.0 - 75.5)</td>
<td>71.3 (59.0 - 78.1)</td>
<td>71.4 (62.1 - 81.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score (100)</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>29.3 (7.2 - 58.5)</td>
<td>20.4 (6.9 - 63.8)</td>
<td>82.7 (54.2 - 89.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passed Graded</td>
<td>7.0 (2.0 - 15.0)</td>
<td>5.0 (2.0 - 16.0)</td>
<td>20.0 (13.0 - 22.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item (22)</td>
<td>Highly Active at the beginning</td>
<td>Highly Active</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 8. Pairwise comparison of strategy groups with respect to the scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ComEng:</td>
<td>Strategic-Moderate Engagement</td>
<td>Highly Selective-Low Engagement</td>
<td>9.329</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001*</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-term</td>
<td>Strategic-Moderate Engagement</td>
<td>Intensive-High Engagement</td>
<td>-0.1577</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Highly Selective-Low Engagement</td>
<td>Intensive-High Engagement</td>
<td>-7.0258</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001*</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final</td>
<td>Strategic-Moderate Engagement</td>
<td>Highly Selective-Low Engagement</td>
<td>9.338</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001*</td>
<td>0.311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>Strategic-Moderate Engagement</td>
<td>Intensive-High Engagement</td>
<td>-1.851</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Highly Selective-Low Engagement</td>
<td>Intensive-High Engagement</td>
<td>-8.847</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001*</td>
<td>0.366</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology:</td>
<td>Intensive-High Engagement</td>
<td>Strategic-Moderate Engagement</td>
<td>0.841</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Intensive-High Engagement</td>
<td>Highly Selective-Low Engagement</td>
<td>3.568</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001*</td>
<td>0.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Strategic-Moderate Engagement</td>
<td>Highly Selective-Low Engagement</td>
<td>3.628</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001*</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Python:</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Highly Active at the Beginning</td>
<td>0.108</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course</td>
<td>Inactive</td>
<td>Highly Active</td>
<td>-6.927</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001*</td>
<td>0.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Score</td>
<td>Highly Active at the Beginning</td>
<td>Highly Active</td>
<td>-5.879</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001*</td>
<td>0.475</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Biology. Table 7 presents the median, first and third quartile of the course mark of the Biology course. Average exam marks
of the Intensive – High Engagement and Strategic – Moderate Engagement strategy groups were almost equal (median = 71.4 and 71.3, respectively), but the Highly Selective – Low Engagement group had lower average course marks (median = 63.7). Kruskal-Wallis tests revealed a statistically significant difference (p-value < 0.0001) among the learning strategy groups with respect to total course score. The results of the follow up pairwise comparisons of the strategy groups are presented in Table 8. Significant differences on total course score were present between Intensive – High Engagement and Highly Selective – Low Engagement and between Strategic – Moderate Engagement and Highly Selective – Low Engagement.

Python. The performance indicator in the Introduction to Python course was the final course mark. The median, first and third quartile of the performance indicators for each learning strategy group are presented in Table 7. The Inactive and Highly active at the beginning strategy groups showed relatively low average course marks (median = 29.3 and 20.4, respectively). The Highly Active group achieved high average course marks (median = 82.7), well above the other two strategy groups. The Kruskal-Wallis test confirmed the statistical difference among the strategy groups with respect to the course grade. The pairwise comparisons of the strategy groups are presented in Table 8. Significant differences were observed between Strategy 2: Highly Active at the Beginning and Strategy 3: Highly Active and between Strategy 1: Inactive and Strategy 3: Highly Active.

5. Discussion

5.1 RQ1: Tactics and Strategies Detection

5.1.1 The detected tactics and the differences in learning contexts

The results indicate that the course design shaped the selection of learning activities and consequently, led to the adoption of diverse learning tactics (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). For instance, in the Computer Engineering course, a variety of learning activities were available including video lectures, quizzes, practical exercises, and reading materials (Table 3). Even though the dominant learning actions were those related to the practical exercises (42 %), other learning activities shared a relatively high frequency of use (more than 10 % for each activity). The adopted analytic method based on process mining led to the detection of distinct clusters of students’ learning sequences (i.e. completed learning sessions), characterised by different dominant actions and different composition of actions in learning sequences (Figure 2 and Tables 4). As such, these clusters are representative of the patterns in students’ learning behaviour and indicative of the learning tactics that students used.
Meanwhile, the design of the Introduction to Python course placed primary focus on practice through coding exercises (Table 3). This focus was reflected in the detected learning tactics. In particular, apart from one (Lecture-based) tactic, we identified three distinct tactics associated with the practical exercises. For instance, the students interacted with the practical exercises either by continuously working on a problem for a long period of time (i.e., the Long-Practice oriented tactic) or by breaking the practical exercises into smaller sessions (i.e., the Short-Practice oriented tactic) or by combining the practical exercises with other learning activities in a long session (i.e., the Diverse-Practical Exam oriented tactic).

In contrast to the two problem-solving based courses, the online learning activities of the Biology course were designed to support self-revision through reading materials, discussion, and self-preparation of the laboratory activities. The actions in the Biology course contained more than 70% of navigation to the course homepage, which consisted of the general information, structure, and objectives of the course, and the reading materials (28% accessing the homepage and 44% accessing the reading materials). Therefore, the three detected learning tactics contained reading activities with different characteristics. One tactic was characterised by actions related to the reading materials and homepage. Another tactic was about reading and pre-laboratory related activities. The last tactic focused on activities related to reading and discussion. Common to all tactics were short learning sessions.

Even though the tactics detected across the three learning contexts were different, the proposed analytic method could be applied to detect learning patterns indicative of learning tactics in these contexts. Moreover, by replicating the method, we observed that the tactics detected in different learning conditions reflected the design of the course. In particular, we recognised two features of the tactics that defined them. The first feature is the type of the learning actions within a tactic. These learning actions reflected how a course was designed. The type of learning action defined the main focus of students in each learning tactic (e.g., focusing on the reading material in the Reading oriented tactic). The second feature is the length of sessions in which the tactics were applied. This reflects the technique student used to direct the learning. For instance, in the Python course, students interacted with the practical exercises by either dividing the tasks into Short practical exercises or interacted with the tasks for a Long practical session. Hence, the pattern of the detected learning tactics reflected the design of the course. This notion is well confirmed by SRL theory that emphasizes the role of instructional and course design on the selection of learning tactics (Winne & Hadwin, 1998).

5.1.2 The strategies detected across the different learning contexts
The detected learning strategies are aligned with the well-defined approaches to learning as described by Entwistle (1991), Marton and Säljö (1976), and Biggs (1987). Approaches to learning are situation, content, and intuition dependent. In other words, the goal and motivation of individual students (intuition), the way in which learning was carried out (the situation), and the content that students needed to learn (the content) play highly important roles in the selection of the approach to learning (Entwistle, 2007). This notion is well-aligned with SRL theory that emphasizes the influence of task and cognitive conditions on the selection of learning strategies (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Entwistle (1991) and Biggs (1987) defined three approaches to learning, extended from the initial concept of approaches to learning proposed by Marton and Säljö (1976), namely, surface, deep, and strategic approaches to learning.

- **Surface approach to learning:** This approach to learning is characterized by a superficial method of learning where the focus is mainly on assessment, with the lack of understanding of content (Entwistle, 1991). Students use shortcuts to reduce the time they should devote to the learning activities.

  The students who used the **Highly Selective – Low Engagement** strategy from the Computer Engineering course, and the **Inactive** strategy group from the Python course are good representatives of this approach to learning. The low level of engagement in each week (i.e., in relation to each topic, in case of the Python course) demonstrates the lack of intention and effort towards accomplishing a higher order of thinking. The assessment tactic is the only consistently used tactic of these two strategy groups.

  The surface learner is also characterized by focusing on a portion of learning facts and often jumping to conclusions as demonstrated by the use of a single learning tactic (Reading oriented) and directly jumping to the assessment tasks in the **Highly Selective – Low Engagement** group during the first half of the semester of the Computer Engineering course (Chonkar et al., 2018; Jovanovic et al., 2017). The students interacted with the basic learning concept activities slightly. Moreover, the students barely realized the value of the ungraded formative assessment (i.e., quizzes). Even though a consistent use of practical exercises (i.e., the adoption of the practice-oriented technique) is highlighted by many researchers (e.g., Bjork, Dunlosky, and Kornell (2013); Dunlosky, Rawson, Marsh, Nathan, and Willingham (2013)) as effective, when superficially applied, without proper understanding of the basic concepts, it cannot reach its potential effectiveness. Therefore, the students in the **Highly Selective – Low Engagement** strategy group did not fully utilise the learning opportunities that were offered to them.

In contrast to the two courses focused on problem-solving activities, the Biology course offered a few online practical exercises to the students. Our process mining approach detected one type of learning strategy in this course that...
represented surface engagement namely the Highly Selective – Low Engagement strategy group. The students in this strategy group were active at the beginning of the course, but their level of engagement dropped significantly after the forth week. The exams proved to be the only motivating element, as only the exam periods (weeks 7 and 13) were associated with higher levels of engagement. This behavioral pattern also reflected the students’ focus on assessment.

- **Deep approach to learning:** This approach to learning, characterised by active engagement in various learning activities, is considered desirable (Marton & Säljö, 1976) since a number of research studies have reported a positive impact of deep learning approaches on academic performance (Chonkar et al., 2018). In our study, students who used the Intensive – High Engagement strategy from the Computer Engineering course, the Intensive strategy from the Biology course, and the Highly Active strategy from the Python course reflect the use of the deep approach to learning. The high level of engagement of these strategy groups indicates an active concentration and high amount of effort the students exerted. Moreover, the students used a diverse set of learning tactics, and completed various learning activities, including multiple interactions with practical exercises. The performance of students who employed these strategies tended to be the highest among the three groups of strategies identified in each of the three contexts. This finding is consistent with previous research results suggesting that the deep approach to learning is associated with a high level of performance (Marton & Säljö, 1976; Zeegers, 2001).

- **Strategic approach to learning:** Strategic learning is also referred to as the achieving learning approach (Biggs, 1987). It is the study approach of choice for those students whose primary intention is to achieve high performance (Diseth & Martinsen, 2003). Similar to surface learning, the focus is on assessment, but a considerable amount of effort is also put into understanding the topic under study. Therefore, strategic learners combine surface and deep approaches to learning (Chonkar et al., 2018), and they often do well with time and study management. Among the detected learning strategy groups, Strategic – Moderate Engagement from the Computer Engineering course and the Biology course are clear representatives of the strategic approach to learning. The students in these groups put in a moderate amount of effort as compared to the other two groups i.e. Intensive – High Engagement and Highly Selective – Low Engagement; yet, they achieved a high performance level. The strategic students from the Computer Engineering course were consistently concentrated on the assessment activities, as evident in the extensive use of the Exercise-Oriented tactic. In the Biology course, the preparation of the pre-laboratory activities was observed for the strategic students mainly during the weeks when these preparations were a requirement. This demonstrates a strategic planning of the time to devote to completing the course requirements. During weeks 7 and 13, when the exams were scheduled, a higher level of engagement than in other weeks was observed for these students. This is a further confirmation of the strategic approach of this strategy group.

Unlike the flipped classroom and blended learning modalities, in the Python course delivered through a MOOC, we detected the Highly Active at the Beginning strategy group. The students strategically relied on a select subset of learning tactics at the beginning of the course (first two course topics); that is, the students heavily employed the Lecture-Based and Diverse – Practice oriented tactics. The tactics used by this particular strategy group suggest that the students might not have been familiar with or had a minimal background in programming. Contrary to the nature of problem-solving based learning, the students employed the Lecture-based tactic in several learning sessions. Being based on re-watching the video lectures, this tactic can be considered a passive and less effective learning technique (Dunlosky et al., 2013). Due to the ineffective learning tactic used, it is reasonable to believe that the students in this strategy group faced some difficulties in understanding the course content. Despite a few attempts to deal with the practical exercises, the level of engagement consistently dropped from the third topic onward. The deep approach to learning applied when interacted with the first two course topic was then replaced by the surface approach to learning.

A possible explanation of this finding is that students with background in different subject domains and lack of prior knowledge of the topics under study may opt for a particular strategy they are familiar with (as reflected by the choices of their tactics). However, the selected strategy may not be suitable for the discipline and/or topic in the given course. This is particularly emphasized in the success of learners when they take non-for-credit courses (MOOC) where the stakes of investment are lower and the backgrounds of learners much more diverse than in for-credit courses.

Overall, we observed that in the learning contexts where online learning was accompanied by the face-to-face activities (i.e. blended learning and flipped classroom), similar learning strategies were observed. That is, students consistently exhibited either deep, surface or strategic approach to learning throughout the course. However, in the MOOC, we detected two learning strategies representing the deep and surface approaches to learning and one learning strategy exhibiting a transition from deep to surface approach, i.e. the Highly Active at the Beginning strategy group.
5.2 RQ2: Association between Learning Strategies and Academic Performance

This study found that students who used a variety of learning tactics tended to have higher performance than those who relied on a single tactic. Some of the employed tactics were general, passive, and less effective such as re-reading (Dunlosky, 2013) or re-watching lecture videos (Dunlosky et al., 2013), but some were course-specific and more effective such as practical testing as demonstrated by the frequent use of exercise-oriented tactic and MCQ oriented tactic. Similarly, Fincham et al. (2018); Gašević, Jovanović, Pardo, and Dawson (2017); Nandagopal and Ericsson (2012) found that the students who engaged in various learning tactics had a tendency to perform better. High achieving learners know when, where, and how to apply learning tactics and strategies (Pressley, Borkowski, & Schneider, 1987).

Referring again to the students’ approaches to learning, the deep and strategic approaches to learning are the desirable learning approaches, associated with higher performance (Chonkar et al., 2018; Mattick, Dennis, & Bligh, 2004), whereas the surface approach to learning is less desirable and associated with low performance. Consistent with the literature, the current study found that students who used the Highly Selective — Low Engagement strategy from the Computer Engineering course, the Inactive from the Python course, and the Highly Selective — Low Engagement from the Biology course, thus reflecting the surface approach to learning, performed poorer than those who used one of the other two learning strategies (Byrne, Flood, & Willis, 2010). We also observed that the students in the Highly active at the beginning strategy group from the Python course showed relatively low level of academic performance. The academic performance was mostly obtained from the first two course topics where they were deeply engaged with the learning content. Later, students exhibited the surface learning when interacted with the rest of the course topics (i.e. from topic 3-6).

We observed no significant association in terms of pairwise comparison between the Strategic — Moderate Engagement strategy and the Intensive — High Engagement strategy in the Computer Engineering course and in the Biology course. This corresponds to the use of strategic and deep approaches to learning, respectively. Considering that these two approaches to learning are known to be associated with high academic performance (Byrne et al., 2010; Zeegers, 2001), it was not surprising that we found no difference in academic performance of these two groups. The amount of effort exerted by the Strategic — Moderate Engagement group declined after the midterm test. Prior research has denoted the role of engagement as one of the success factors in learning (Dabbagh, 2007). Hence, our finding that the Intensive — High Engagement strategy group performed better on the final exam than the Strategic — Moderate Engagement group corroborates the findings of several empirical studies that demonstrated that a higher level of engagement showed a significant association with course achievement (Lee, 2014; Fincham et al., 2018). Effective learners are those who did not only choose the effective learning strategies but have also realised that learning requires effort (Pressley et al., 1987; Winne, 2013).

To sum up, our exploration across three different learning contexts revealed that the higher level of engagement and application of diverse learning tactics were associated with the higher academic performance. The students who employed the learning strategies that were reflective of the deep or strategic approaches to learning obtained higher performance as compared to those who applied the surface approach to learning. These findings are well aligned with several empirical studies on the approaches to learning and association with the academic performance (Dabbagh, 2007; Byrne et al., 2010; Zeegers, 2001; Chonkar et al., 2018; Mattick et al., 2004).

6. Conclusions

6.1 Summary of the Contributions

This study aimed to explore the dynamics of the students’ learning tactics across different course designs that were delivered by using different modalities. The main contributions of the study include, first, an analytic method for discovering latent patterns in students’ learning behaviour, which are reflective of the students’ learning tactics and strategies. As latent constructs, learning tactics and strategies cannot be directly observed in the collected trace data, but need to be extracted using appropriate statistical or machine learning algorithms. We have detected tactics at the level of learning sessions, extracted learning strategies from the patterns of use of the identified tactics, and interpreted the meaning of the detected learning tactics and strategies by considering their temporal and sequential attributes from the perspective of the relevant learning theories (SRL and approaches to learning).

Secondly, we validated the proposed method across several learning contexts in terms of the dependency of the detected tactics and strategies on the mode of the course delivery and the course design. The proposed method proved to provide detailed insights into how student complete online learning activities across three different learning contexts, i.e., blended learning, flipped classroom, and MOOC. The detected tactics and to a lesser extent strategies are context dependent. That is, the specific learning tactics and strategies have to be interpreted in the particular learning context the trace data originated from (Gašević et al., 2016; Gašević, Dawson, & Siemens, 2015; Winne, 2013). The interpretation should consider both the chronological ordering as well as the temporal dimension as learning tactics and strategies are “dynamic constructs” and change over time. We found that the detected tactics were likely to depend on the design of the learning tasks and activities of the courses. That is, the detected tactics represent the techniques used by students to accomplish the learning tasks. For instance, the design of the Python course accentuated practical exercises, and different manners of students’ interactions with the practical exercises were...
reflected in the detected learning tactics. The Biology course encouraged students to review the reading materials; accordingly, we detected different reading behaviors. The design of the Computer Engineering course included a variety of learning tasks; our method detected distinctive tactics, each tactic representing one dominant learning task. Meanwhile, the detected strategies were less sensitive to the course design, that is, we detected a rather consistent pattern of tactics use across the courses. Across different learning modalities, we detected the behaviors of applying surface, deep, and strategic approaches to learning.

6.2 Limitations
This research provides some novel insight in the field. It showed promising results for tactic and strategy detection from trace data and their associations with academic performance across three different learning contexts. However, the study also has certain limitations. First, the study was based on the data about online activities, which means students’ engagement in face-to-face sessions or individual offline learning was not analyzed. Even though online activities play an important role in supporting the development of conceptual understanding and aid the in-class activities, in-class and offline learning activities contribute to deepening of students’ understanding and consequently affect their course performance, especially in the case of blended learning and flipped classroom context. Furthermore, the students’ demographics and previous knowledge were not considered due to the terms and conditions imposed by the institutional ethics approvals.

The methods used to detect learning tactics and strategies (EM and hierarchical clustering) belong to the group of unsupervised machine learning methods, which, by their nature, introduce a certain level of subjectivity. The validity of the analytics method is explored in terms of how the results is supported by the learning contexts and educational theory as suggested by several scholars (Gašević et al., 2015; Joksimovic, Kovanovic, & Dawson, 2019; Matcha, Ahmad Uzir, et al., 2019). Therefore, the explanation of the identified tactics and strategies is subjected to the theory as to how tactics and strategies are composed (Maldonado-Mahauad et al., 2018; Pardo et al., 2018). However, the use of self-reports (Zhou & Winne, 2012; Gašević, Jovanović, et al., 2017) or multimodal techniques to capture the students’ motivation and goals could help in further validating the study results.

In spite of the stated limitations, our findings are consistent with the literature. The detected learning tactics and strategies are meaningful in the learning context and in accordance with learning theories (Biggs, 1987; Entwistle, 1991), which demonstrates that the findings warrant some merit and can inform future research.

6.3 Implications
To answer the call for generalisation of learning analytics methods as highlighted by Baker (2019), we have demonstrated the use of an analytics method in detection of learning tactics and strategies across three different learning contexts. This study provided a robust evidence for the cross-context applicability of the proposed method. The implications derived from this study are:

**Implications for research:** Future direction of the research in learning strategies detection should incorporate the offline data to better understand the learning strategies used by students, especially, in the flipped classroom and blended learning contexts. For instance, multimodal learning analytics could be used to triangulate the online and offline data. How offline learning tactics and strategies complement and/or support the online learning tactics and strategies is under-explored.

Furthermore, the replication of the analytics based method across different learning contexts has provided important insights in how students’ learning behaviour – i.e. their learning tactics and strategies – tend to be shaped by the course design and the delivery modalities. Hence, through replication, we were able to come up with new insights into the learning process. This result further highlights the call for replication studies in Learning analytics research, as suggested by Baker (2019).

**Implications for teachers:** Research highlights the importance of learning strategies (Winne & Hadwin, 1998; Lust et al., 2013a). Nonetheless, students rarely received advice on how to choose learning strategies and apply them effectively (Matcha, Ahmad Uzir, et al., 2019). The proposed method could be used to bridge this gap. Our method for detecting learning tactics and strategies could help teachers to get insights into the students’ learning behaviors. Hence, necessary support could be provided to those who might need it. For instance, advice could be provided to students on how to apply effective learning tactics and strategies by using customised feedback messages i.e. personalised feedback. (McCabe, 2011) conducted an experiment on the students’ awareness of effective learning strategies. They found that the experimental group who received an instruction on effective learning strategies outperformed the group of students who did not receive any strategy-related advice. Therefore, informing students about the value of effective learning strategies can lead to an improvement in academic performance. Similarly, informing students about the benefits of effective learning tactics and strategies can increase the students’ intentions to apply them (Clarebout, Elen, Collazo, Lust, & Jiang, 2013). Previous studies showed that by customising the feedback to suit the given learning situation learners could be provided with the help for improving their academic performance (Matcha, Gašević, Ahmad Uzir, Jovanović, & Pardo, 2019; Lim et al., 2019). The provision of personalised feedback, however, requires precise information of a student’s learning situation. Hence, employing the proposed method to detect the tactics and strategies used by the students could help the instructors identify students in need and offer them suggestions on the effective tactics and
strategies for the given learning situations. This reinforces the role of instructors in tailoring the feedback that corresponds to the requirement of students. It also facilitates the work of instructor in observing the learning progress of their students.

Furthermore, the detected learning tactics and strategies could be used to support the redesign of the course. For instance, the learning strategies showed that in certain weeks and/or course topics, students exhibited high engagement and application of diverse learning tactics. These behaviors inform the importance and/or the difficulty experienced by students in understanding the learning content. Hence, taking the students’ behavior when interacting with the course content could inform the instructors on how to redesign their courses.
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### Supplement Material: Analytics of Learning Strategies: Role of Course Design and Delivery Modality

#### DatasetA: Computer Engineering Course

Table 1 Characteristics of the detected tactics In the Computer Engineering Course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Diverse</th>
<th>Reading oriented</th>
<th>Exercise oriented</th>
<th>MCQ oriented</th>
<th>Video oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td>N = 8288 (12.61% of all learning sessions)</td>
<td>N = 17024 (25.91% of all learning sessions)</td>
<td>N = 16287 (24.79% of all learning sessions)</td>
<td>N = 11915 (18.13% of all learning sessions)</td>
<td>N = 12196 (18.56% of all learning sessions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbols</td>
<td>CONTENT_ACCESS</td>
<td>INDEX_ACCESS</td>
<td>MCQ_IN</td>
<td>VIDEO_END</td>
<td>DOWNLOAD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Diverse</th>
<th>Reading oriented</th>
<th>Exercise oriented</th>
<th>MCQ oriented</th>
<th>Video oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>State distribution</strong></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frequency of actions</strong></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order of sequence</th>
<th>Diverse</th>
<th>Reading oriented</th>
<th>Exercise oriented</th>
<th>MCQ oriented</th>
<th>Video oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

![Graphs](image-url)
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Figure 1 Process Model of Strategic – Moderate Engagement Group in Computer Engineering Course
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Figure 2 Process Model of Highly Selective – Low Engagement Group in Computer Engineering Course
Figure 3 Process Model of Intensive – High Engagement Group in Computer Engineering Course
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DatasetB: Biology course

Table 2 Characteristics of the detected tactics in the Biology Course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. Session</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Reading and Pre-Lab</th>
<th>Reading and Discussion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N= 11358 (44.28% of all learning sessions)</td>
<td>N= 4287 (16.71% of all learning sessions)</td>
<td>N= 10003 (39.00% of all learning sessions)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
- Assignment Submission: Status
- Discussion: Post
- Connect: Access
- Connect: Register
- Discussion: Create
- Discussion: Delete
- Discussion: View
- Discussion: View News and Update
- Other: Print
- MetaCog: View Course Outline
- MetaCog: View Course Structure
- Other: Search
- Home Page: Access
- Pre-Lab: Submit
- Pre-Lab: View
- Pre-Lab: View Status
- Reading: Lecture Materials
- Reading: Useful Information

State Distribution:
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>All Learning Sequences</th>
<th>Reading</th>
<th>Reading and Pre-Lab</th>
<th>Reading and Discussion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 4 Process Model of Intensive – High Engagement Group in Biology Course
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Figure 5 Process Model of Strategic – Moderate Engagement Group in Biology Course
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Figure 6 Process Model of Low Engagement Group in Biology Course
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### DatasetC: Introduction to Python

#### Table 3 Characteristics of the detected tactics From The Introduction to Python Course

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. Session</th>
<th>Tactic1: Diverse-Practice Oriented</th>
<th>Tactic2: Lecture Oriented</th>
<th>Tactic3: Short-Practice Oriented</th>
<th>Tactic4: Long - Practice Oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N= 1892 Sessions</td>
<td>N = 929 Sessions</td>
<td>N= 1776 Sessions</td>
<td>N= 684 Sessions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(35.83 % of all learning sessions)</td>
<td>(17.59 % of all learning sessions)</td>
<td>(33.63 % of all learning sessions)</td>
<td>(12.95 % of all learning sessions)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Legend**
- Code_execute
- Discussion_answer
- Discussion_answer_del_vote
- Discussion_answer_vote
- Discussion_follow
- Discussion_question
- Discussion_question_vote
- Discussion_unfollow
- exam
- exam_complete
- exam_correct
- exam_incorrect
- exam_start
- in_video_quiz
- in_video_quiz_correct
- in_video_quiz_incorrect
- lecture_complete
- lecture_start
- quiz
- quiz_complete
- quiz_start
- supplement_complete
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactic1: Diverse-Practice Oriented</th>
<th>Tactic2: Lecture Oriented</th>
<th>Tactic3: Short-Practice Oriented</th>
<th>Tactic4: Long-Practice Oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Graph" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tactic1: Diverse-Practice Oriented</th>
<th>Tactic2: Lecture Oriented</th>
<th>Tactic3: Short-Practice Oriented</th>
<th>Tactic4: Long-Practice Oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Order of sequence

1 208 177 748 104 1290
1 208 177 748 104 1290
1 92 232 382 522 882
1 92 232 382 522 882
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Figure 7 Process Model of Inactive Group in Introduction to Python Course
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Figure 8 Process Model of Highly Active at the Beginning Group in Introduction to Python Course
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Figure 9 Process Model of Highly Active Group in Introduction to Python Course
5.3 Summary

As indicated by several researchers, the use of learning tactics and strategies are context-dependent (Entwistle, 2007; Lust et al., 2013; Rachal et al., 2007). As such, it is essential to explore how learning tactics and strategies detected from trace data align with the findings from the traditional research. Aligned with the studies carried out by using data analytics-based approach in other chapters, the results presented in this chapter are discussed in response to the approaches to learning (RQ3 in Section 1.1). That is, the surface approach which is characterised by the shallow engagement and assessment-focus (Entwistle, 1991) was detected by the process analytics-based approach across the three learning contexts. The surface approach to learning was represented by the Inactive strategy group in the MOOC and the Highly Selective-Low Engagement strategy group based on the flipped classroom and blended learning datasets. The deep approach to learning represents a high level of engagement and diverse tactics application (Chonkar et al., 2018; Mattick et al., 2004). The strategies indicative of deep approach to learning were detected across the three different learning contexts. That is, Highly Active strategy in the MOOC, and Intensive-High Engagement in the flipped classroom and blended learning settings were representatives of the deep approach to learning. However, the strategic approach which is characterised by strategically selecting the tactics, by focusing on the assessment, and by employing a considerable amount of effort (Chonkar et al., 2018; Diseth, 2003), was only detected in the flipped classroom and blended learning settings (i.e. Strategic-Moderate Engagement strategy).

Additionally, the examination of the analysed learning tactics and strategies in different learning contexts enables us to explore the research question four (RQ4) which was formulated to examine how SRL constructs are associated the adoption of learning tactics and strategies. Specifically, the study contributes to the insights into the connection of the task conditions to the choice of learning tactics and strategies. That is, the results of data analytics-based detection of learning tactics reveal that learning tactics are influenced by course design, representing how students handle tasks at hand in each learning session. We observed two common features representing the characteristics of learning tactics across different contexts, namely, the composition of learning actions and the length of the sequences. Future research into the detection of learning tactics should consider these features when dealing with the detection of the tactics from the trace data. The detected learning strategies are less sensitive to course design but are rather influenced by delivery modalities. That is, in the learning contexts that combine both face-to-face and online learning activities (i.e., blended learning and flipped classroom), we detected similar learning strategies. In the MOOC, we detected two strategies exhibiting similar behaviours to those found in the blended learning and flipped classroom. However, one different learning strategy exhibiting the transition from using effective learning strategies to the use of less effective ones was detected in the MOOC. That is, the Highly Active at the Beginning strategy group showed that learners employed the deep approach to learning but after few weeks, the students changed to the surface approach to learning. This might be due to
the difficulty of the learning activities in a particular week or the learners’ inexperience in studying computer programming (Matcha, Gašević, Ahmad Uzir, Jovanovic, et al., 2020).

Another significant contribution of this chapter is that by replicating the application of the process analytics-based approach across three different learning contexts, evidence supporting the generalisability of the approach is provided, hence, addressing research question two (RQ2) raised in Section 1.1. That is, the approach can analyse trace data that are collected on different learning platforms as the detected tactics and strategies could be interpreted according to relevant educational theory, i.e., approaches to learning as discussed above.

The association with the SRL constructs explored in this chapter only covered the relationship with the task conditions. The extent to which the approach enables the detection of learning tactics and strategies that are associated with the cognitive conditions is yet unexplored. The next chapter focuses on how cognitive conditions are associated with learning tactics and strategies that can be detected from trace data by using process analytics-based approach.
Analytics of Learning Strategy: Associations with Personality Traits

People are of course influenced by external forces and chance events, but at the end of the day each of us can wave the magic wand of freedom and decide things for ourselves.

— Yuval Noah Harari, *Homo Deus A brief History of Tomorrow*

6.1 Introduction

Cognitive conditions refer to the restrictions that are internal to the learning process of an individual. They can have significant impact on the selection of learning tactics and strategies (Greene & Azevedo, 2007; Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Disposition of individual students is one example of cognitive conditions (Winne & Hadwin, 1998). Dispositions reflect the characteristics of individuals and the characteristics can lead to distinctive forms of behaviours, cognition, and emotions (Bidjerano & Dai, 2007; Roberts & Mroczek, 2008). As such, dispositions of an individual may have an influence on their engagement with learning activities (Tlili et al., 2016). Personality is one of the most studied dispositions (Conard, 2006; Farsides & Woodfield, 2003). Personality is regarded as cognitive and behavioural patterns which individuals demonstrate consistently across time and circumstances (Bozionelos, 2004). One of the well-known personality measurement is by analysing personality traits (John & Srivastava, 1999). Personality is commonly characterised by five traits (John & Srivastava, 1999), including,

- Extraversion – is described as a sociable, talkative and active person.
- Agreeableness – is referred to a person who is generous, compassionate and kind.
- Conscientiousness – is described as being a dependable, responsible, organised, disciplined and achievement-focused individual.
- Emotional Instability (also referred to as neuroticism) – is referred to as a person who tends to be anxious and sensitive.
• Openness – is recognised as a creative person who is willing to be exposed to new experiences.

Personality traits have been found to be associated with learning strategies in educational research that used self-reported instruments (Furnham et al., 2009; Marcela, 2015; Zhang, 2003). However, the relations between automatically detected strategies that were extracted from the trace data and the established psychological constructs such as personality traits are under explored.

6.1.1 Chapter overview

This chapter replicates the use of the process analytics-based approach as applied in Chapter three–Chapter five on a trace dataset offered in an on-demand MOOC. The course was on-demand as learners could enrol it and start studying at any time. Same as with the other chapters, the detected learning tactics and strategies will be examined according to the theory of approaches to learning (RQ3) (Biggs, 1987; Entwistle, 1991).

In addition, another major contribution of this chapter is the examination of personality traits. This is a pioneering study that aimed to investigate the association of a psychological construct (i.e., personality trait) and learning strategies that are automatically detected from trace data in order to address research question four (RQ4) defined in Section 1.1. The Ten-Item Personality Inventory (TIPI) was used as a research instrument to collect data about students’ personality traits at the time of course enrolment. A multinomial logistic regression was then applied to examine the relationship between learning strategies detected with the process analytics-based approach and personality traits. The findings unveiled a significant association of deep learning approaches with consciousness and agreeableness. The adoption of learning strategies indicative of surface approaches to learning was found to be associated with emotional instability. These findings are consistent with the previous research on the relationship between learning strategies and personality traits that were conducted with the use of self-report instruments (Chamorro-Premuzic et al., 2007; Duff et al., 2004; Shokri et al., 2007; Woodfield et al., 2006; Zhang, 2003).
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ABSTRACT

Studying online requires well-developed self-regulated learning skills to properly manage one’s learning strategies. Learning analytics research has proposed novel methods for extracting theoretically meaningful learning strategies from trace data originating from formal learning settings (online, blended, or flipped classroom). Thus identified strategies proved to be associated with academic achievement. However, automated extraction of theoretically meaningful learning strategies from trace data in the context of massive open online courses (MOOCs) is still under-explored. Moreover, there is a lacuna in research on the relations between automatically detected strategies and the established psychological constructs. The paper reports on a study that (a) applied a state-of-the-art analytic method that combines process and sequence mining techniques to detect learning strategies from the trace data collected in a MOOC (N=1,397), and (b) explored associations of the detected strategies with academic performance and personality traits (Big Five). Four learning strategies detected with the adopted analytics method were shown to be theoretically interpretable as the well-known approaches to learning. The results also revealed that the four detected learning strategies were predicted by conscientiousness, emotional instability, and agreeableness and were associated with academic performance. Implications for theoretical validity and practical application of analytics-detected learning strategies are also provided.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Modern technologies afford many opportunities for online learning. Recently, massive open online courses (MOOCs) have attracted much attention and increased considerably the repertoire of courses that are often freely and openly available to learners in a range of academic disciplines. Learners can enrol into courses that suit their needs, preferences, and situations [31]. The structure and course design of MOOCs are diverse [33]. In terms of the mode of delivery, some MOOCs are scheduled in a specific time frame, while others are self-paced and open for free access throughout the year. In
terms of the learning activities, some MOOCs emphasize practical exercises (e.g., programming courses [38]), while others focus on discussion and/or peer assessment.

To be successful in online learning, learners need to have strong skills to self-regulate their learning [1]. This requires that they can adapt their learning strategies to meet the needs of a learning situation [36, 17]. Much research in educational psychology focuses on the strategies used by learners in formal courses (i.e., courses that are offered for credit by a university and are scheduled to run in a specific period of time). Learning strategies used by learners enrolled in courses that offer flexibility, such as MOOCs, are still under-explored.

Existing research in learning analytics has proposed novel approaches to detection of learning strategies from the trace data collected by platforms for online learning. These approaches are typically grounded in the literature on self-regulated learning and are based on a combination of unsupervised machine learning with sequence, process, and/or network analytics [21, 28, 36, 43, 42]. The applications of these approaches have demonstrated that theoretically meaningful learning strategies can be detected and that they usually correspond to the notion of approaches to learning [18, 23].

This paper reports on a study that aimed to address two limitations in the existing literature on the use of learning analytics for detection of learning strategies. First, a majority of the published studies on detection of learning strategies are conducted in formal education settings, while there is limited work published in the context of MOOCs. As well-documented in the literature [19, 31], learners in MOOCs come with higher heterogeneity in motivations, prior knowledge, and time management and study skills than it is usually the case in formal education. Therefore, the first aim of this study was to examine if theoretically meaningful learning strategies could be extracted from trace data collected in a MOOC and if such strategies were associated with academic performance.

Second, there is a little understanding of the links between automatically detected learning strategies, i.e., the adoption of those strategies by learners, and learners individual differences. Individual differences have long been identified as one of the key factors associated with both learners’ behavior and academic achievement [53]. One of the key psychological individual differences that have been identified as predictive of learning outcomes is personality [11, 20]. Personality traits are also found to be associated with self-reported (but not automatically detected from trace data) learning strategies [22, 58]. Therefore, the second aim of this paper is to explore how learning strategies extracted from trace data are related with personality traits. This link is important as it can advance theoretical understanding of automatically detected learning strategies with respect to the established constructs in psychology. This can also have practical implications for personization with learning analytics.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Learning Strategies

The ways learners engage in different learning tasks reflect the employed learning tactics and strategies. Rachel et al. [50] refer to learning strategies as any methods or techniques used by learners to perform cognitive operations in order to facilitate knowledge acquisition and integration. Such learning strategies are guided by learning goals and oriented towards enhancing learning outcomes and performance [55]. The terms learning tactic and strategy are often used interchangeably in the literature [39]. Several researchers have highlighted the differences between them though [40, 13, 39, 26]. A learning tactic is an individual technique used by learners to complete a learning task [13]. A tactic can be observed through the sequences of learning actions that were carried out by the learners in a given learning session [26]. A learning strategy involves selecting, combining, coordinating, and utilising tactics and cognitive operations to achieve a set learning goal [40, 13, 39]. In other words, a learning strategy represents a regularity of tactics used by a learner [13].

In an online learning environment, where high-level of self-regulated learning is required, learners need to monitor the enactment and continuously evaluate the effectiveness of their learning strategies. Unlike formal, face-to-face or blended, and for-credit learning environments where learners’ goals are relatively homogeneous and oriented towards completing a course, in a MOOC, learners’ goals are much more diverse, while learners are expected to possess well developed skills to self-regulate their learning [1, 30]. Therefore, learning strategies in the online learning environment, and especially MOOCs, might be different from those used in the conventional learning setting. For instance, Morehead et al. [46] found that the majority of online learners avoid using the note-taking technique when participating in an online course. Underdeveloped skills to adjust the learning strategy to suit the course design has been identified as one of the factors that can reduce learning success in blended higher education courses and also in MOOCs [36, 19].

Conventionally, educational psychology research has used self-report instruments to study learning strategies [59, 23]. However, limitations of self-reports are well-documented in the literature [59, 56]. The limitations primarily stem from learners’ incomplete and biased memories of their learning experience [4, 59]. Furthermore, self-reports capture learners intentions related to the use of a specific learning tactic or strategy. However, research has demonstrated that learners tend to behave differently from what they have described in their self-reports [59, 23]. As an alternative that can mitigate the limitations of self-reports, the use of trace data is suggested [51]. Trace data collect information about learning actions that are temporally proximal to the actual learning situations and that reflect the “realized intentions” of learners [59]. Therefore, exploring learning strategies through the traces of learning activities that learners undertook to accomplish their learning tasks has a strong potential to shed some light on how students actually self-regulate their learning [28].

The literature offers several analytic methodologies for detection of learning patterns from trace data. For instance, Jovanović et al. [28] proposed a sequence mining methodology to extract learning strategies from the trace data collected in a computer engineering course that followed a flipped classroom pedagogy. They found a significant association between learning strategies and academic performance with a moderate effect size. Maldonado-Mahauad et al. [38] used process mining to identify strategies of self-regulated learning (SRL) of MOOC learners. They explored the process model in terms of a) the most frequent learning sequence, b) the process
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of model of high and low performance learners and c) the process model of learners based on different SRL strategy groups collected from the self-report [38]. Boroujeni and Dillenbourg [5] proposed a sequence mining approach to extracting learning patterns of MOOC learners. Kizilcec et al. [30] captured and examined self-regulated learning strategies of MOOC learners across six different courses through a combined use of trace data and self-reports.

There is currently a lacuna in research on automatic detection of learning tactics and strategies from trace data collected in a MOOC where learning tactics and strategies are theoretically meaningful. Exiting research has predominantly identified theoretically meaningful strategies and tactics from trace data in formal for-credit contexts, e.g., [28]. When similar data analytic methods are applied to analyze trace data in MOOC contexts, such studies are primarily focused on either data-driven learning patterns without much theoretical interpretation [5] or patterns of self-regulated learning [38]. Therefore, in this study, we aimed to explore the following research question:

**RQ1:** Given a MOOC, can we detect theoretically meaningful learning tactics and strategies? If so, is there any association of the detected strategies and academic performance?

The association with academic performance is tested to check the external validity of the automatically detected strategies.

### 2.2 Personality Traits

Personality traits have long been used to study the characteristics of an individual [27]. Research has identified five (pairs of) personality traits that are referred to as the “Big Five”, namely, a) openness to new experiences, b) conscientiousness, c) extraversion, d) agreeableness, and e) neuroticism or emotional instability [27].

Openness refers to proactive behaviors toward seeking and exploring new experiences [27]. Those who have a high score in the openness are more likely to be creative, whereas those with low scores tend to have a conventional thinking method [27]. Conscientiousness is identified as the trait of persistent, responsible, and dependable persons. A high score in conscientiousness reflects a high ability to maintain goal-directed behaviors, as well as high likelihood of being self-dependable and self-disciplined [27]. Extraversion reflects sociable behaviors. Those who have a high score in extraversion are more friendly, energetic, and outgoing than those with a low score. Agreeableness is characterized by being generous, kind, and helpful. Neuroticism is also referred to as emotional instability. A high score in neuroticism reflects emotional instability and anxiety, whereas a lower score is an indicator of calmness and ability to control one’s emotions [27].

Existing research has provided evidence for the positive correlation between academic performance and personality traits of conscientiousness and openness to new experiences [48, 41, 14]. Neuroticism or emotional instability showed a negative effect on learning outcomes [16]. Several studies further explored the relationship of the personality traits and approaches to learning [58, 16, 7, 9], a construct well-known in educational psychology and often found closely connected to learning strategies in the learning analytics literature [23, 44]. Three approaches to learning are proposed by Biggs [3], namely, deep, achieving/strategic and surface learning. Deep approach to learning is characterized by the intention of understanding learning content and putting high amount of effort to achieve a learning goal [3]. Surface learners employ a minimal effort to pass the course. Achieving or strategic approach to learning refers to the objective of achieving high performance with a minimum effort [3]. Research found that conscientiousness and openness were predictive of learners adopting a deep approach to learning [58, 16] whereas, emotional instability was predictive of surface approach to learning [58].

The relationship of personality traits and self-regulated learning strategies are also explored in the literature [2]. The self-regulated learning strategy was captured by using the Motivated Strategy for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ). They found the connection of conscientiousness and the time management, elaboration, critical thinking, and meta-cognitive skills [2]. Cela-Ranilla et al. [6] explored the relationship of the personality traits and the learning patterns captured by using self-reports. Learners behaviors were divided into four learning patterns: sequential (step-by-step learners), precise (learners who aims to understand the learning content in details), technical (highly hand-ons activities focused learners), and confluent (learners who avoid the conventional learning approach).

They found the positive relationship between conscientiousness and the sequential and precise learners [6]. Extraversion was negatively connected to the technical learning pattern.

To our knowledge, most of the existing research on personality traits and learning strategies (e.g., [2, 6]) have relied on the use of self-reporting instruments (e.g., questionnaires). Learning analytics has enabled the analysis of the dynamics of learning processes, hence, actual tactics and strategies adopted by learners can be detected. Therefore, in this study, we aimed to explore the connection of the learning strategies detected from the actual learning steps taken by learners and the personality traits as reported by individual learners. Accordingly, the following research question is formed to guide this study:

**RQ2:** Is there an association between the learning strategies adopted by learners in a MOOC and any of their personality traits?

### 3 METHODOLOGY

#### 3.1 Study Context

An open online learning course, *Sit Less, Get Active* is offered by a University of Edinburgh through the Coursera learning platform. With its initial offering in June 2016, it was the first MOOC aimed at raising awareness of the relevance of physical activity for health and providing practical guidance for increasing the level of physical activity in everyday life. The MOOC consists of three weeks of core learning material, followed by the weekly physical activity promotional messages and monthly physical activity promotional videos, sent via announcements, for six months to serve as nudges to help people remain active. The core learning activities consisted of videos (each week contained 5 videos that promoted physical activity), optional readings, quizzes, discussions in forums, and assignments. There were two assignments students were asked to complete: Assignment 1: to identify (and write down) a physical activity goal that a learner would like to achieve in the next month; and Assignment 2: to monitor physical activity (measure a step count) for a week. There were five graded activities in this MOOC,
and learners were expected to pass all five to complete the course: Assignment 1 (100% passing threshold), Assignment 2 (70% passing threshold i.e. physical activity being monitored on most days of the week) and three quizzes (70% passing threshold for each quiz). Learners were expected to spend approximately one and a half hour each week to complete the weekly learning activities. However, the schedule was flexible, that is, after enrolling into the course, learners could immediately start working on the learning tasks and complete them at their own pace.

Learners included in this study are those who completed at least one of the five graded activities and responded to the baseline questionnaire that contained questions on personality. In this study, the survey with the highest response rate was used. Three questionnaires in total were distributed during the course. One was delivered before the learners engaged with the course material, second right after the completion of the core course, and third six months after course completion, i.e. upon delivery of all promotional messages and videos. In total 1,397 learners were included, their ages ranged from 15 to 80 years (Mean = 45.59, SD = 14.36). More than 78 percent of them were female (\(N_{\text{male}} = 295, N_{\text{female}} = 1,102\)). The majority had a higher education degree (87.47%) and worked full time (59.53%). 53.47 percent managed to pass the course (\(N_{\text{pass}} = 747, N_{\text{fail}} = 650\)).

### 3.2 Data

Trace data were collected from the Coursera learning platform. The activities recorded in the trace data, including their description and the associated actions, are presented in Table 1.

To capture the personality traits, a self-reporting instrument was used. Several questionnaire for assessing personality traits have been developed. They range from as large as the 240 items questionnaire developed by Costa and McCrae [12], 100 items instrument by Goldberg in 1992 [24], 44-item Big-Five Inventory [27], and 10-item and 5-item questionnaires [25]. In this study, the Ten-Item Personality Inventory (TIPI) [25] was used to capture the personality of students who enrolled and completed at least one assessment in the Sit Less, Get Active course. TIPI was part of the baseline survey the learners completed before they engaged with learning materials. Although a shorter questionnaire might offer inferior psychometric perspective than a lengthier one, it also comes with some important advantages: reduced costs of answering to the highly similar questions, reduced boredom and frustration, and often greater response rate [25]. TIPI has proven to be an adequate and valid instrument for capturing the personality traits in terms of the convergent validity, test-retest reliability, and prediction pattern of external correlation as compared to the most frequently adopted 44-item Big-Five Inventory [25]. TIPI uses a seven-item Likert-like scale and contains 10 question items that correspond to the two opposite characteristics of each of the five personality traits. That is, the use of TIPI allowed us to create five variables, each representing one of the Big Five personality traits.

### 3.3 Data Analysis

To address research question 1, we applied the technique proposed in [44] and as illustrated in Figure 1. Learning actions in the trace data were initially processed by grouping them into learning sessions. Learning sessions were created by splitting sequences of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activities</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discussion</td>
<td>discussion_answer</td>
<td>Answer to the discussion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discussion_AUnvote</td>
<td>Undo the vote for the answer to the discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discussion_AVote</td>
<td>Vote for the answer to the discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discussion_QFollow</td>
<td>Follow the discussion question</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discussion_QUnfollow</td>
<td>Unfollow the discussion question</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discussion_QVote</td>
<td>Vote for the question posted in the forum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exam</td>
<td>exam</td>
<td>Work on practical exam questions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exam_begin</td>
<td>Begin working on the practical exam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exam_complete</td>
<td>Complete the practical exam question</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exam_correct</td>
<td>Correctly solve the practical exam question</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exam_incorrect</td>
<td>Incorrectly solve the practical exam question</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiz</td>
<td>quiz</td>
<td>Work on the quiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quiz_begin</td>
<td>Begin working on the quiz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quiz_complete</td>
<td>Complete the quiz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quiz_correct</td>
<td>Correctly solve the quiz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quiz_incorrect</td>
<td>Incorrectly solve the quiz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplement</td>
<td>Supplement_start</td>
<td>Access the extra reading materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplement_complete</td>
<td>Complete the access to the extra reading materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video</td>
<td>video_begin</td>
<td>Begin the video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video_download</td>
<td>Download the video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video_end</td>
<td>End the video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video_pause</td>
<td>Pause the video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video_play</td>
<td>Play the video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video_playback_rate</td>
<td>Change the playback rate of the video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video_seek</td>
<td>Seek the video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video_subtitle</td>
<td>Change the subtitle of the video</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video_subtitle_change</td>
<td>Download the subtitle</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video_volume_change</td>
<td>Change the volume</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>video_wait</td>
<td>Wait for the video to load</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Page_preload</td>
<td>Load the page for the first time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page_view</td>
<td>View the page</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(N_{\text{male}})</th>
<th>(N_{\text{female}})</th>
<th>(N)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>male</td>
<td>female</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>295</td>
<td>1,102</td>
<td>1,397</td>
<td>45.59</td>
<td>14.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
learning actions of individual students using the threshold of 30 minutes of inactive time between two consecutive actions [32]. Then, the overly short and overly long sessions were excluded from further analysis [28]. As a result, 8,990 learning sessions were included into the learning tactics and strategies detection process. To identify learning tactics, a First Order Markov Model (FOMM) was created using learning sessions (i.e. sequences of learning actions) as the input. The FOMM produced the overall learning process based on the probability of transition of actions in each learning session according to the timestamps. The transition matrix produced by the FOMM served as the input for the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to detect prototypical groups of learning sessions. Thus identified patterns of learning behaviour were considered as a manifestation of the students’ learning tactics.

The number of each tactic used and the total number of tactics used by individual were taken as the input to detect the strategies adopted by the learners. The agglomerative hierarchical clustering based on Ward’s method and the Euclidean similarity measure was used to categorise learners based on the learning tactic usage patterns. To examine the tactic regulation for each detected strategy, we plot the mean numbers of tactic used across the course topics.

The association between learning strategy group and academic performance was tested by comparing whether there were significant differences between the learning strategy groups on academic performance (i.e. the course final grade obtained). This was done by using the Kruskal Wallis test followed by pair-wise Mann-Whitney U tests. The Bonferroni correction was used to prevent the risk of the ‘p-inflation’ error.

To address research question 2 and examine the personality traits, first, the descriptive statistics were used to summarise the information reported by the learners. This was followed by multinomial logistic regression (MLR) to examine the likelihood of the students’ personality scores to predict the assignment of the learners to the learning strategy groups. The MLR is used to study the discrete unordered categorical dependent variables [34]. Specifically, the dependent variable was the assignment of the learners to the learning strategies and the independent variables were the five variables representing students’ scores on the five personality traits as measured by TPPI. The MLR computes the odds of preference event (i.e. chosen learning strategies) against a reference category (i.e., an alternative strategy). We examined the odds of learners adopting a specific learning strategy over the other strategies, using each learning strategy as a reference category.

4 RESULTS

4.1 Research question 1

4.1.1 Learning Tactics. Four tactics were detected as distinctive patterns in sequences of learning actions within the students’ learning sessions. The supplementary document provides a detailed insight into each learning tactic in terms of the distribution of actions within learning sessions, chronological order of learning actions within sessions, frequency of individual learning actions, as well as the process model of each learning tactic. Fig. 2 presents, for each detected tactic, the distribution of learning actions within learning sessions that ‘belong’ to a particular tactic.

Figure 2: The state distribution of each learning tactic

- Long Diverse (N = 4,411 sessions, 49.07%): This was the most frequently chosen tactic, characterised by long learning sessions (Mdn = 61 actions in a session). Each session consisted of a variety of learning actions. In general, the sessions primarily included access to information pages and interaction with the videos. Interaction with the quizzes and the practical exams were present as well.

- Video Oriented (N = 1,064 sessions, 11.84%): The length of learning sessions of this tactic was moderate (Mdn = 16 actions per session). The most dominant actions were those associated with the course videos. Access to the information pages and interaction with the quizzes were present, as well.

1http://tiny.cc/3cbsdz
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- Information Oriented (N = 1,732 sessions, 19.27%): This tactic is characterised by the shortest learning sessions (Mdn = 6 actions per session). The most dominant actions in this tactic included access to the supplementary learning materials and other information pages. Interaction with the course videos and interaction with other students in discussion forums were also observed, but to a less extent.
- Assessment Oriented (N = 1,783 sessions, 19.83%): This tactic consisted of moderately long learning sessions (Mdn = 17 actions per session). Its main feature is the dominance of the exam- and quiz-related actions.

4.1.2 Learning Strategies. The four detected learning strategies are depicted in Fig. 3.

- Disengaged (N = 440 learners, 31.50%): This is the largest strategy group and at the same time the group with the lowest level of activity. When interacting with the course content, this group tended to use the Long Diverse Oriented and Assessment Oriented tactics. However, the number of tactics used decreased as the course progressed. The learners in this group showed the lowest course performance (Mdn (Q1 and Q3) = 40.00 (38.33, 90.00)). The median number of passed graded activities was 2 out of 5, and only 30.68% managed to pass the course. On average, these learners spent 6.24 days interacting with the course content.
- Surface (N = 319 learners, 22.83%): The learners in this group were on average moderately active at the beginning of the course. The number of tactics used gradually decreased with each topic unit. The learners approached their studying by using primarily the Assessment Oriented tactic and Long Diverse Oriented tactic. In terms of academic performance, the learners obtained relatively low course mark (Mdn (Q1, Q3) = 78.33 (40.00, 98.18)) and the median number of passed graded activities was 4. Only 46.71% managed to complete and pass the course. The median number of days that the learners spent on the course was 20.35 days. These learners spend the median of 14.88 days to complete the final graded activities.
- Active (N = 410 learners, 29.35%): Similar to the Highly Active strategy group, the Active learners were moderately engaged in learning and extensively used the Long Diverse Oriented tactic. The application of the Long Diverse Oriented tactic gradually dropped as the course progressed. For the final, third course topic, the learners increased the application of Information Oriented tactic. This tactic reflects the concentration on the supplemental reading materials. The use of other learning tactics was hardly observable. In terms of performance, this strategy group obtained relative high scores (Mdn (Q1, Q3) = 91.2 (76.36, 98.18)), the median of passed graded activities was 5, and 66.10% of the learners passed the course. This group spent slightly more time than the Surface group (Mdn = 21.28 days). These learners took on average 16.63 days to complete the final graded activities.
- Highly Active (N = 228 learners, 16.32%): This learning strategy group showed a high level of engagement. The learners applied several learning tactics. The most dominant tactic was Long Diverse Oriented, though its use gradually decreased as the course progressed. The Information Oriented tactic was the second most dominant tactic for this strategy group. The application of this tactic was observed during the interaction with the learning resources of the first and the third course topic. The Video Oriented tactic was consistently observed throughout the course. The learners in this group obtained the highest grade (Mdn (Q1, Q3) = 98.18 (90.00, 100.00)). The percentage of learners who passed the course was higher than in the other three learning strategy groups (84.21 % learners passed the course). The learners spent a longer amount of time interacting with the course content (Mdn = 51.51 days) than in the other three groups. However, the learners in this group only took a median of 19.09 days to complete the final graded activities. This indicates the behaviors of revisiting the course resources even after the learners had completed the course.

4.1.3 Association with academic performance. The Kruskal-Wallis test revealed the significant association of learning strategy group and course grade (χ²(3)=232.27, p < 0.0001). Table 2 presents the results of the pairwise comparisons (done with Mann-Whitney U tests) of learning strategy group with respect to the course mark. Overall, we observed the significant association of learning strategy group and academic performance across each pair of the groups. The effect sizes ranged from small (Surface Disengaged) to large (Disengaged Highly Active).

Table 2: Pairwise comparison of strategy groups with respect to the course grade

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>r</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>-5.61</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>Disengaged</td>
<td>5.08</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>Highly Active</td>
<td>-8.87</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Disengaged</td>
<td>11.32</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.388</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Highly Active</td>
<td>-5.07</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
<td>0.201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disengaged</td>
<td>Highly Active</td>
<td>-13.11</td>
<td>&lt; 0.0001</td>
<td>0.507</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Research question 2

Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics of the personality traits as reported by the learners. In general, the learners rated themselves as neutral in terms of the extraversion. The median scores of agreeableness, conscientiousness and openness were high (Mdn = 5 out of 7) and emotional instability was relatively high (Mdn = 4.6).

Table 3: Summary of personality traits score

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personality</th>
<th>Median (Q1 and Q3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>3.5 (2.5-5.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>5.0 (4.5-6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>5.5 (4.5-6.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td>4.5 (3.5-6.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>5.5 (4.5-6.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table presents the results of the MLR in terms of the odd ratios of changing the reference learning strategy based on the
personality traits scores can be found from the supplementary document\(^2\). This table shows the results obtained by taking each strategy group as the reference.

Considering only unique relationships, the significant results obtained from the MLR can be interpreted as follows: a unit increase in the agreeableness was associated with 15.6% greater odds of learners adopting the Highly Active learning strategy compared to being Disengaged (OR (95%CI) = 1.156 (0.999, 1.339)). Similarly, an increase in conscientiousness score by one unit was associated with 14% higher odds of adopting the Highly Active over Disengaged learning strategy (1.143 (1.007, 1.298)). In contrast, an increase in extraversion (0.897 (0.815, 0.983)) was negatively associated with likelihood of choosing Disengaged (0.847 (1.011)), i.e. we would expect that the learners would be more likely to remain Disengaged rather than to use the Highly Active learning strategy. Furthermore, agreeableness was positively associated with the likelihood of adopting the Surface strategy over being Disengaged (1.223 (1.070, 1.399)), while a one unit increase in extraversion score was associated with lower likelihood of choosing the Active Learning strategy compared to being Disengaged (0.925 (0.847, 1.011)).

Conscientiousness (1.191 (1.042, 1.362)) and openness (1.150 (0.981, 1.348)) were positively, while emotional instability (0.862 (0.756, 0.983)) was negatively associated with likelihood of using the Highly Active compared to the Surface strategy. An increase in openness score by one unit was associated with 12.8% higher odds of adopting the Active over the Surface learning strategy (1.128 (0.984, 1.293)). In contrast, an increase in extraversion score (0.897 (0.815, 0.983)) and agreeableness (0.814 (0.710, 0.933)) scores was associated with greater odds of adopting the Surface compared to the Active learning strategy. In addition, a unit increase in agreeableness score was associated with 16% higher odds of adopting the Highly Active over the Active learning strategy (1.161 (1.001, 1.347)). Finally, a negative association was observed between emotional instability and likelihood of adopting the Highly Active over Active learning strategy (0.800 (0.705, 0.907)).

5 DISCUSSION

5.1 Research question 1

5.1.1 Learning Tactics and Strategies. The learning tactics detected based on the analytic approach used in the study depict a pattern of how learners interacted with the learning activities in each learning session\([26]\). We detected four learning tactics, namely, Long Diverse, Video, Information, and Assessment Oriented. In general, the Long Diverse tactic was the most frequently used. This pattern showed the longest learning sessions in which the learners interacted with several learning activities. This pattern was also observed by others in analytics-based detection of learning patterns from trace data (i.e. [54, 47, 21, 38]). The Assessment oriented tactic represented the pattern of interaction dominantly with the quizzes and exams, this similar pattern was also detected by Maldonado-Mahauad et al. [38], [6] referred to this pattern as the technical focused learning pattern based on the conventional pattern detection using a self-reporting instrument. The Video Oriented tactic demonstrates the dominant interaction pattern to the video were also detected by the previous work\([44]\). The Information Oriented tactic represented the dominant access to the supplement reading materials. Similar tactic indicative of interaction with the reading materials was detected in\([21]\).

Patterns of how learners applied the tactics to study the weekly topics in the MOOC represent learning strategies\([13]\). Even though the course was short (i.e., only three weeks), meaningful patterns of how learners approached their learning were observed. In particular, similar to [23], we found that the detected learning strategies resemble Bigg’s approaches to learning\([3]\). The approaches to learning adopted by learners are influenced by intuition and motivation, learning situation, and learning content\([3, 18]\). This notion is well aligned with the self-regulated learning theory. According to Winne and Hadwin\([55]\), how learners operate their learning is influenced by learning goals, tasks conditions, and cognitive conditions.

We found that the Highly Active learning strategy group showed a high level of engagement and applied several learning tactics. By considering the trace data as a reflection of the realised intention, this behavior corresponds to deep approach to learning. Deep learners are highly active and aim to understand learning content by applying several tactics\([3]\).

The Active strategy exhibited a similar learning pattern to that of the Highly Active strategy. However, their level of interaction with the course activities was lower as compared to the Highly Active strategy. These two learning strategies (i.e., Active and Highly Active) were associated with high academic performance. This is well aligned with the characteristics of learners with deep approach to learning. Research found that deep approach to learning is ideal and learners are more likely to perform better than those who exhibit others approaches to learning\([10, 45]\). We also observed that learners who employed the Highly Active learning strategy

\(^2\)http://tiny.cc/3chsdz
were more likely to spend more time on the course and to revisit the course content after they completed the courses, the latter being indicative of their intention to review the information they had previously studied.

The pattern of learning behaviour associated with the Disengaged strategy is indicative of shallow learning. The analysis revealed very low level of activity after the first week of the course (Fig. 3). This strategy is reflective of surface approach to learning [3]. This approach to learning is found to be associated with low academic performance [16], which is in accordance with our findings: the Disengaged strategy group showed the highest fail rate and the lowest performance.

The Surface strategy group was moderately active at the beginning of the course. However, their level of activity gradually decreased as the course progress. Learners in this group highly relied on the Assessment Oriented tactic. This pattern of learning behaviour is well representative of the surface learning approach, which, according to [3], is oriented towards assessment and passing the course.

5.1.2 Analytics-based methods for strategy and tactic detection. Several analytics based methods for the detection of learning tactics and strategies from trace data have been proposed, including, for example, sequence analysis [28], hidden Markov model [21], process mining [44], and network analytic approaches [43]. A common element of these analytical methods is that the detection of learning tactics is done at the level of learning sessions [21, 43] to capture the technique used by learners in each learning task [26]. The detected patterns indicative of learning tactics were usually shaped by the particularities of the course instructional design. This is well recognized in the learning strategy theory [55]. For example, according to Winne and Hadwin [55], the tactics and strategies adopted by learners are influenced by the task (external) and cognitive (internal) conditions. Therefore, the detected tactics should reflect the structure of the course and the tasks students interacted with. For instance, in a flipped classroom course with a design that emphasised summative assessment, a tactic based on the trial-and-error behavior was observed [28], capturing the pattern of learners interaction with the summative assessment activities. Similarly, in a programming MOOC course, two distinct tactics indicative of how learner worked on practical exercises were observed [43]. In the current study, many supplement reading materials were provided, therefore, we detected a tactic strongly characterised by the access to the supplementary materials.

Regularity of the tactics can be observed by inspecting how learners employ the tactics in each learning period and is indicative of the adopted learning strategy [13]. In a well structured course, e.g., blended or flipped classroom, regulation of tactics could be often observed at the level of the course weeks as course curricula tend to have weekly structure [28, 44]. Since MOOCs typically offer self-paced learning and flexible learning schedule, the tactic usage patterns are not necessarily aligned with the study weeks: different learners exhibit different learning pace and have different beginning and completing time. The study in this paper demonstrated that observing the regulation of learning tactics can be done by using the learning topic as a time reference. Even though, the learning strategies were observed by using different time frame (i.e. study weeks in previous studies [29, 44] and topic in this study), we observed similar learning strategy behaviors with the previous studies. The detected learning strategy groups closely represent the characteristics of the approaches to learning as explained in Section 5.1.1. This research added insight into the application of the analytics method that combines process and sequence mining for the detection of learning tactics and strategies in the MOOC setting.

5.2 RQ 2: Personality Traits and the Choice of Learning Strategy

We found that the learners’ adoption of learning strategies, as evidenced in the trace data, was associated with their personality traits. For instance, we observed a positive association between learners’ scores on the consciousness trait and their adoption of the Highly Active learning strategy. This is consistent with several other studies that found consciousness (i.e. dependable personality) to be a significant predictor of deep approach to learning [58, 16], since the Highly Active and Active strategy groups identified in this study can be considered as having deep approach to learning. Furthermore, one of the characteristics of the conscientiousness is a willingness to do tasks well as directed by the goal [15]. Individuals with high scores in conscientiousness tend to have strong motives to complete the learning tasks and to put the effort to understand the learning content [2]. Considering that our study was situated in a MOOC context where intrinsic motivation and deep approach to learning are required for success, it is not surprising that conscientiousness was associated with the choice of the Highly Active learning strategy.

Agreeableness reflects the kindness and generosity. This personality trait is common among females [57]. In this study, more than 78% of the learners were females. We found inconsistent results when examining the association of agreeableness and the detected learning strategies. Agreeableness was associated with higher odds of choosing Surface or Highly Active strategies over the Disengaged one, as well as choosing Highly Active over Active strategy. However, it was also associated with higher odds of opting for the Surface over Active strategy. Similar inconsistent findings related to the agreeableness trait have been reported in the literature, namely, agreeableness was found to be predictive of both surface and deep approaches to learning [58, 8] and this requires future research.

The emotional instability or neuroticism trait, in our study, proved to be associated with higher odds of choosing Active, Surface, or Disengaged strategy over the Highly Active strategy. Simply put, learners with high score for the neuroticism trait rarely adopted the Highly Active strategy. This is consistent with the extant research that has found emotional instability as being predictive of adopting surface approach to learning [58, 16] and this approach being represented in our study by the Surface and Disengaged strategies. [16] suggests that learners with a high score in emotional instability tend to exhibit anxiety over their academic outcomes, which, in turn, motivate them to highly target assessment activities in order to pass the course. This assessment-focus is well represented in the tactics adopted by Surface strategy group.

In contrast to several findings on the association of extraversion and deep learning approach [9, 16], in this study, we observed that
extraversion was associated only with higher odds of applying the Surface or Disengaged learning strategies over the Active strategy. In other words, our results indicate a positive association of extraversion and the surface approach to learning. The research reported in the literature found both positive and negative association of the extraversion and the surface learning approach. For instance, Zhang [58] found a negative association between extraversion and the surface learning approach, while Shokri et al. [52] found a positive relationship of extraversion and surface approach to learning.

In contrast to several findings (e.g. [8, 16]), we found no significant association between the openness to experience trait and the applied learning strategies.

6 CONCLUSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND LIMITATIONS

Conclusion. This research explored the association of learning strategies and the personality traits. The learning strategies were detected from the trace data originating from learners interactions with the learning activities in a MOOC. Thus identified learning strategies reflect the "realised intention" of learners [23]. We observed four learning strategies adopted by the students, i.e. Highly Active, Active, Surface and Disengaged strategies. In terms of the relationship of the detected learning strategies and personality traits, we found associations between some of the personality traits and the strategies adopted by the learners. Conscientiousness and agreeableness were predictive of adopting the Highly Active strategy, which is reflective of deep approach to learning. The neuroticism or emotional instability was found to have a positive association with the use of the Surface and Disengaged strategies, which are reflective of the surface approach to learning. We found no statistically significant association of openness and any choice of learning strategies.

Implications. We found that some of the personality traits were predictive of adopting certain learning strategies. Hence, the personality traits might be used in order to inform instructional interventions early in a course. Such interventions can be in the form of personalized suggestions about how to approach and what learning strategies to apply in the course. However, personality trait informed interventions should be used only as a starting point and the learners should not be treated throughout the entire course purely on the merit of their personality traits [2]. Instead, as learners engage in learning and start generating trace data, learning strategies could be automatically detected by using the analytic approach presented in this study. Thus, identified insights into the students learning behaviour should complement the personality data to inform instructional suggestions (i.e., feedback) to be offered to learners. The benefits of analytics-based personalized feedback on the choice of learning strategies [44, 21], student satisfaction with feedback [49], and academic performance have already been reported in the literature [35]. However, the novelty of this study is that the ‘cold start’ in the student support at the very beginning of a course can be overcome by the self-reported personality traits.

Future research, however, should explore the extent to which and how long (in weeks) personality scores can also be used together with automatically detected learning strategies to provide analytic-based personalized feedback. It should also be investigated whether there is a temporal dimension in the association of the personality traits and properties of learning strategies. For example, it would be worth exploring whether the personality traits are predictive of the choices of learning strategies primarily in the early weeks of a course, and whether and how their effect fades away. This association should also be investigated in the context of different instructional interventions targeting the use of effective learning strategies.

Limitations. In this study, the majority of those who voluntarily answered the personality survey were females. The self-report, therefore, might be biased to gender, but this bias is often observed in educational research with self-reports [37]. Moreover, the personality detection instrument applied in this study was based on the 10-items TIPI which cannot capture the subscales of the personality traits as accurately as the longer instruments. Our choice of the 10-item instrument was to reduce the workload of the participants and thus maximize participation. In terms of tactics and strategy detection from the learning trace data, we applied an unsupervised machine learning algorithm. This is subject to the interpretation bias of the researcher. To minimize this bias, we took into consideration the course design and relevant educational theory (self-regulated learning and approaches to learning).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Long Diverse</th>
<th>Video Oriented</th>
<th>Information Oriented</th>
<th>Assessment Oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N = 4411 sessions (49.07%)</td>
<td>N = 1064 sessions (11.84%)</td>
<td>N = 1732 sessions (19.27 %)</td>
<td>N = 1783 sessions (19.83 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Long Diverse</th>
<th>Video Oriented</th>
<th>Information Oriented</th>
<th>Assessment Oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Most Frequent 10 sequence</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1.png" alt="Graph 1" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image2.png" alt="Graph 2" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image3.png" alt="Graph 3" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4.png" alt="Graph 4" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>All Sequences</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image5.png" alt="Graph 5" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
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<td><img src="image8.png" alt="Graph 8" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Long Diverse</th>
<th>Video Oriented</th>
<th>Information Oriented</th>
<th>Assessment Oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Action Frequency</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. : 3.00</td>
<td>Min. : 2.00</td>
<td>Min. : 2.000</td>
<td>Min. : 2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Qu.: 38.00</td>
<td>1st Qu.: 11.00</td>
<td>1st Qu.: 4.000</td>
<td>1st Qu.: 8.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median : 61.00</td>
<td>Median : 16.00</td>
<td>Median : 6.000</td>
<td>Median : 17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean : 68.38</td>
<td>Mean : 17.6</td>
<td>Mean : 9.411</td>
<td>Mean : 19.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Qu.: 94.00</td>
<td>3rd Qu.: 22.0</td>
<td>3rd Qu.: 11.000</td>
<td>3rd Qu.: 28.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. : 160.00</td>
<td>Max. : 101.0</td>
<td>Max. : 90.000</td>
<td>Max. : 114.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sequence Length</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min. : 2.00</td>
<td>Min. : 2.00</td>
<td>Min. : 2.00</td>
<td>Min. : 2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Qu.: 8.00</td>
<td>1st Qu.: 4.00</td>
<td>1st Qu.: 8.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median : 17.00</td>
<td>Median : 6.00</td>
<td>Median : 17.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean : 19.68</td>
<td>Mean : 9.411</td>
<td>Mean : 19.68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd Qu.: 28.00</td>
<td>3rd Qu.: 11.000</td>
<td>3rd Qu.: 28.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. : 114.00</td>
<td>Max. : 90.000</td>
<td>Max. : 114.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 1: Process of learning tactic1: Long Diverse Oriented tactics
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Figure 2: Process of learning tactic2: Video Oriented tactics
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Figure 3: Process of learning tactic 3: Information Oriented tactics
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Figure 4: Process of learning tactic4: Assessment Oriented tactic
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Table 2: The Association between personality and learning strategy based on the multinomial logistic regression

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Strategy Group</th>
<th>Personality</th>
<th>Exp(B)</th>
<th>CI(95%) of Exp(B)</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disengage</td>
<td>Highly Active</td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>1.002</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>1.113</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>1.156*</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>1.338</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>1.143**</td>
<td>1.007</td>
<td>1.298</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td>0.855**</td>
<td>0.755</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>1.088</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>1.264</td>
<td>0.271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>0.925*</td>
<td>0.847</td>
<td>1.011</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>1.125</td>
<td>0.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>1.039</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>1.154</td>
<td>0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td>1.069</td>
<td>0.962</td>
<td>1.187</td>
<td>0.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>1.067</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>1.210</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td></td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>1.031</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>1.133</td>
<td>0.523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>1.223***</td>
<td>1.070</td>
<td>1.399</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>1.072</td>
<td>0.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td>0.992</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>1.110</td>
<td>0.886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>0.946</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td>1.081</td>
<td>0.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>Highly Active</td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>0.972</td>
<td>0.869</td>
<td>1.086</td>
<td>0.611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>0.945</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td>1.107</td>
<td>0.485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>1.191**</td>
<td>1.042</td>
<td>1.362</td>
<td>0.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td>0.862**</td>
<td>0.756</td>
<td>0.983</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>1.150*</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>1.348</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td></td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>0.897**</td>
<td>0.815</td>
<td>0.988</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>0.814***</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>1.083</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>1.214</td>
<td>0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td>1.078</td>
<td>0.960</td>
<td>1.209</td>
<td>0.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>1.128*</td>
<td>0.984</td>
<td>1.293</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Strategy Group</th>
<th>Personality</th>
<th>Exp(B)</th>
<th>CI(95%) of Exp(B)</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disengage</td>
<td></td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.882</td>
<td>1.066</td>
<td>0.523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>0.818***</td>
<td>0.715</td>
<td>0.935</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>1.042</td>
<td>0.933</td>
<td>1.165</td>
<td>0.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td>1.008</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>1.128</td>
<td>0.886</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>1.057</td>
<td>0.925</td>
<td>1.208</td>
<td>0.415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Highly Active</td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>1.083</td>
<td>0.974</td>
<td>1.204</td>
<td>0.142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>1.161**</td>
<td>1.001</td>
<td>1.347</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td>1.252</td>
<td>0.149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td>0.800***</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>0.907</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>1.019</td>
<td>0.875</td>
<td>1.187</td>
<td>0.805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td></td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>1.115**</td>
<td>1.012</td>
<td>1.227</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>1.228***</td>
<td>1.071</td>
<td>1.408</td>
<td>0.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.824</td>
<td>1.035</td>
<td>0.170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td>0.928</td>
<td>0.827</td>
<td>1.041</td>
<td>0.204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>0.886*</td>
<td>0.773</td>
<td>1.016</td>
<td>0.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disengage</td>
<td></td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>1.081*</td>
<td>0.989</td>
<td>1.181</td>
<td>0.086</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>1.004</td>
<td>0.889</td>
<td>1.134</td>
<td>0.949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>0.963</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>1.069</td>
<td>0.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td>0.936</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>1.040</td>
<td>0.217</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>0.937</td>
<td>0.826</td>
<td>1.062</td>
<td>0.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highly Active</td>
<td>Active</td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>0.923</td>
<td>0.830</td>
<td>1.027</td>
<td>0.0262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>0.861**</td>
<td>0.743</td>
<td>0.999</td>
<td>0.1421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>0.909</td>
<td>0.799</td>
<td>1.035</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td>1.250***</td>
<td>1.102</td>
<td>1.418</td>
<td>0.1488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>0.981</td>
<td>0.842</td>
<td>1.143</td>
<td>0.0005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface</td>
<td></td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>1.029</td>
<td>0.921</td>
<td>1.150</td>
<td>0.1194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>1.058</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>1.239</td>
<td>0.6113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>0.839**</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>0.959</td>
<td>0.4851</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference</td>
<td>Strategy Group</td>
<td>Personality</td>
<td>Exp(B)</td>
<td>CI(95%) of Exp(B)</td>
<td>p</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td>1.160**</td>
<td>1.017</td>
<td>1.324</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>0.870*</td>
<td>0.742</td>
<td>1.019</td>
<td>0.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disengage</td>
<td></td>
<td>Extraversion</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>0.899</td>
<td>1.108</td>
<td>0.0007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agreeableness</td>
<td>0.865*</td>
<td>0.747</td>
<td>1.001</td>
<td>0.9705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conscientiousness</td>
<td>0.875**</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>0.993</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional instability</td>
<td>1.170**</td>
<td>1.034</td>
<td>1.324</td>
<td>0.039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Openness</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>0.791</td>
<td>1.068</td>
<td>0.013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p<0.01; **p<0.05; ***p<0.001
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6.3 Summary

In this chapter, the process analytics-based approach is applied to detect learning tactics and strategies of MOOC learners. Given the flexibility afforded by a MOOC in terms of free and open enrolment, it was challenging to examine patterns of learning tactics that would correspond to particular temporal units (weeks) of the course. Hence, the course topics were used as a time unit of analysis. To address research question three (RQ3), which aimed to ensure that the analysed results are consistent with educational theory, this chapter demonstrated that the process analytics-based approach is capable of detecting study patterns indicative of learning tactics and strategies. Aligned with the findings presented in other chapters, the learning tactics detected using the process analytics-based approach are reflective of the course design. These learning tactics are Long Diverse, Video Oriented, Information Oriented, and Assessment Oriented tactics. This approach extracted four strategies of how learners employed the tactics, including Disengaged, Surface, Active, and Highly Active strategies. Two of the strategies (Disengaged and Surface) were reflective of the surface approach to learning, which is characterised by a low level of engagement, high focus on assessment without understanding the learning content, and is associated with poor academic performance (Mattick et al., 2004). The other two detected learning strategies (Active and Highly Active strategies) were indicative of the deep approach to learning. The students who employed these two strategies showed a high level of engagement, a tendency to apply multiple learning tactics, and an association with high academic performance (Chonkar et al., 2018).

This study serves as one of the first examples that investigated the relationship between personality traits and learning strategies extracted from trace data. The findings from this study, thus, answer research question four (RQ4) by observing how the SRL construct (i.e., personality traits) contributes to the adoption of learning strategies. That is, in this study, we found that the conscientiousness trait was predictive of deep approaches to learning (i.e., Active and Highly Active strategies based on the automatically detected learning strategies). This finding is aligned with the current research that explore the relationship between conscientiousness trait and deep approaches to learning (Chamorro-Premuzic & Furnham, 2008; Zhang, 2003). The literature reports that agreeableness is predictive of both surface and deep approaches to learning (Chamorro-Premuzic & Furnham, 2008; Zhang, 2003). Similarly, in this study, significant associations were found between agreeableness and the surface strategy as well as agreeableness and the Active strategy group. The students who scored high on their self-reports about the emotional instability trait were found to be less likely to adopt Highly Active strategy. The extraversion trait was found to be associated with high odds of using the surface approach to learning. There was no significant association between the openness and any of the detected learning strategies.

The results presented in this chapter informed that personality traits are predictive of the adoption of learning strategies. The alignment of detected results with the well-accepted educational research on approaches to learning (Diseth, 2003; Duff et al., 2004; Zhang, 2003) lends some sup-
port for the generalizability of the results. That is, conscientiousness is predictive of deep approach application. Meanwhile, emotional instability is connected to the adoption of the surface approach to learning. However, the link between agreeableness requires further research. This alignment of the results in this thesis and the results in the literature on approaches to learning also offers some support for the validity of the proposed analytics-based approach for the detection of theoretically-meaningful learning strategies.

This study has shed light on the understanding of the link between psychological constructs and automatically detected learning strategies. The findings suggest that personality traits are predictive of learning strategies adopted by learners in the MOOC. Hence, personality traits can be used as an initial step to observe the learning strategies that learners are inclined to use, especially when trace data are not available. Self-reports about personality traits can be used to generate personalised feedback on the selection of learning tactics and strategies in the initial phases of a course. However, personality traits should not be used as an assessment of one’s learning process nor should they be used throughout the entire duration of a course. Instead, trace data should be used as they are shown to offer more reliable accounts about how students learn (Cicchinelli et al., 2018; Hadwin et al., 2007; Zhou & Winne, 2012).
Conclusions and future directions

The main intention of this thesis is to propose an approach for automatic detection of learning tactics and strategies in order to enable the process of analytics-based feedback provision and evaluation. This thesis has presented the findings of multiple studies that applied analytics approaches to the datasets collected from several learning environments.

In this chapter, a summary of the main findings and contributions of the work presented in this thesis are discussed with respect to the key research goals and questions identified in Section 1.1. Given that a key purpose of learning analytics is to understand and optimise human learning, this chapter focuses on the implication of work for both research and practice. The potential directions for future work are also discussed.

7.1 Impact of the present work

7.1.1 RQ 1: Feedback on self-regulated learning

In Chapter two, we have presented a systematic review of the literature on learning analytics-based feedback tools from the SRL perspective. Specifically, the review offered an overview of the research on LADs. Serving also as a background study for this PhD thesis, the systematic literature review highlights the need to support the understanding and enhancement of SRL processes with learning analytics.

This systematic review has several key strengths. Firstly, the review was conducted by following a well-known theoretical model of SRL. Previous systematic literature reviews in this area focused on the design and development aspects of LADs with weak grounding in educational theories. The review shows that the current generation of LADs lacks the ability to support all the key elements and phases of self-regulation according to SRL theories (Matcha, Ahmad Uzir, et al., 2020). The study, thus, has identified a need for future research and development on LADs; that is, to develop...
mechanisms that can include support for learning tactics, learning strategies, knowledge of tasks, standards, and evaluations.

Secondly, the findings of the systematic literature review suggest promising directions that can be followed to overcome the challenges in existing LADs. For instance, if LADs are considered as a form of feedback, their design should be driven by the relevant feedback literature (Hattie & Timperley, 2007). Moreover, LADs should be supported with the theory-informed use of data science approaches to analyse relevant constructs such as learning tactics and strategies.

7.1.2 RQ 2: Detection of learning tactics and strategies

The central and most substantial part of the thesis is dedicated to the development of a learning analytics-based approach that enables the detection of theoretically sound learning tactics and strategies from trace data. Learning tactics and strategies detected from trace data conceptually represent “realised intentions” of students, while learning tactics and strategies identified with self-report instruments can be referred to as “perceived intentions” (Zhou & Winne, 2012). In this thesis, learning tactics are differentiated from learning strategies. That is, a tactic is a sequence of actions performed to complete a given task (Hadwin et al., 2007). A strategy is viewed as regulation or pattern of tactic applications (Derry, 1989; Malmberg et al., 2014; Rachal et al., 2007). By distinguishing learning tactics from strategies, the thesis proposes a data-analytics approach composed of two main steps, including tactic detection and strategy detection. Chapter three has examined three different learning analytics-based approaches for the detection of learning tactics and strategies. The following chapters (Chapter four to Chapter six) investigated the ability of process analytics-based approach to detect learning tactics and strategies. The primary goal of these studies was to validate the applicability of the proposed approach.

Validity is a critical property of a learning analytics-based approach. Validity can be viewed as the extent to which the analysed findings can be explained by existing theories (Gašević et al., 2015; Joksimovic et al., 2019). The extent to which the approach is applicable in a different situation can also be considered as one of the dimension to assess validity. The validity of the data analytics approach proposed in this thesis was tested by replicating the application of the approach to datasets collected in different learning environments including flipped classroom (in Chapter four and Chapter five), blended learning (in Chapter five), session-focused MOOC (in Chapter five) and on-demand MOOC (in Chapter six).

From the practical perspective, the most significant implication of the work presented in this thesis is the development of the data analytics approach that can be used by practitioners and instructors as a background algorithm to automatically detect learning tactics and strategies employed by students. The detected tactics and strategies can inform personalised feedback that supports each student according to their individual needs. Moreover, the results from the application of the proposed data analytics approach can be used to inform the design of interventions (Cicchinelli et al.,
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For instance, learning tactics are reflective of course instructional design; that is, it allows practitioners to use learning analytics to observe process models, actions, and effort of students. With these learning analytics, practitioners can check if students’ activities echo with their pedagogical indent and can get insights that can inform redesign of existing and design of new learning tasks. Learning strategies present patterns of utilising learning tactics. The observation of patterns of learning tactics and strategies allows the practitioners to identify whether particular types of learning tactics tend to be employed in relation to particular weeks/topics. In this way, instructors can better understand how students proceed with learning activities and if they act according to the course designs. This observation, hence, can help instructors to detect students who need support and require attention, as demonstrated in Chapter five.

7.1.3 RQ 3: theory informed learning tactics and strategies

From the research perspective, the absence of theory has been identified as a critical challenge in the current learning analytics research (Gašević, Kovanović, et al., 2017; Wise & Shaffer, 2015). In this regard, the focal point of the thesis is to ensure that the studies conducted were informed by relevant theories. Approaches to learning (Biggs, 1987; Entwistle, 1991) is a popular theory on learning strategies and is widely used to explain learning strategies in previous research (Zeegers, 2001). Therefore, in this thesis, the findings are discussed with relation to approaches to learning as demonstrated in Chapter three to Chapter six.

From the practical perspective, the proposed data analytics approach for the detection of learning tactics and strategies has been extensively evaluated to check its validity. The findings suggest that the approach can robustly be used across different learning contexts. As such, the thesis has demonstrated evidence that supports the generalisability of the results produced by the use of the analytics approach.

7.1.4 RQ 4: association of the self-regulated learning constructs

Enactment of learning tactics and strategies is identified as the core process of the SRL (Zimmerman, 2011). SRL is a recursive learning process that is influenced by many factors (Greene & Azevedo, 2007; Winne & Hadwin, 1998). One of the key research questions in this thesis is to examine how learning tactics and strategies detected automatically from trace data with the proposed data analytics approach are associated with relevant SRL constructs. Four of the learning constructs are examined in this thesis, including, products, external evaluation (feedback), cognitive conditions, and task conditions. As shown in the analyses presented in Chapter three to Chapter six, high academic performance as a proxy of learning products tends associate with the application of particular types of learning strategies that indicative of deep and strategic approaches to learning. In Chapter four, the association of learning strategies and feedback is examined. The results indicate that personalised feedback based on learning analytics is significantly and positively associated with the
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application of effective learning strategies. Chapter five examined the role of task conditions in the selection of learning tactics and strategies. The results suggested that learning tactics are reflective of the course instructional design, whereas learning strategies are sensitive to the delivery modality. In Chapter six, one of the cognitive conditions (disposition) is examined. Disposition is considered a psychological construct. In this study, dispositions are determined by the personality traits of an individual. The results indicate that learning strategies, detected by the proposed data analytics approach, show associations with personality traits, similar as findings found in studies that use the traditional self-report methods.

Several implications can be drawn from the findings related to this research question. First of all, its association with the selection of an effective learning strategy suggests that the provision of learning analytics-based personalised feedback, such as a customised elaborated textual message, is a promising approach for the use of learning analytics. Second, not only can data analytics approaches be used to detect learning tactics and strategies from trace data, but they can also be used to understand the efficacy of the opportunities provided to the students. That is, the patterns of learning tactics and strategies can be used to obtain insights into student interactions with learning materials. Together with the students’ performance, practitioners can observe if the level of efforts, types of actions, and activities are sufficient to support learning. Specifically, we can obtain insights to inform the design of courses. Finally, the self-reports of personality traits can be used as a starting point when trace data is not available to overcome the problems potentially associated with the ‘cold start’ (e.g., at the beginning of a course).

7.2 Directions for future work

Several avenues of research are left open to be explored further in the future. The main goal of this research is to propose a data analytics approach that enables the detection of learning tactics and strategies to support the provision of personalised feedback to optimise learning. Hence, an important direction of future work lies in exploring ways to integrate the proposed data analytics approach into systems for feedback provision. In Chapter four, we have shown that learning analytics-based personalised feedback is a promising approach to providing a ‘skeleton’ for instructors towards promoting dialogic feedback (Yang & Carless, 2013). That is, rather than providing feedback that is automatically generated by a system which has been proven as ineffective (Gašević et al., 2016; Kizilcec et al., 2016), a personalised feedback system such as ‘OnTask’ developed by Pardo et al. (2017) offers templates for instructors to create rules that can personalise messages sent to each learner. The rules give the flexibility to the instructor to make use of relevant measures of learning. Therefore, the proposed data analytics approach for the detection of learning tactics and strategies can be employed in such a system to enable personalised feedback on learning tactics and strategies. Future research should investigate the efficacy of the use of the proposed data analytics approach for learning tactic and strategy detection in the provision of personalised feedback.
The use of learning analytics-based feedback is promising to scale support for personalised feedback. However, several elements that can have significant impact on the effectiveness of feedback are yet under-explored. For instance, Hattie and Timperley (2007) posit that in order for feedback to be effective, feedback needs to address the “process” and “regulation” of learning. Additionally, in Chapter six, it is suggested that questionnaires such as the one of assessment of personality traits can be used to generate personalised feedback on the selection of learning tactics and strategies in the initial phases when trace data are still unavailable. However, the way to provide feedback to support the adoption of effective learning tactics and strategies is yet unexplored. We argue that individual differences, as identified by the personality traits, need to be considered when developing feedback for this purpose. For example, the findings in Chapter six suggest that those who have high emotional instability scores tended to use the surface approach to learning. The surface approach is characterised by low level of engagement and intention to focus mainly on assessment (Biggs, 1987). Hence, feedback for this group of students might need to highlight the importance of an in-depth understanding of a concept that the students need to learn. Moreover, the feedback can include suggestions about suitable tactics to apply in order to understand the concept. Furthermore, motivational factors should be considered and embedded in feedback in order to encourage the students to be persistent in the application of appropriate learning tactics and strategies as well as to motivate them to engage with the learning activities (Moos, 2014).

Given that the research in this thesis is highly focused on trace data, future research should investigate how other data sources such as self-reports and eye-tracking might add more insights into learning tactics and strategies. By combining trace data with other data streams, future research may deeper our understanding of the reasons why students employ particular tactics and strategies in different situations.

Although trace data offer accounts on how learning actually happened in real learning situations, many learning activities cannot be captured by digital technologies. Especially, in the formal learning settings where face-to-face classes are mandatory, physical learning activities play large parts in the learning process. Hence, capturing data about learning activities that happen outside digital spaces is one of the most challenging but important research direction. Combining multi-modal data with trace data as used in this thesis is an important research direction to expand our understanding of learning tactics and strategies.

Finally, SRL skills have been identified as essential skills for learning in the digital era (Kizilcec et al., 2017). The COPES model proposed by Winne and Hadwin (1998) is a well-established theoretical model of SRL that offers a holistic view of the learning process. Several dimensions of SRL are left under-explored in this thesis, including the phases of the SRL (i.e., goal setting and planning, task identification, and adaptation phases). Precisely, how to provide support for goal setting, assessment of standards, support for meta-cognitive, control and monitoring of the learning process are important directions for future research.
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